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FOREWORD

The Arctic region plays a key role in the climate of the Earth. The sea ice cover affects

the radiative balance of the Earth and radically changes the fluxes of heat between the at-

mosphere and the ocean. Both the atmospheric and oceanic circulations at midlatitudes are

affected by processes in the polar oceans; seasonal variability as well as interannual changes

are reflected in and partially caused by changes in ice cover and ice transport.

The principal contributions of NASA to national and international programs of research

on global climate and the dynamics of global change derive from broad applications of space

technology to such programs. Satellite data provide time series of synoptic data; little or

no such data are available from observations from aircraft, buoys, land stations or ships.

As we are now beginning to discover new uses and methods of interpretation of satellite data,
it is important to make overviews of data available to the scientific community, so that in-

vestigators can determine where further exploration may be possible using the data and other
observations.

This publication summarizes the observations of the Arctic made by the Electrically Scan-

ning Microwave Radiometer on board the Nimbus 5 research satellite over the period 1973

through 1976. It is hoped that the information will make this book a useful reference for

climatologists and polar oceanographers.

W. Stanley Wilson
Chief, Oceanic Processes Branch

Office of Space Science and Applications, NASA

Erik Mollo-Christensen

Chief, Laboratory for Oceans

Goddard Space Flight Center



PREFACE

Those who are interested in the polar regions and also those who are intrigued by the

latest achievements in remote sensing from satellites will certainly welcome this volume. They

will probably recognize that it is a sequel to an earlier (1983) atlas by nearly the same group

of scientists at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and the United States Geological
Survey entitled Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976: Satellite Passive-Microwave Observations. Now

both of the polar regions have been heard from--loudly and clearly.

What, exactly, is this atlas all about? In a nutshell, it summarizes the observations made

of the Arctic by the Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) onboard the Nim-

bus 5 polar orbiting meteorological satellite. A major advantage of microwave observations
over the more common visible and infrared satellite observations is that the former can

penetrate clouds. Furthermore, the microwave data can be collected both day and night. This

atlas also explains in some detail how these microwave observations can be interpreted in
terms of area of ocean covered by sea ice and the kind of ice (whether first-year or multiyear

ice). It even goes into the climatology of the Arctic and the reasons for the seasonally chang-
ing distributions and motions of the ice pack under the influence of winds and ocean currents.

To call this volume an "atlas" is actually misleading, since it is obviously much more

than that. To be sure, it contains a large number of beautiful maps in many colors depicting

various aspects of the state of the Arctic in a 4-year period in the 1970s, but its significance

and its message extend far beyond those maps. The oceanic and atmospheric processes that

take place in the Arctic are crucial to the weather and climate of the entire Northern

Hemisphere, and here we have a moving picture of the Arctic as seen from space with a

completeness and clarity never before achieved. Furthermore, this volume contains the in-

formation needed to study the details of the changes in the Arctic Ocean that may well ensue

if the global warming that many believe is now taking place accelerates in the years ahead.

Rarely have climatologists had such a good milestone from which to start.

The text that accompanies and explains the satellite passive-microwave observations is

excellent, and indeed the report as a whole is a kind of textbook on the processes involved

in the freezing and thawing of sea ice--as well as the remote sensing techniques for observ-

ing them. (The same can be said of the preceding volume.) However, the sense of excitement
and adventure that has motivated this team of scientists from the start seems to be carefully

muted in their own professional accounts.

To appreciate this sense of excitement one should turn back the clock a good many years,

to the period when Dr. William Nordberg of the Goddard Space Flight Center and his col-

leagues (numbering among them some of the present authors) were developing and testing
the first of those microwave radiometers from jet aircraft flying high over the frozen Arctic.
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The instrument worked well enough, as it turned out, and the next challenge was to demonstrate

that its measurements could be interpreted in a useful way in terms of the actual conditions

in the ice pack far below the observing platform--as has now been amply illustrated in this
volume.

Enter the eager apostles of "ground truth." These were the men and women who ven-

tured into the ice pack in ships, who flew over it in helicopters and light planes, and who

lived for months at a time in observing stations on the shifting sea ice, far from shore. (Again,

many of the present authors were involved in this kind of activity. One of them, demonstrating

an audacity that belied his very considerable intelligence, was the first person to don diving
gear and explore the ice pack from underneath.)

The pictures in Chapter 1 convey a small idea of the environment that they faced--but

I note that these photographs seem to have always been taken in good weather. Perhaps

the most ambitious of these ventures onto the Arctic ice was the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint

Experiment (AIDJEX), largely sponsored by the National Science Foundation and the Of-

fice of Naval Research, with the cooperation of NASA and the Canadian Polar Continental

Shelf Project. Some readers might not know that the drifting triangle shown in Figure 3-7

marks where men and women were living in the AIDJEX tents and huts. They lived there

in four stations until, one day in October 1975, the ice split apart with a loud crackling sound
and a lead of open water suddenly threaded its way through the base station, dividing it in

two and leaving the mess hall hanging out over the water. (In spite of this, the AIDJEX

carried on to the scheduled end of its mission in April 1976.)

So the days of Arctic exploration and adventure in the pursuit of science are far from

a thing of the past. There are new and compelling reasons for going there, of course, in-
cluding the oil and other natural resources to be found there, and the probability that the

Arctic Ocean has already become an important theater of operations for both U.S. and Soviet

submarines. And, as referred to earlier, a progressively warmer Earth would undoubtedly

make the Arctic more attractive for a variety of other activities, including a laboratory for

the study of climate change in progress.

We must therefore look upon this atlas of the Arctic as but one step in a continuing

research effort, an effort in which NASA will, as in the past, join forces with other govern-

ment agencies, such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the

National Science Foundation (NSF), the United States Geological Survey (USGS), and the

Department of Defense (DOD), and with other countries bordering on the Arctic Ocean.

This volume contains the record obtained by the Nimbus 5 satellite and its ESMR, a

single-frequency radiometer that has now been retired from active duty. Now there are (or
will shortly be) multichannel microwave radiometers on NASA, NOAA, and DOD satellites.

The pioneering work of the Goddard Space Flight Center's Oceans and Ice Branch, together
with the USGS, has set the stage admirably for continuing surveys of the Arctic from the

vantage point of space.

William W. Kellogg
Senior Scientist

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Boulder, Colorado
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SUMMARY

Sea ice is an important component in the highly interactive global climate system, reflecting

and influencing conditions in both the atmosphere and oceans. Although typically overlying

approximately 7 percent of the world's oceans, the sea ice cover experiences considerable

seasonal variability in both hemispheres: in the eight regions described in this atlas, encom-
passing most of the Northern Hemisphere sea ice area, the total extent of sea ice varies from

a minimum of about 7.8 x l0 6 square kilometers in September to a maximum of about 14.8

x 10 6 square kilometers in March, and in the Southern Hemisphere the extent varies from

about 4 x l06 square kilometers in February to about 20 x 10 6 square kilometers in

September. The ice significantly reduces the amount of solar radiation absorbed at the Earth's

surface, greatly restricts exchanges of heat, mass, and momentum between ocean and at-

mosphere, and affects the density structure of the upper ocean through the salt and heat

fluxes associated with the freezing and melting processes. The changes in density structure

at times lead to deep-water and even bottom-water formation, and the net equatorward advec-

tion of sea ice provides a transport of cold, low-salinity water out of the polar regions. In

this document, the sea ice cover of the Northern Hemisphere over the 4-year period 1973

through 1976 is described from the passive microwave data of the Electrically Scanning

Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) on the Nimbus 5 satellite. The book is a companion volume

to Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976: Satellite Passive-Microwave Observations (Zwally et al.,
1983a), and the two volumes together provide a global picture of sea ice conditions in the
mid-1970s.

Data collected by the Nimbus 5 ESMR from its launch in December 1972 through most

of the next 4 years provide the earliest all-weather, all-season imagery of global sea ice. For

39 months of the 4-year period, good quality Northern Hemisphere data were transmitted,

and these data are the basis of the sea ice maps, plots, and analysis in this volume. The data

have been interpolated for spatial and temporal gaps, averaged on a monthly basis into monthly

averaged microwave brightness temperatures, and displayed in color-coded polar maps. The

large contrast in microwave emissivities between sea ice and open water enables a conver-

sion of the brightness temperatures to sea ice concentrations (percentages of the ocean area

covered by sea ice) providing that all sea ice in the field of view has approximately the same

emissivity. In many of the seas and bays peripheral to the Arctic Ocean, the ice is predominantly

first-year sea ice, with an emissivity near 0.92, so that a straightforward conversion from

brightness temperatures to sea ice concentrations is possible. In the Arctic Ocean itself and

some of the immediately adjacent waters, multiyear sea ice with an emissivity near 0.84 ex-
ists in addition to first-year sea ice, complicating the interpretations. In these areas, sea ice

concentrations can be calculated from the brightness temperatures as a function of multiyear
ice fraction. The same function is valid for first-year sea ice regions as well, with the multiyear

ice fraction set at zero. Color-coded maps of the resulting sea ice concentrations are presented

in monthly averaged formats, with associated nomograms relating the color scale, multiyear
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ice fraction, and sea ice concentration. Various other color-coded images, including ice con-

centration yearly averages, 4-year averages for individual months, and differences from month

to month, are also presented, as are plots of a variety of variables such as total areal extent

of sea ice, area of ice in various ice concentration categories, and area of actual ice coverage.
The plots are presented for each of eight regions, covering most of the Northern Hemisphere

sea ice area, and for the sum of the eight regions. The eight regions are the Arctic Ocean,

the Sea of Okhotsk, the Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, Baffin Bay/Davis Strait, the Greenland

Sea, the Kara and Barents Seas, and the Canadian Archipelago.

The ESMR data reveal many of the details of the distribution and dynamics of the North-

ern Hemisphere sea ice cover, including considerable interannual variability and interregional

contrasts. At the time of maximum ice extent in March, the ice cover is nearly complete in

the Arctic Ocean, Hudson Bay, the Kara Sea, and the Canadian Archipelago, and is exten-

sive for large portions of the other peripheral seas and bays. The springtime retreat of the

ice edge tends to begin first in Davis Strait and the northern North Atlantic and last in the

Bering Sea and Hudson Bay. At the time of minimum ice extent in September, the ice pack

is mostly confined to the central Arctic Ocean and portions of the Greenland Sea, the Kara
Sea, and the Canadian Archipelago. Essentially no ice remains in the Bering Sea, Hudson

Bay, the Sea of Okhotsk, or Baffin Bay/Davis Strait. Noticeable autumn ice-edge advance

begins first in the Greenland Sea, between August and September, then becomes apparent

throughout the remainder of the ice-covered region between September and November.

Certain consistent latitudinal asymmetries in the extent of the ice are readily explained

by major ocean currents, whereas many regional interannual contrasts in the ice are explainable
by interannual differences in the atmospheric pressure and wind fields. Currents with major

impacts include the warm, north-flowing Norwegian, West Greenland, and West Kamchatka
Currents, which prevent or delay ice formation in the Barents Sea, immediately southwest

of Greenland, and along the west coast of Kamchatka Peninsula, respectively, and the cold,

south-flowing East Greenland and Labrador Currents, which transport ice far to the south

along the east coasts of Greenland and Canada. Among the phenomena which appear close-

ly connected to atmospheric conditions are the interannual variabilities in the timing of max-

imum sea ice extent in the Bering and Greenland Seas.

The ESMR data reveal an approximately symmetrical growth/decay cycle of the ice in

the Northern Hemisphere and no systematic trend in the overall area of ice coverage over

the 4 years 1973 through 1976. This contrasts with the situation revealed for the same 4 years
for the Southern Hemisphere, where the seasonal ice decay proceeded far more rapidly than

the seasonal ice growth and a marked decreasing trend was apparent in the overall ice area.

xvi



1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

Sea ice is an integral part of the climate and life

environment of the polar regions. The highly
variable ice cover in the Arctic has been the scene

of dramatic human adventures, exemplified by
historic attempts to find a Northwest Passage or to

reach the North Pole. Its practical impacts include

hindrance of shipping operations and oil extraction,
plus modification of submarine acoustics. The sea

ice edge in particular is a region of high biological

productivity, with the distribution of sea ice affect-
ing the distributions of marine resources in both

polar regions (Alexander, 1980; Botkin et al., 1981).

The climatic importance, however, along with its
varied facets, is the aspect of most concern for the

present volume.

Sea ice is a vital, interactive component of the

climate system, affecting and reflecting climate

change. The presence of sea ice restricts exchanges
of heat, mass, momentum, and chemical consti-

tuents between ocean and atmosphere, reduces the
amount of solar radiation absorbed at the Earth's

surface, and affects oceanic and atmospheric circula-

tion patterns (Barry, 1983; Fletcher, 1969;

WMO/ICSU, 1982). The freezing and melting of the
ocean surface and the associated fluxes of salt and

heat produce major changes in the density structure

of the ocean waters and are thus major factors in
driving the thermohaline circulation (Warren, 1981).

Also, the equatorward advection of sea ice provides

a transport of cold, relatively fresh waters out of
the polar regions. All of these factors contribute to

making the study of sea ice an important part of the

study of polar climate (Polar Research Board, 1984).

Data collected by the Nimbus 5 Electrically Scan-

ning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR), launched in

December 1972, provided the first all-weather, all-

season imagery of global sea ice. Good-quality data
were transmitted from the ESMR for much of the

next 4 years, creating a sound data base for examin-

ing sea ice conditions in the mid-1970s. The South-

ern Hemisphere sea ice observations from the ESMR

are described in Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976:

Satellite Passive-Microwave Observations (Zwally et

al., 1983a), hereafter referred to as Antarctic Sea

Ice, 1973-1976, whereas the Northern Hemisphere

sea ice observations are described in this companion
volume. Together, the two volumes provide a global

picture of sea ice conditions in the mid-1970s.

As the maps in this volume indicate, at the sum-

mer minimum sea ice covers roughly 8 x 10 6

square kilometers in the central Arctic, reaching to
the north coast of Greenland and to many of the

northern Canadian islands but not to the coast along

much of the Alaskan, Siberian, and European coast-

lines. During winter the ice cover expands consider-

ably, covering almost the entire Arctic Ocean and

portions of many of the peripheral seas and bays,

in particular the Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hud-

son Bay, Baffin Bay, Davis Strait, Greenland Sea,

Barents Sea, and Kara Sea. At its maximum each

year, the areal coverage of Northern Hemisphere sea

ice is about 15 x 10 6 square kilometers, yielding a

seasonal range of 8 to 15 x 10 6 square kilometers

in Northern Hemisphere sea ice, far less than the

4 to 20 x 10 6 square kilometer range of sea ice

area in the Southern Hemisphere. The ESMR data
described in this volume and in Antarctic Sea Ice,
1973-1976 show the interannual variations in these

basic features over the 4 years 1973 through 1976,

as well as details of the seasonal and regional sea
ice covers.



1.2 SEA ICE AS A COMPONENT OF THE
CLIMATE SYSTEM

Thelargeareaof seasonal and perennial ice in the

Arctic has a significant climatic impact that varies

seasonally and regionally. In winter, the ice serves
as an insulator, restricting exchanges between the

relatively warm ocean waters and the extremely cold

polar atmosphere. The strength of the insulation is
such that the flux of heat to the atmosphere from

the open water and thin ice in leads and polynyas

can exceed by two orders of magnitude the flux of
heat conducted through the adjacent thicker ice

(Maykut, 1978). In spring and summer, although the

ice covers less area and the temperature contrast be-

tween ocean and atmosphere is smaller, the ice still

plays a significant role, reducing the total solar

heating of the Earth's surface by reflecting four to

seven times as large a fraction of the incident solar

radiation as open water reflects.

As ice forms during fall and winter, salt rejection
tends to increase the density of the oceanic mixed

layer, often leading to a deepening of that layer. In
some regions characterized by a weak or unstable

density structure, this can lead to the formation of

deep water and bottom water, thereby affecting

much of the world's deep-ocean circulation. In fact,

it is believed that a large part of the world's bottom

water derives initially from polar latitudes, in the

region of the sea ice cover (Stommel, 1962; Gordon,

1978; Warren, 1981; Killworth, 1983). Furthermore,

as the ice melts in spring and summer, the resulting

relatively fresh water layer creates a strong oceanic

vertical salinity gradient and thus affects the vertical

density gradient and thereby surface water circula-
tions.

The freezing and melting of the ice also affect cli-

mate by releasing energy (during the change of state

from liquid to solid) in the winter season and ab-

sorbing energy (during the change of state from solid

to liquid) in the summer, thus reducing seasonal

temperature extremes. The same mechanism reduces

regional temperature contrasts as well, because of

the overall ice dynamics, which produce a net out-
flow of ice from the Arctic Ocean: the net ice for-

mation in the central Arctic releases heat to the polar

oceans and atmosphere while the net ice decay far-

ther equatorward absorbs heat from the subpolar
oceans and atmosphere. The result has been termed

a "negative heat transport" out of the polar regions.

This is complemented by a similar situation regard-

ing salt transport. The salt rejection process increases
water salinities in regions of net ice formation and

results in sea ice having much lower salinities than

sea water. Consequently, in regions of net ice decay

the melting of the ice produces decreased upper
ocean salinities. The net equatorward transport of

ice therefore contributes to increasing water salinities

in the polar regions and decreasing water salinities

in the subpolar regions. This is sometimes referred

to as a "negative salt transport" out of the polar

regions, analogously to the negative heat transport.

The sea ice cover, in turn, is influenced by both

the atmosphere and the oceans, as detailed in Chap-

ter 2. Winds and currents directly affect ice motions,

whereas ocean temperatures and salinities are crucial

in the timing of ice formation and bottom melt, and

atmospheric temperatures and cloud cover directly
affect surface melt. Sea ice, hence, is intricately con-

nected to the rest of the climate system, influencing

and being influenced by the other major climatic

components.

The intricate connection of sea ice to the rest of

the climate system adds to the importance of sea ice

records, since these records shed light on the more

general climate state. For example, observations sug-

gest that sea ice in the North Atlantic extended sev-

eral degrees farther equatorward during the Little

Ice Age of the mid-15th to mid-18th centuries than

it does today and extended as far south as 50 °N dur-

ing the last glacial maximum approximately 18,000

years ago. Documentary records of ice conditions,
such as those recorded for the coast of Iceland over

the past millennium, can be useful as climate indica-

tors, as can much longer term but less explicit evi-

dence of the ice edge position deduced from sea-floor
sediments (Lamb, 1972; CLIMAP Project Members,

1976; Imbrie and Imbrie, 1977; Ruddiman and

McIntyre, 1977, 1979, 1981). Satellite imagery, and

particularly passive microwave imagery, is now pro-

viding far more detailed and consistent global sea
ice records than any records obtainable in the past.

1.3 SEA ICE FORMATION AND TYPES

Sea ice is a complex material formed by the freez-

ing of sea water and composed of all three phases
of matter: a solid phase consisting of ice crystals and

salt precipitates, a liquid phase consisting of a brine

solution, and a gaseous phase in the form of air



pockets.Physically,seaicevariesfrom fine icepar-
ticlessuspendedin waterto thickblocksof icehun-
dredsof metersacross.Onalargescale,seaice,al-
thoughoftenverycompact,nevercompletelycovers
theocean,becausedifferentialmotion,fracturing,
andmeltingof the icethat causetheformationof
open-waterareas.Theseincludenarrow, roughly
linear "leads" (Figures1-1through 1-4),ranging
from metersto kilometersin width, and broader
"polynyas," rangingin areato thousandsof square
kilometers.Frequentdeformationof the icepack
tendsto breakuniformexpansesof iceinto irregular
shapescalled "floes" (Figures1-5 through 1-8).
Other irregularitiesin the ice cover include the
"ridges" formedwheniceis compressedwith suf-
ficientforceto crumbleit into piledrowsof broken
ice(Figures1-3,1-8,and1-9)andthe"raftedfloes"

formed as one ice floe overrides another (Figures 1-5
and 1-7). Ice floe thicknesses in the central Arctic

average 2 to 4 meters (Maykut and Untersteiner,

1971), although ridges and the underlying keels

sometimes measure up to 30-meters thick (Weeks,

1976). Some ice floes remain in the Arctic for de-

cades; others remain no more than a few months,

being located in regions of extensive summer melting

or in regions from which the ice moves into warmer
waters.

Sea ice varies significantly in both space and time,

being affected, especially during its formation, by

air temperature, winds, currents, and water salinity.
As a result, many different types of sea ice have been

defined. As sea water begins to freeze, individual

ice crystals, spicules, and platelets form first, "frazil

ice" being the term given to fine spicules suspended
in water. When sea ice is formed under calm condi-

tions, the ice crystals often coagulate to form a solid

sheet; but when the water is agitated by waves or

currents, the crystals frequently form a soupy layer

on the surface termed "grease ice" (Figure 1-10).

"Slush," by contrast, is a viscous floating mass

formed initially from a mixture of snow and water

(Figure 1-11). "Shuga," often formed from grease
ice or slush under agitated conditions, is an accumu-

lation of spongy ice pieces a few centimeters across.
"Nilas" is a later stage of new ice, after the ice has
consolidated into a thin elastic sheet of 0.01 to 0.1

meter in thickness. This sheet is highly flexible, bend-
ing easily with waves and swell. Under sufficient

pressure, it has a tendency to thrust into a pattern

of interlocking "fingers" called "finger rafting"

(Figure 1-12).

At times ocean waves cause grease ice, shuga,

slush, or nilas to break and form into predominantly
circular pieces of ice from 0.3 to 3 meters in diame-

ter. Such ice, termed "pancake ice," can be up to

0.1-meter thick and often has raised rims all along
its edge, produced by the striking of ice pieces against

each other (Figure 1-13).

As the sea ice surface consolidates, brine is trapped

between the ice crystals, accounting for the high sa-

linity of newly consolidated ice. Further ice thicken-

ing proceeds through downward growth driven by

heat loss to the atmosphere. The resulting ice, termed
"columnar ice," has a characteristic columnar struc-

ture of crystals with vertical basal planes. Ice that

has thickened to 0.10 to 0.30 meter is termed "young
ice," a classification with two subclassifications

named according to color but defined according to

thickness: "gray ice" is young ice that is 0.10- to

0.15-meter thick, and "gray-white ice" is young ice
that is 0.15- to 0.30-meter thick. Gray ice is less

elastic than nilas and tends to raft under pressure.

Gray-white ice is still less elastic and tends to ridge

under pressure.

When sea ice reaches a thickness of 0.30 meter,

it is termed "first-year ice" (Figures 1-5 through 1-9,
1-14a, and 1-14b). It remains first-year ice until either

disappearing or surviving a summer melt period.
Undeformed first-year ice rarely reaches thicknesses

greater than 2 meters, although ridged first-year ice
can have local thicknesses in excess of 20 meters.

Ice that has survived at least one summer melt pe-

riod is substantially altered from first-year ice, be-

cause water from melt ponds (Figure 1-15) percolates

through the ice causing desalination of the surface

and underlying layers. Such ice, termed "multiyear

ice," is distinguished by its low salinity and its rough,
rolling, and hummocky surface (Figures 1-16 and

1-17). [World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

usage is more restrictive, terming ice that has sur-

vived only one melt season "second-year ice" and

reserving "multiyear ice" for ice that has survived
two or more melt seasons. To have ice classifications

that correspond better with the distinctions observa-
ble from passive microwave imagery, in Chapter 3

we not only combine the WMO's "second-year ice"

and "multiyear ice" but also combine frazil ice,

grease ice, slush ice, shuga, and nilas into a category

called "new ice" and include young ice in the first-

year ice classification.]
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Figure 1-1. Lead in the Beaufort Sea, with gradations of gray ice in the lead indicating dif- 
ferent stages of new ice growth, April 1975. The width of the lead is on the order of 200 
meters t o  1 kilometer. [Photo by H. J. Zwally, taken from the NASA Convair 990 aircraft.] 

c , A  

Figure 1-2. Lead in the Beaufort Sea that has undergone periodic openings and freezings. 
April 1975. Rectangular patterns in the gray-white ice in the lower part of the lead are caused 
by finger rafting where alternate sections are thrust over or under the thicker ice. The width 
of the lead is on the order of 50 to 100 meters. [Photo by H. J. Zwally, taken from the 
NASA Convair 990 aircraft.] 



Figure 1-3. Frozen lead in the Beaufort Sea with shapes indicating the direction of  ice 
divergence (upper left t o  lower right) and with gradations of gray ice in the lead indicating 
intermittent stages of divergence. Lead width is about 50 to  200 meters. Extensive ridging 
in the center of the scene indicates prior ice convergence. The smoother area with rounded 
ridges in the upper left appears to  be multiyear ice, and the smooth area with no ridges in 
the lower right is young ice. [Photo by H. J.  Zwally, taken from the NASA Convair 990 
aircraft.] 

Figure 1-4. A lead, approximately 20 meters across, partially covered with thin ice in the 
Beaufort Sea multiyear ice pack, August 1975. The dark bluelblack coloring of the lead con- 
trasts with the turquoise blue of the melt ponds. Ponds that have melted through the ice 
appear darker. Note also the snow cover. [Photo by C. Parkinson, taken from the NASA 
Convair 990 aircraft.] 
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Figure 1-5. First-year ice in the Bering Sea, March 1981, framed by portions of the NOAA 
research vessel Surveyor. Small, oval pancake ice floes can be seen in the foreground, along 
with larger first-year ice floes showing an edge mounding. Two of the three largest foreground 
floes show rafting as well. [Photo by C. Parkinson, taken from the NOAA ship Surveyor.] 

Figure 1-6. Close up of first-year ice floes in the Bering Sea, February 1981. Typical diameters 
of the floes are 5 to 10 meters. [Photo by C. Parkinson, taken from the NOAA ship Surveyor.] 
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Figure 1-7. First-year ice floes in the Bering Sea, February 1981. A prominent crack is form- 
ing in the major, triangular-shaped ice floe in the right center of the picture, and a thin veneer 
of ice can be seen to  have formed in the space opened following the earlier cracking and 
separation of that floe from the floe t o  the right. The sharp edge of the floes on either side 
of the earlier crack contrasts with the raised edges, on the order of  a few centimeters, seen 
around floes that have had longer exposure to  waves and brushing against other floes. The 
result of the rafting of one thin ice floe upon another can be seen in the upper rightmost 
floe. [Photo by C. Parkinson, taken from the NOAA ship Surveyor.] 

Figure 1-8. White ice floes in an area of predominantly gray ice in the Bering Sea, February 
1973. Linear patterns of ridging and rafting separate areas of generally smooth ice. The 
photograph was taken from a helicopter a t  an altitude of almost 500 meters. A companion 
red helicopter is seen on a white ice floe in the center of the image. [Courtesy of R. 0. 
Ramseier, Canadian Atmospheric Environmental Service.] 
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Figure 1-1 1. Heavy slush ice surrounded by white ice floes in the Bering Sea, February 1973. 
Scale is apparent from the footprints on the ice. [Courtesy of R. 0. Ramseier, Canadian At- 
mospheric Environmental Service.] 

Figure 1-1 2. Frozen polynya with evidence of recent finger rafting and flooding, Beaufort 
Sea, April 1975. The characteristic width of the flooded patches is about 3 meters. [Photo 
by H. J. Zwally, taken from the NASA Convair 990 aircraft.] 
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Figure 1-11. Heavy slush ice surrounded by white ice floes in the Bering Sea, February 1973.

Scale is apparent from the footprints on the ice. [Courtesy of R. O. Ramseier, Canadian At-

mospheric Environmental Service.]

Figure 1-12. Frozen polynya with evidence of recent finger rafting and flooding, Beaufort

Sea, April 1975. The characteristic width of the flooded patches is about 3 meters. [Photo

by H. J. Zwally, taken from the NASA Convair 990 aircraft.]
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Figure 1-13. Pancake ice floes held fast by consolidated grease ice, Bering Sea, February 
1983. Floes average approximately 0.3 meters across. [Courtesy of S. Martin, University 
of Washington.] 

Around the rim of the Arctic Ocean, another cate- 
gory of ice, termed “shorefast ice,” exists through 
much of the winter. This ice is attached to the shore 
or to anchoring points in the sea bed. Ice formation 
is aided in these areas by the shallow depth of the 
ocean, low salinities, and relatively quiescent surface 
conditions. Seaward from the shorefast ice there is 
in many areas a “shear zone,” where winds drive 
the polar ice pack against the shorefast ice, causing 
heavy deformation and extensive pressure ridging. 

1.4 SEA ICE PROPERTIES 

Among the important properties of sea ice for the 
analysis of microwave emissions are its salinity, den- 
sity, snow cover, and thickness, all of which vary 
at least somewhat among ice types. New ice and first- 
year ice tend to be characterized by relatively high 
salinities and smooth surfaces, with the initial salinity 
strongly influenced by the rate of freezing (Weeks 
and Ackley, 1982). Figure 1-18 shows a sequence of 
salinity profiles for such ice from a site in Eclipse 
Sound near Pond Inlet, Baffin Island. At this site, 
the salinities in the top 25 millimeters, from which 
most of the microwave emission occurs, fluctuate 

from 7 to 14 parts per thousand. The temporary pe- 
riods of surface salinity increase within the ice- 
growth season are believed to be atypical. 

Generally, the amount of brine held in the free- 
board portion of the ice decreases with time. This 
is especially true during the summer melt period, 
when flushing occurs as the surface meltwater per- 
colates through the ice, although much of the salt 
can be lost by simple drainage before the ice surface 
becomes permeable (Holt and Digby, 1985). Brine 
drainage can also be caused by thermal expulsion 
or by downward movement of the relatively heavy 
brine due to gravitation (Untersteiner, 1968; Lake 
and Lewis, 1970). First-year ice with a snow cover 
and an intervening snow-ice layer formed from the 
melting and refreezing of the snow typically has its 
highest salinity in the snow-ice layer and has a tem- 
perature profile such that temperature increases with 
depth (Figure 1-19a). Cores collected from hum- 
mocks on multiyear ice generally show a systematic 
increase of salinity from 0 at the surface to about 
4 parts per thousand at the bottom of the ice floe, 
whereas those from depressions are much more sa- 
line and show large salinity fluctuations. A plot of 
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Figure 1-14a. Downwind side of a band of sea ice in the first-year ice cover of the Bering 
Sea, March 1981. The well-defined edge and fairly uniform size of the ice floes (1 to 5 meters 
across) contrasts with the jumbled and more diffuse nature of the ice of the upwind side 
of the same band, shown in Figure 1-14b. [Photo by C. Parkinson, taken from the NOAA 
ship Surveyor.] 

Figure 1-14b. Upwind side of the band of  sea ice depicted in Figure 1-14a. [Photo by C. 
Parkinson, taken from the NOAA ship Surveyor.] 
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Figure 1-19a. Salinity and temperature profiles measured

on a first-year ice floe in the Bering Sea, [Redrawn and

modified from Martin (1979),]

the salinity and temperature profiles from a hum-

mocked multiyear ice floe is shown in Figure 1-19b.

Both temperature and salinity tend to increase with
depth.

The density of sea ice is affected by brine content,

air pockets, and other inhomogeneities in the ice.

For first-year ice, the density is typically about 900
to 920 kilograms per cubic meter, whereas for multi-

year ice, the values are somewhat lower and show

greater variation, reflecting, in part, nonuniformity

in the brine drainage in the portion of the sea ice

above sea level (the freeboard layer). Examples of

density profiles for several ice types are shown in

Figure 1-20. Surface measurements are not included

because of the difficulty of obtaining representative

surface samples.
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Figure 1-19b, Salinity and temperature profiles of a hum-

mocked multiyear ice floe. [From Cox and Weeks (1974).]

The amount of snowfall in the Arctic region varies

spatially and from year to year. Soviet data from

several years at several locations in the central Arc-

tic show an average seasonal cycle in snow thickness

exhibiting a slow increase from about 0.1 meter in

September to a peak of about 0.4 meter in May,

followed by a rapid decrease to 0.05 meter in July

(Loshchilov, 1964; Barry, 1983). If the snowload is

heavy enough to submerge the ice surface, sea water
intrudes into the snow/ice interface and freezes with

the snow to form a modified surface layer. This re-

frozen layer is saline and has a crystal structure and

composition that differ from those of the rest of the
sea ice surface.

The thickness distribution of Arctic ice is not well

known, although multiyear ice is on average signifi-

cantly thicker than first-year ice, and ice in the cen-
tral pack is generally thicker than that near the ice

edge. An equilibrium thickness of approximately 3
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Figure 1-20. Density profiles observed for a first-year ice floe (FY), a multiyear ice floe (MY), and an ice floe measured

in fall which had been identified as multiyear ice prior to the previous summer season (MY + 1 ]. [Redrawn from Camp-

bell et al. (1978).]

meters in the central Arctic has been suggested by

modeling studies of Maykut and Untersteiner (1971),

but thicknesses greater than 6 meters have been ob-

served on undeformed ice (Walker and Wadhams,

1979), and ridges several times higher than that have

been reported in the coastal regions north of Green-

land and along the Canadian Archipelago (Weeks,

1976). Analysis of submarine data from Fram Strait

has revealed average thicknesses of about 3 meters

and 2 meters for multiyear and first-year ice floes,
respectively, and analysis of submarine data from

the Beaufort Sea region has revealed an average
thickness of 3.7 meters (Wadhams and Horne, 1980).

The amount of ridging varies significantly both re-

gionally and temporally, with particularly heavy

ridging occurring just north of Greenland. Ridging
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substantiallyincreasestheroughnessof anicesurface
andthereforedramaticallyaffectsthedragcoeffi-
cientof the icepack.It alsochangestheaveragesa-
linity profile. Eachof thesefactorsleadsto greater
variancein theseaicemicrowavesignaturein regions
of heavyridging.

Duringtheperiodin whichfreeze-thawcyclesoc-
cur, generallyfrom MaythroughSeptember,addi-
tionalphysicalpropertiesof thefreeboardlayercon-
tribute to determiningthemicrowavesignatures.
Amongthemostimportantof thesearethemoisture
contentin thefreeboardandoverlyingsnowcover,
plusmeltponding.As themeltperiodbegins,the
moisturecontentof thesnowincreases,with dra-
maticeffectson the microwaveemission,asdis-
cussedin Chapter3.Thisis followedbyatotalmelt-
ing of the snowand subsequentcreationof melt
ponds.Meltpondsgenerallyconsistof freshwater,
althoughsomecontainsaltwatereitherbecauseof
floodingof theiceor becausethepondhasmelted
throughto the seabelow.In the lattercase,what
hadbeenameltpondinessencebecomesaminiature
polynya.Melt pondsin theArctic growrapidly in
theearlysummer,andbymid-Julyhavenormally
reachedtheirmaximumextent.Valuesof 25to 30
percentfor totalmeltpondareaatthetimeof maxi-
mummeltarebelievedtobeaboutaverage,although
theavailabledataarelimited.Tensummersof Soviet
"North Pole" stationobservationsin the vicinity
of 80°N revealedan averagemelt-pondarealper-
centageof 25percentformid-July,with localvalues
for individualicefloesreachingashighas45percent
(Barry, 1983).Theeffectson microwaveemission
of themoisturecontentin the snowand ice,melt
ponding,andotherphysicalpropertiesarediscussed
in Chapter3.

1.5 SATELLITE IMAGING OF SEA ICE;
THE ESMR DATA

In recent decades, much greater detail on the ice

edge and internal ice pack has been obtainable than

ever before, from surface, ship, aircraft, and satellite
observations (Figures 1-1 through 1-17 and 1-21).

Although surface, ship, and aircraft data are in-

valuable for determining local sea ice conditions,

these data are not feasible for routine, continuing

measurements over a large area, especially in the face

of the harsh polar conditions. For the large scale,
satellite imaging is the sole feasible method for ob-

taining consistent, long-term records.

Some satellite data of sea ice in the visible and

infrared wavelengths were available in the late 1960s

and early 1970s, but these data could not be obtained

during darkness and were often obscured by cloud

cover during light, making quantitative estimates of

the ice cover difficult. Since the polar regions are

either dark or cloud covered for much of the year,
these limitations of the visible and infrared wave-

lengths effectively prevented the generation of con-

sistent, long-term data records. Accordingly, the all-

weather, day/night features of the passive micro-
wave data collected by the Nimbus 5 ESMR intro-

duced a major advance in the usefulness of satellite

sea ice imaging.

The ESMR operated from its launch in December

1972 through March 1983, although with a sig-

nificant reduction in data quality after October 1976

because of degeneration of the instrument. For vari-

ous reasons discussed in Appendix A, notable gaps

appear in the data even in the 4-year period 1973

through 1976. During these 4 years, however, a great

deal of high-quality data was collected; and the pur-

pose of this volume is to present the resulting data

set for the Arctic region in an organized format, sup-

plemented by discussion and analysis of the sea ice
cover. The ESMR data have a spatial resolution of

approximately 30 kilometers and an irregular tem-

poral resolution, with the satellite orbit typically

passing over a given Arctic location approximately

four times a day. The combination of global cover-

age and fine-scale temporal resolution has allowed

the satellite passive microwave data to reveal infor-

mation on the cryosphere that is unattainable by any
other available method.

Before the Nimbus 5 satellite ESMR was launch-

ed, a prototype aircraft instrument was flown on the

NASA aircraft "Galileo I" Convair 990 during sev-
eral missions to the Arctic in the period 1967 through
1972. Missions in 1967 and 1970 established the ex-

istence of a strong contrast between the microwave

signature of sea ice and that of open water (Wilheit

et al., 1972), a contrast crucial to the use of the

ESMR data for examining the sea ice cover and par-

ticularly for determining sea ice concentrations, as
detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. Missions in 1971 and
1972 over the Beaufort Sea were undertaken in con-

junction with ground observations from manned ice

stations (Campbell, 1973). Later Convair 990 mis-

sions after the launch of the Nimbus 5 ESMR, along

with ground observations during three major
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Figure 1-21. NOAA 7 AVHRR image of the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas. The Bering 
Sea ice, including easily distinguishable large floes, appears bright against the dark open 
ocean areas. Features indicative of the dynamic nature of the ice cover include a large shore 
lead along the northern Alaskan coast, long curved leads extending from the coast into the 
Beaufort Sea, and the coastal polynyas south of the Bering Sea islands and west of Alaska. 
[Courtesy NOAAINESDIS.1 

international experiments, allowed verification of the 
satellite data interpretations. The three experiments 
were the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment 
(AIDJEX) (Untersteiner, 1980; Campbell et al., 
1978) and the Skylab Snow and Ice Experiment 
(Campbell et al., 1977), both with participation from 
the United States and Canada, and the Bering Sea 
Experiment (BESEX) (Kondratyev et al., 1975), with 
participation from the United States and the Soviet 
Union. BESEX included a field expedition in the 
spring of 1973, Skylab included field expeditions in 
the winters and springs of 1973 and 1974, and AID- 
JEX included field expeditions throughout the year 
from spring 1975 through spring 1976. 

Analysis of the data collected by the Nimbus 5 
ESMR and coincident data from ground and aircraft 

expeditions in 1973 through 1976 established several 
results of fundamental importance for the usefulness 
of the satellite data in determining sea ice conditions. 
These include further confirmation of the previously 
mentioned ability to distinguish sea ice from open 
water (Gloersen et al., 1975a), the ability to dis- 
tinguish different sea ice types (Gloersen et al., 1973), 
and the ability to delineate the variation of ice types 
from season to season (Campbell et al., 1978), as 
well as the creation of an algorithm for calculating 
sea ice concentrations from the Nimbus 5 ESMR 
data (Gloersen et al., 1974). It is particularly impor- 
tant that even though the 30-kilometer resolution of 
the Nimbus 5 ESMR is not fine enough to resolve 
most individual ice floes, leads, or open-water areas 
within the ice pack, the percent ice coverage within 
the 30- by 30-kilometer grid squares can be derived 
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fromthemicrowavemeasurements,duetothesharp
contrastbetweenthemicrowaveemissionof seaice
andthemicrowaveemissionof openwater.Details
of thisderivationaregivenin Chapter3.

BecausethedatafromtheNimbus5ESMRpro-
videthefirst detaileddepictionof globalseaicecon-
ditionsthroughouttheannualcycle,the compiled
Arcticdatain thisvolumeandAntarcticdatain Ant-

arctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976 constitute an important

climatic base to compare with sea ice conditions in

the future. The Southern Hemisphere analysis was

done first because the Northern Hemisphere analysis

involves additional complications due to the dis-

tinctly different microwave signature of multiyear
ice in the Arctic. Much of the Arctic summertime

ice is subject to the depletion of salt in the upper

layer during the summer melt period. This reduces
the microwave emissivity of Arctic multiyear ice, giv-

ing it a value between the microwave emissivity of
open water and that of first-year and younger ice,

thus adding an ambiguity in the determination of

sea ice concentrations or open-water fractions. The

problem is not as severe in the Antarctic because only

20 percent of the winter Antarctic sea ice survives

the summer (Zwally et al., 1983a), and much of that

20 percent does not experience significant surface

summer melt (Andreas and Ackley, 1982).

The ambiguities caused by the decreased micro-

wave emissivity of Arctic multiyear ice and the vari-

ous effects of snow cover, moisture, and melt pond-

ing are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Because
of these ambiguities, and because both multiyear ice

and melt ponding cover large portions of the central

Arctic, the sea ice concentration maps of Chapter

4 are accompanied by nomograms relating brightness
temperature, ice concentration, and multiyear ice

fraction. With multifrequency instruments, such as

the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer

(SMMR) on the Nimbus 7 satellite, launched in 1978,

multifrequency algorithms can be developed to elimi-

nate some of the ambiguity inherent in single-
frequency data, such as the data from the ESMR.

The Nimbus 5 ESMR data have been used to pro-
duce 3-day-averaged maps of the Northern Hemi-

sphere brightness temperatures for the years 1973

through 1976. For the months within that period

with sufficient data available, the 3-day averages

have been further averaged over monthly time peri-
ods to produce monthly averaged brightness temper-

ature maps, with linear spatial and temporal inter-

polations used to fill in small data gaps. The resulting

39 monthly maps, presented in Chapter 3, cover all

months from January 1973 through October 1976

except March, April, May, and August of 1973 and
June, July, and August of 1975. Details of the map-

ping and interpolation procedures appear in Appen-
dix A.

The monthly averaged brightness temperature

data have been used in conjunction with climatolog-

ical atmospheric temperature data to produce

monthly averaged sea ice concentration maps. These

maps indicate the percent of the ocean area covered

by sea ice in each 30- by 30-kilometer map element.

The technique for obtaining ice concentrations is

based on a linear relationship between an average

observed brightness temperature of 138.3 K for open
water (including atmospheric effects) and an obser-

vationally determined brightness temperature of sea
ice that depends on the ice temperature and ice

emissivity. Multiyear ice fractions are accounted for

by the associated nomograms. Details of the nomo-

gram and the ice concentration determinations are

provided in Chapter 3, with the ice concentration

maps being presented in Chapter 4. The estimated

accuracy of the derived sea ice concentrations is _+15

percent over regions of predominantly first-year ice

and +_25 percent over regions with an unknown mix-

ture of first-year ice and multiyear ice.

1.6 PREVIEW

In this volume, the Arctic sea ice cover during the

4 years 1973 through 1976 is examined through

brightness temperature and ice concentration maps

derived from the Nimbus 5 passive microwave data.
Chapter 2 provides background material on the gen-

eral physical characteristics of the Arctic Ocean and

peripheral seas, the relevant oceanography and mete-

orology, and the connection with the sea ice cover.

Chapter 3 presents mapped monthly averaged ESMR

brightness temperature data, along with discussions
of the theoretical basis for the microwave interpreta-

tions, aircraft and surface observations, error analy-

ses, the ice concentration algorithm and nomogram,
and the effects of such complicating factors as melt

ponds and snow cover. The remaining two chapters
deal with the sea ice conditions as determined from

the ESMR brightness temperatures. In Chapter 4,

these conditions are examined region by region for

eight regions; and in Chapter 5, they are examined

for the broader Northern Hemisphere perspective,
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for somecomparisonswith the SouthernHemi-
sphere,and for interregionalcomparisons.These
twochaptersincludeplotsof arealicecoveragefor
the individual regionsandthesumof all eightre-
gions,aswell asspatialmapsof seaiceconcentra-
tions.Thedivisionintoregionsisasfollows:theSea
of Okhotsk,BeringSea,HudsonBay,Baffin Bay/
DavisStrait,GreenlandSea,KaraandBarentsSeas,
ArcticOcean,andtheCanadianArchipelago.Tech-
nicaldetailsof thedatahandlingareincludedinAp-
pendixA, monthlycontourmapsof theiceedgeare
includedin AppendixB, andselectedhistogramsof
seaiceconcentrationsareincludedin AppendixC.
A listof acronymsusedin thebookispresentedin
AppendixD.

EventhoughtheESMRdata presented in this vol-

ume extend over only a 4-year period, in view of the

good spatial and temporal resolution the data record

reveals a great deal about Arctic sea ice conditions,

the seasonal cycle of those conditions, the contrasts

and interactions among regions, and the interannual

variability. Analysis of the 4-year ESMR data set

has revealed previously unidentified complexities in

the ice cover in terms of both structure and dy-
namics. Sizable areas of reduced microwave emission

have been found in the central Arctic Ocean pack,

the variable and recurring nature of several polynyas

has been determined, and a more complicated cir-

culation pattern is indicated than the well known

schematic representation of a Beaufort Gyre and a

Transpolar Drift Stream. The record of sea ice dis-
tributions revealed in this volume should be valuable

for studies of climate, the atmosphere and oceans,

and marine resources, and for planning operational

activities in the Arctic region.
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2

OCEANOGRAPHIC AND ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

INFLUENCING THE ARCTIC SEA ICE COVER

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Sea ice formation, growth, and decay are all in-

fluenced by oceanographic and meteorological fac-

tors. Sea ice in turn influences both the atmosphere

and the ocean through complex interactive processes

in the interconnected ocean/ice/atmosphere system.

(See Crane, 1978; Rogers, 1978; Rogers and van

Loon, 1979; Walsh and Johnson, 1979b; Crawford

and Parkinson, 1981; Walsh and Sater, 1981; Crane

et al., 1982; Crane, 1983; Niebauer, 1983; Parkin-

son and Gratz, 1983; Wadhams and Squire, 1983;

Lemke, 1986). This chapter summarizes some of the

major oceanographic and atmospheric features af-

fecting the sea ice of the north polar region.

Oceanographic factors play a primary role in de-

termining the timing and amount of sea ice forma-
tion. Surface water temperatures, of course, must

be at or below the freezing point before ice will form;

but the freezing point depends on the salinity, and

the formation of ice at the freezing point depends
on the existence of condensation nucleii. Condensa-

tion nucleii favor ice formation, as do low surface

salinities, deriving, for instance, from freshwater

river inflows. The salinity effect results from the de-

crease of the freezing point with increasing salinity.
Another factor relevant to sea ice formation is that

the density of ocean water (assuming salinities above

24.7 parts per thousand) increases as the temperature

decreases to the freezing point. This often causes

convection and delays the formation of ice at the

surface. The depth over which active convection oc-

curs, termed the "convective depth," determines the
amount of water that needs to be cooled to or near

the freezing point before freezing is likely to begin.

Naturally, all other factors that influence surface

water temperatures, such as atmospheric conditions,

solar radiation, and heat flux from deeper waters,

also influence ice formation. Furthermore, once ice

has formed, the continuing influence of oceano-

graphic factors is complemented by direct atmo-

spheric influences, particularly through the contribu-
tions of wind stress to ice motion, snowfall to ice

insulation, and atmospheric temperatures and radia-
tive fluxes to surface ice melt.

This chapter provides an overview of relevant
oceanographic features of the Arctic region, fol-

lowed by an overview of relevant atmospheric fea-

tures. The sections on oceanography include a dis-

ussion of the ocean bathymetry, which influences

e large-scale ocean circulation and in some regions
determines the convective depth, a discussion of the

ocean circulation patterns, and a discussion of the

surface temperature and salinity, the two water prop-
erties most relevant to sea ice formation. The sec-

tions on meteorology include discussions of the at-

mospheric temperature, pressure, and wind fields.

2.2 BATHYMETRY

The Arctic Ocean contains approximately 13 x
10 6 cubic kilometers of water and extends over a

horizontal area of about 12 × 10 6 square kilome-

ters (Herman, 1974). Surrounded by major land
masses, this ocean is relatively isolated from the deep

waters of the rest of the world ocean, having only

one deep passage into it, that being the Fram Strait

between Greenland and Spitsbergen. (See Figures 2-1

and 2-2.) The continental shelf around the Arctic

is unusually broad and shallow north of Europe and
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Figure 2-1. Location map for the north polar region.
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Figure 2-2. Ocean bathymetry, color coded and mapped from digital data obtained from the Defense Mapping 
Agency Hydrographic/Topographic Center in Washington, D.C. The color break between grays and blues comes 
at 500 meters, generally occurring along the continental slope. 

Asia, where the widths are approximately 1000 
kilometers in the Barents Sea and 800 kilometers 
north of Siberia. By contrast, in the Western 
Hemisphere, from Greenland to Barrow, Alaska, the 
shelf extends approximately 100 kilometers from 
land. A major bathymetric feature of the central 
Arctic is the Lomonosov Ridge, which forms a boun- 
dary between the two major Arctic deep-ocean 
basins: the Canadian Basin in the Western 
Hemisphere and the smaller but generally deeper 
Eurasian Basin in the Eastern Hemisphere. Another 
prominent feature is the Chukchi Rise, which extends 
700 kilometers northward into the Canadian Basin 
(Figure 2-2). 

Surrounding the central Arctic Ocean are several 
seas that have seasonal sea ice covers. The Kara and 
Barents Seas lie over the Eurasian continental shelf, 
and the Norwegian, Greenland, and Labrador Seas 
lie over deep basins that allow inflow and outflow 
of Atlantic waters. In this volume, the Laptev, 
Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas are considered part of 
the Arctic Ocean. 

The Bering Sea is connected to the central Arctic 
by the narrow (85-kilometers wide), shallow (45- 
meters deep) Bering Strait and is bounded to the 
south by the Aleutian Islands and to the east and 
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westby AlaskaandtheKamchatkaPeninsula,re-
spectively(Figure2-1).Thecontinentalshelfis un-
usuallywideandflat in thenortheast,coveringover
a third of the sea.TheshelfalongtheKamchatka
coast,by contrast,is extremelynarrow,andmuch
of thebasinin thesouthwestBeringSeahasdepths
greaterthan3000meters(Figure2-2).

The major bathymetricfeaturesof the Seaof
Okhotskincludethreerelativelydeepbasinsanda
shallowshelfareathatismostextensivein thenorth-
ernportionof thesea.Thebasinsarethe500-meter-
deepTinroBasin,the1600-meter-deepDeruginBa-
sin, andthe evendeeperKuril Basinto the south
of theregionmappedinFigure2-2(whichisidentical
to theregionincludedintheESMRbrightnesstem-
peraturemapsof Chapter3andthederivedicecon-
centrationmapsof Chapter4). Sincefor most of
the Seaof Okhotsktheseafloor is effectivelythe
bottomof theconvectivelayer,thedepthof water
that needsto be cooledbeforefreezingbeginsis
largely determinedby the bathymetry (Leonov,
1960).Baffin Bayis deeper,with somedepthsex-
ceeding2000meters,whereasHudsonBayis much
shallower,with no depthsexceeding500 meters
(Figure2-2).

2.3 OCEAN CIRCULATION

Figure 2-3 is a schematic diagram of the general

surface water circulations in the Arctic region. The

warm North Atlantic Current, extending nor-

theastward from the Gulf Stream, and the

Norwegian Current extending northeastward from

the North Atlantic Current, contribute to maintain-

ing the Norwegian Sea free of ice. The Atlantic

waters enter the central Arctic largely through Fram

Strait between Greenland and Spitsbergen, although

some also enter through the passage between
Spitsbergen and Norway. Much of this inflow of

Atlantic waters occurs as a warm, saline undercur-

rent. The flow of the surface waters between the

North Atlantic and the Arctic is generally outward

from the Arctic rather than inward, flowing largely

in the ice-laden waters of the Transpolar Drift
Stream and the East Greenland Current. The sur-

face flow through the Bering Strait, by contrast, is

generally into the Arctic, with the northward

transport from the Bering Sea averaging over 1 ×

10 6 cubic meters per second for the April through
October season for which measurements are

available (Coachman, 1980). Major freshwater in-

flows to the Arctic include those from the Mackenzie

River on the North American side, the Lena River

in Siberia, and, particularly, the Ob and Yenisei
Rivers into the Kara Sea. The flows into the Kara

Sea account for 40 percent of the 100 × 103 cubic

meters per second river inflow to the Arctic

(Aagaard, 1980).

Two major features of the Arctic surface water

circulation are the anticyclonic, clockwise gyre in the

Canadian Basin, often called the Beaufort Gyre or

sometimes the Pacific Gyre, and the Transpolar Drift
Stream running lengthwise across the Eurasian Basin

from off the Siberian coast out through the western

Fram Strait. The Transpolar Drift Stream as it flows

southward becomes the East Greenland Current,
flowing from north to south along the east coast of

Greenland (Figure 2-3). The average rate of flow is

only 2 to 3 centimeters per second in the Laptev Sea,

increasing to 8 to 10 centimeters per second in the

Fram Strait. In the Beaufort Gyre, the rates of flow

are generally about 2 to 3 centimeters per second
(Aagaard, 1980).

Surface Atlantic waters flow into Davis Strait and

Baffin Bay along their eastern boundaries in the

northward flowing West Greenland Current. These

waters circulate through Davis Strait and Baffin Bay

in a counterclockwise direction, exiting on the west

into the Labrador Sea and proceeding southward

along the coast of Newfoundland. The flow in Baffin

Bay is affected also by inputs from Smith Sound be-
tween Ellesmere Island and Greenland and, to a

lesser extent, by the flows from Lady Ann Strait be-
tween Ellesmere Island and Devon Island and from
Lancaster Sound between Devon Island and Baffin

Island.

Pacific waters enter the Bering Sea through multi-

ple channels within the Aleutian Island chain. Waters

entering eastward of about 175°E tend to flow

toward the east, then north, with some of the waters

passing northward through the Bering Strait and

others continuing counterclockwise around the cy-

clonic Bering Gyre. Along the Kamchatka Peninsula,

the waters form the East Kamchatka Current, which

flows southwestward out of the Bering Sea through

the deep passes between Kamchatka and the western

Aleutian Islands (Figure 2-3). [These general circula-

tion patterns in the Bering Sea are based on observa-
tions from April through October (Coachman,

1980).]
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West Kamchatka C.

Figure 2-3. Schematic of the large-scale horizontal circulation patterns in the surface waters of the north

polar region. The four rivers providing the major river inflows to the Arctic Ocean are also indicated.
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In the Sea of Okhotsk, water circulation is domi-

nated by the cyclonic flow in the Okhotsk Gyre. Pa-

cific waters enter the sea through channels in the

eastern Kuril chain, flow northward along the Kam-
chatka Peninsula, and continue approximately paral-

lel to the coastline, finally exiting the sea by moving

southward through the western Kurils (Figure 2-3).

Flow along the coast is also influenced locally by

the many river inflows.

2.4 OCEAN TEMPERATURES AND

SALINITIES

Significant horizontal variation in surface water

properties exists throughout the Arctic and sur-

rounding ocean regions as a result of counteracting
inflows of cold fresh waters from coastal runoff and

warm saline waters from the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans. Seasonally averaged surface salinities are

presented in Figure 2-4. The salinities are relatively
low in the Arctic Ocean, averaging about 30 parts

per thousand compared with values of about 33 parts
per thousand in the northern North Pacific and

about 35 parts per thousand in the northern North

Atlantic. Partially as a result of the freshwater river

inflows and the relatively high salinities in the Atlan-

tic and the Pacific, the general trend in Arctic surface

salinities is from low values of about 27 parts per

thousand along the Siberian coast south of Novosi-

birskiye and along the northern Alaskan coast to

high values of about 34 parts per thousand at the
North Atlantic boundary of the ocean. The local

high of about 32 parts per thousand just northward

of the Bering Strait results from the influence of the
surface water flow from the Bering Sea. Salinities

in the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk, both af-

fected by significant Pacific inflows, are generally

31 to 33 parts per thousand, with the lower salinities

correlating positively with the continental shelf

regions and being more prevalent in summer than
in winter.

The largely enclosed Hudson Bay has significantly
lower salinities than the rest of the region of interest,

increasing from below 27 parts per thousand in the

south to about 31 parts per thousand in the north,

where the passages outward to the wider ocean exist.

In Baffin Bay/Davis Strait, salinities are relatively

low in the center of the bay and increase southward

to the pronounced indentation of higher salinities
from the Atlantic waters in the West Greenland Cur-

rent. Salinities are low along the east coasts of
Greenland and Newfoundland because of the trans-

port of melting ice by the East Greenland and Labra-
dor Currents.

Ocean surface temperatures show a pronounced

seasonal cycle and marked spatial variations (Figure

2-5). The Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current

maintain relatively high temperatures in the northern

North Atlantic throughout the year, with the average

monthly temperatures being lowest in March and

highest in August. Warm North Atlantic waters enter

the Davis Stralt/Baffin Bay region through the West
Greenland Current, whereas warm North Pacific

waters enter the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk

through numerous passages in the eastern Aleutian
Island and eastern Kuril Island chains. The sharpest

seasonal temperature contrasts, in the regions con-

taining sea ice, occur in the Bering Sea and the Sea
of Okhotsk, with ocean surface temperatures ranging

from freezing to above 283 K. Minimum monthly

averaged temperatures occur in February in the Ber-

ing Sea and in April in the Sea of Okhotsk, whereas

maximum temperatures occur in August in the Ber-

ing Sea and in September in the Sea of Okhotsk.

In much of the Arctic Ocean, a relatively uniform

upper mixed layer with a depth of 30 to 50 meters
overlies a very stable density structure down to a

depth of about 200 meters. This stable structure is
a result of the strong increase of salinity with depth,

especially in the Eurasian Basin, where the salinity

is 34.9 to 35.0 parts per thousand at 200 meters.

Temperatures are generally less than -1.5°C at

depths between 0 and 100 meters and increase to 0 °C

at about 200 meters (Aagaard, 1980). The density
structure is a significant factor for sea ice growth

because the stable stratification implies that the con-

vective depth to which cooling occurs before freez-

ing commences at the surface is generally not large,
and the heat and salt from the waters underneath

the top 200 meters generally do not upwell to the
surface. Hence the surface waters, influenced also

by the freshwater river inflows, remain relatively
fresh and cold.

2.5 THE ARCTIC AND GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY BALANCES

Global atmospheric circulation patterns are driven

by differential solar heating of the Earth's surface.
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Figure 2-4. Seasonally averaged surface water salinities. These have been color coded and mapped from digital data com- 
piled by S. Levitus and obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Oceanographic Data 
Center in Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 2-5a. Mean monthly climatological surface water temperatures, January through June. These have been color coded 
and mapped from digital data compiled by S. Levitus and obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion's National Oceanographic Data Center in Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 2-5b. Mean monthly climatological surface water temperatures, July through December. These have been color coded 
and mapped from digital data compiled by S. Levitus and obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion's National Oceanographic Data Center in Washington, D.C. The Hudson Bay data for October appear inconsistent with 
the rest of the yearly cycle and may be flawed due to  a faulty instrument or other difficulty. 
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Energy balance studies of the Earth-atmosphere sys-
tem using satellite observations indicate a net radia-

tive energy gain equatorward of 35-degrees latitude

and a net radiative energy loss poleward of this lati-

tude. Although the incoming radiative flux at the top

of the atmosphere in the polar regions during sum-

mer can be as large as in the tropics, the perennial

Arctic ice cover reflects much of the incoming radia-
tion back to space. To maintain regional heat bal-

ances, the surplus energy at low latitudes must be

transported poleward to regions of radiative energy

deficit. About 60 percent of this poleward energy

transport occurs within the atmosphere, and the re-
mainder occurs within the oceans. The chief heat-

transport mechanisms of the atmosphere include
mean meridional circulations, thought to be most

important between the Equator and 30-degrees lati-

tude, and horizontal transports resulting from ed-

dies, more effective at mid and high latitudes. The

Arctic region is thereby influenced by the energetic

subpolar systems transporting heat and momentum

into the region, and it in turn influences the general
circulation of the atmosphere by being a heat sink

._for the global weather machine (Vowinckel and Or-

.gig, 1970).

2.6 ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES,

PRESSURES, AND WINDS

Monthly climatological fields of atmospheric sur-

face temperatures, sea-level pressures, and geostro-

phic winds for the region poleward of 50 °N, created

from the climatological data set of Crutcher and
Meserve (1970), are presented in Figures 2-6 through

2-8. The pressure and temperature maps exhibit two

distinct seasonal patterns. In winter, a bipolar pat-

tern of pressure and temperature results from the

bipolar distribution of land and ocean and the con-

sequent contrast in thermal forcing: pressures are

relatively high and temperatures are relatively low
over the land versus over the oceans. Smaller-scale

factors also influence the pressure and temperature

distributions, with, for example, the Gulf Stream

and North Atlantic Current influencing the position

of the low-pressure region to the southwest of
Iceland in October through April (the Icelandic

Low). The other major low-pressure system visible
in the winter maps is the Aleutian Low in the vicinity
of the Aleutian Islands in the northern North Pacific.

In summer, the temperature and pressure distribu-

tions are more symmetric, reflecting the meridional

temperature difference between the ice-covered cen-

tral Arctic Ocean and the warm continental land sur-

faces around the perimeter.

The wintertime asymmetric surface air tempera-

ture distribution revealed in Figure 2-6 is determined

partly by the radiative properties of the underlying

surface. The surface albedo, or fraction of incident
solar radiation reflected at the surface, varies strong-

ly with surface type (Grenfell and Maykut, 1977;
Robock, 1980; Barry, 1983; Henderson-Sellers and

Wilson, 1983). Depending on the season, from 60

to 90 percent of the incoming solar radiation
reaching the Arctic surface overall is reflected back

(Lamb, 1982). During fall and winter, the albedo

increases, to a point, with increasing ice thickness

and snow cover. Young sea ice 1-centimeter thick

has an albedo of about 0.1, whereas ice 1-meter thick
has an albedo of about 0.8. As the ice further

thickens from 1 meter to 3 meters, there is only a
slight increase in albedo (Grenfell, 1983). Freshly

fallen snow has an albedo as high as 98 percent

(Vowinckel and Orvig, 1970), although albedos as

low as 20 to 30 percent have been recorded over wet,

dirty snow (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). A

representative range of albedos for ice-free ocean

is 10 to 15 percent (Lamb, 1982). During summer,

the overall albedo is greatly reduced over that during

winter because of the greater amount of open water

and the presence of wet snow and melt ponds on

the ice. The albedo of melt ponds varies with the

thickness and the underlying ice type but ranges from

about 20 to about 60 percent (Grenfell and Maykut,

1977).

Near-surface Arctic atmospheric temperatures are

characterized through most of the year by a strong

temperature inversion, with air temperatures increas-

ing rather than decreasing with height. This inversion

results mainly from the negative surface energy bal-

ance. The depth of the inversion depends on the
amount of cloud cover, near-surface turbulence, and

warm-air advection from lower latitudes and may

reach about 2 kilometers into the atmosphere.

Changes in these factors will at times destroy the in-

version layer, sometimes temporarily increasing the

winter surface temperature by as much as 30 K

(Vowinckel and Orvig, 1970).

During the midwinter month of February, the

temperatures across the ice-covered Arctic Basin
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rangefrom235K northof theCanadianArchipelago
to 250K in theChukchiandKaraSeas.AstheSun's
elevationincreasesin the spring,the land masses
warm and the temperaturedistribution becomes
moresymmetricaboutthepole,with theexception
of theGreenlandicecap.ByJuly, thetemperature
acrosstheArctic is fairly uniformat 275 _+2.5K,
just a few degreesabovefreezing.In September,
coolinginitiatesthereturnto themoreasymmetric
wintertimedistribution.Theannualspreadof the
meanlatitudinalpositionof thefreezingline(273.15
K isotherm)is approximately22degrees,ranging
from a meansummerlatitudeof 78°N to a mean
winter latitudeof 56°N(Holcombe,1958).

TheJanuaryclimatologicalsea-levelpressuremap
showsthe dominanceof the IcelandicLow in the
northernNorth AtlanticandtheeasternArctic re-
gions(Figure2-7a).The1010-millibarcontourasso-
ciatedwith thissystemextendswestwardto eastern
Canadaand northeastwardto Scandinaviaand
NovayaZemlya. In the westernArctic, the high-
pressuresystemoverSiberiaisconnectedto asmaller
highsituatedovernorthwesternCanadaby ahigh-
pressurebridgethatadditionallyseparatestheIcelan-
dicLow fromtheAleutianLow.TheAleutianLow
andSiberianHighdominatethecirculationoverthe
BeringSeaandtheSeaof Okhotskregions.Thispat-
ternof twolow-pressureandtwohigh-pressuresys-
temsoverthenorthpolarregionismaintaineduntil
May, whenthemonthlyaveragepressurefield be-
comesmoreuniform andsymmetric.By Junethe
rangein meansea-levelpressureacrosstheArctic
is almosta factor of 3 lessthan in January,and
throughoutthesummermonthsthereareno well-
definedsystemsexceptthepersistenthighpressure
overthe centralArctic Basin.By Octobera high-
pressureridgebeginsto form overtheAsian land
mass,andthelow-pressureareasin thevicinityof
IcelandandtheAleutianIslandsbeginto intensify.
ByDecemberthewinterpatterniswellestablished.

Monthly meangeostrophicwindsbasedon the
pressuredistributionsshownin Figure2-7arepre-
sentedin Figure2-8. In theNorthernHemisphere
thegeostrophicwind, whichresultsfrom abalance
betweenthe pressuregradientand Coriolisforces
(in theabsenceof friction),isdirectedcounterclock-
wisearounda low-pressuresystemand clockwise
aroundahigh-pressuresystem,withaspeedpropor-
tional to the pressuregradient.During the winter
monthsof JanuaryandFebruary,thestrongestmean

monthlywindsarefoundalongthecoastalregions
of the North Pacificand areassociatedwith the
semipermanentlow centeredoverthe Aleutian Is-
lands. The so-called"polar easterlies"are not
hemisphericin extentbut arefoundpolewardof the
IcelandicandAleutianLows.OverthecentralArctic
Basin,monthly averagewinter windsareweaker
thanovertheadjacentseas.As theintensityof the
semipermanentpressuresystemsdecreasesin the
transitionmonthsof March,April, andMay, the
windsweakenonaverage,but thecontrastbetween
thestill coldsurfaceof theArctic packiceandthe
warmercontinentsandopen-waterareascontributes
to creatinga frontalzonealongthenorthernshores
of Siberia,Alaska,andCanada(Reed,1960).In-
tenselow-pressuresystemsmoveeastwardalongthis
zone,termedtheSiberian-CanadianArctic Front,
bringingheatand moistureto theArctic region.

2.7 SYNOPTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE ARCTIC ATMOSPHERE

Synoptic weather charts of the Arctic, which show

the distribution of cyclones (low-pressure systems)

and anticyclones (high-pressure systems) at a given

time, can differ considerably from the monthly mean

climatological maps presented in Figure 2-7, espe-
cially during winter, when the weather patterns are

often dominated by intense, rapidly moving low-
pressure systems. For instance, the semipermanent
Icelandic and Aleutian Lows discussed in Section 2.6

reflect the frequent passage of individual transient

systems.

Long-term synoptic observations have provided

data for mapping the intensity and frequency of

cyclones and anticyclones. Figure 2-9, redrawn from

Palmen and Newton (1969), shows the location of

the maximum frequency of cyclone and anticyclone
tracks, the axis of mean maximum wind, and the

mean sea-level pressure in the principal semiperma-
nent high- and low-pressure centers for the winter

months. At high latitudes, there are two principal
axes of maximum cyclone frequency, one located
in the Pacific and the other in the Atlantic. In the

North American sector, an axis over eastern Canada

converges with a second axis along the east coast of

the continent. The point of convergence is in the vi-

cinity of Iceland, defining the Icelandic Low. These

cyclones penetrate the Arctic region along a track

that follows the ice-free waters of the Norwegian Sea

and then progresses into the Barents Sea along the
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Figure 2-63. Mean imonthly climatological surface air temperature::, January through June. These have been calor coded 
and mapped from digital data c<in7plled by R. J e ~ i n e  and obtained from tlw Bktional Center  for Atmospheric Research ir! 
Boulder, Coiorado. 
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Figure 2-9. Northern Hemisphere winter distribution of the maximum frequency of cyclone and anticyclone tracks,

shown as short-solid arrows and double-sided arrows, respectively, and the position of the mean maximum wind,

shown as a solid line. The mean sea-level pressures of the principal semipermanent cyclone and anticyclone centers

are shown in rectangles, and the maximum upper air wind speeds are shown in ellipses. [Redrawn from Figure 3.17

in Palmen and Newton (1969).]
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Eurasian coast. In the Pacific, two axes of maximum

frequency track northeastward and converge in the

vicinity of the Aleutian Island chain, defining the
semipermanent Aleutian Low. The curve of maxi-

mum frequency of cyclones then proceeds into the

Gulf of Alaska and moves southward along the west

coast of North America. The maximum frequency
of anticyclones at Arctic latitudes is confined to the
North American and Eurasian land masses. These

systems are more quiescent than the cyclonic

depressions.

During summer, eastward-moving cyclones follow

the Siberian, Canadian, and Alaskan coasts, bring-

ing rain and snow. These systems are associated with

the Siberian-Canadian Arctic Front, which, as noted

earlier, results in part from the contrast between the
warm continents and the colder ocean surface and

perennial ice cover of the central Arctic (Reed, 1960).

Anticyclones form more frequently over the ice in

spring and summer and are not simply extensions
of the continental areas of divergence as is generally
true in winter.
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3

THEORY OF MICROWAVE EMISSION, THE ESMR BRIGHTNESS

TEMPERATURE DATA, AND THE DERIVATION OF SEA ICE PARAMETERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the theory of microwave

emission and the physical basis and mathematical

formulae for deriving sea ice concentrations from

satellite passive microwave measurements. Some of

the material is repeated from the companion volume

Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976 (Zwally et al., 1983a)
for the convenience of the reader, with additional

information presented as needed to understand the

microwave observations in the Arctic regions. The

distinctly different microwave properties of Arctic

multiyear ice compared with first-year ice complicate
the determination of total ice concentration, but the

resulting difference in observed microwave emission
provides information on the relative distributions of

multiyear and first-year sea ice.

The Nimbus 5 ESMR measured primarily the in-

tensity of electromagnetic radiation thermally emit-

ted from the Earth's surface at a wavelength of 1.55

centimeters (corresponding to a frequency of 19.35
GHz). Additional radiative contributions or inter-

ference introduced by clouds, other atmospheric ef-
fects, and extraterrestrial sources exist but are

relatively minor in the polar regions. Although the

instrument recorded radiation from 78 scan posi-
tions, all observations used were first converted to

equivalent nadir observations, as discussed in Ap-

pendix A. Unlike the more recent passive microwave

conical scan instruments, such as the Scanning

Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on

the Nimbus 7 satellite and the Special Sensor
Microwave Instrument (SSMI) on the satellites of

the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, the
ESMR is a cross-scan instrument.

The microwave signals from the Earth and at-

mosphere detected by the ESMR are processed and

stored in many forms, including digitally format-

ted recordings on magnetic tape and color-coded

maps produced from the digital data. For sea ice

studies, the microwave radiances are combined with

the microwave emissivity of sea ice and estimates of

the ice physical temperature to obtain quantitative

approximations to sea ice concentrations, according
to the procedures described in the following sections.

Also discussed in this chapter are some of the ex-

tensive aircraft and surface experiments that have
been conducted in the Arctic and have contributed

to our understanding of the microwave properties
of sea ice.

An inherent disadvantage of the satellite passive

microwave observations over certain higher resolu-

tion satellite observations is that the relatively low

resolution of approximately 30 kilometers prevents
the identification of individual ice floes. Thus ice

floe shapes cannot be determined, nor can individual

ice floes be tracked. Determination of the ice edge

and other ice features can also be given only to the
resolution of the instrument.

An inherent advantage of the satellite passive

microwave observations can be understood by de-

scribing the measurement method as an integrating

technique rather than a resolving technique. Specif-
ically, with passive microwave observations it is not

necessary to resolve each open lead or polynya in
order to make a quantitative measurement of the

total area of open water within some specified area
or region. Because the typical size of open water

features, often on the order of meters or tens of

meters, is even less than the resolution of most high-

resolution imagery, determination of open water

area by resolving techniques using radar, visible, or
infrared imagery is extremely difficult. The in-

tegrating method avoids these difficulties by in-

tegrating the radiative emission from both open
water and ice within the instantaneous field of view
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(typically30 by 30 kilometers) of the satellite sen-

sor, even if the size of the open water area is very
small. Furthermore, because the microwave emis-

sion from open water is relatively low and the emis-
sion from sea ice is relatively high, approximations

to the fractional coverages of open water and sea

ice are readily deduced by interpolation from the
measured total emission within the field of view. The

percentage of an ocean area covered by sea ice is
termed the "sea ice concentration," and the frac-

tion of the sea ice area containing multiyear ice is

termed the "multiyear ice fraction."

The equations for deriving sea ice concentration
and estimating multiyear ice fraction are described

in Section 3.6. In Chapter 4, the calculated ice con-

centrations are mapped and presented with a

nomogram relating the ice concentrations to the

brightness temperatures and multiyear ice fractions.

For regions with only one ice type, the nomogram

reduces to a linear scale ranging from 14 to 100 per-
cent total ice concentration.

3.2 MICROWAVE EMISSIVITY AND

BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE

The intensity of microwave radiation thermally

emitted by an object is usually expressed as a

brightness temperature, T B. Units of temperature
are appropriate because, as a consequence of the

Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to Planck's law of
radiative emission, for radiative wavelengths in the

microwave range (1 millimeter to 1 meter) the radia-
tion emitted from a perfect emitter is proportional

to its physical temperature, T. Most real objects emit

only a fraction of the radiation that a perfect emit-

ter would emit at the same temperature, and this

fraction is defined as the emissivity, e, of the ob-

ject. Because of the proportionality between micro-

wave radiation and temperature, e can be calculated

as

e = TB/T (3-1)

The usefulness of microwave radiometry as a

remote sensing tool derives from the fact that the

emissivity of an object depends mainly on its com-

position and physical structure. Measurements of
brightness temperature provide information on the

emissivity through equation 3-1, as long as the

physical temperature is independently known or

estimated. If the emissivities of the possible media

in the field of view are known, then the emissivities

calculated from remote sensing can be used to infer

information on the physical properties of the

radiating media, upon which the emissivity depends.

For first-year sea ice, a good estimate of its emissivity
can be obtained from Fresnel's law of reflection

(Jackson, 1962):

"T_'_'[ 2 (3-2)r=ll-n

Here n is the index of refraction and r is the surface

reflectance, related to the emissivity e by

• = 1 - r (3-3)

The Fresnel equation provides a good approxima-

tion in the case of first-year sea ice, because the

observed radiation emanates mainly from a thin

saline layer at the snow/ice interface. This equation,

however, is not applicable for multiyear ice, because

the observed radiation for multiyear ice emanates

from a considerably thicker layer, as a result of the

lower salinity of the surface layer of the multiyear

ice. Internal scattering in this thicker emitting layer

lowers the emissivity of multiyear ice, as will be
discussed later. Although emissivity is generally a

function of the wavelength of the radiation, the

wavelength-independent equation 3-2 is applicable
if the thickness of the layer from which the radiation

emanates is small compared to the wavelength, and

this proves to be the case with first-year sea ice. Us-

ing a refractive index of 1.8 from Vant et al. (1974),
the emissivity of first-year sea ice is calculated from

equations 3-2 and 3-3 to be 0.92. This value is con-
sistent with emissivities inferred from the ESMR data

in regions of known consolidated first-year ice using

equation 3-1 with estimated physical temperatures,
T, of the radiatively significant portion of the ice.

To understand the features visible on the micro-

wave images, it is important to know the approx-

imate depths from which the radiation emanates. For

most emitters, the contribution of any layer to the

total emission leaving the radiating source tends to

decrease approximately exponentially with the depth

of the layer in the source material. The optical depth

(based on radiative power attenuation by a factor

of l/e) is the thickness of the top layer from which
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approximately63percentof theradiationemanates.
At the1.55-centimeterwavelength,theopticaldepth
is on theorder of millimetersfor waterand first-
yearseaice,decimetersfor multiyearseaice,and
metersfor drysnow.Thecontrastbetweentheemis-
siondepthsfor first-yearandmultiyeariceexplains
theapplicabilityof equation3-2to theformerand
not to the latter.A materialis termedopticallythin
if theopticaldepthis largeandopticallythick if the
opticaldepthis small.

Becauseasurfacelayeron theorderof millimeters
in thicknessis nearlyisothermal,theemissivityof
materialswith an optical depth on that orderis
generallywell defined.Thesituationis morecom-
plicatedif the radiationemanatesfrom a thicker
layer that is not isothermaland is further com-
plicatedif this thicker layer hasinternalinhomo-
geneitiesthat causeinternalreflectionsor scatter-
ing of theradiation.In thegeneralcaseof emission
from thebulk of a mediumthat isnot isothermal,
equation3-1isnot immediatelyapplicable,because
thephysicaltemperaturevarieswithin theemitting
medium.A generaldefinitionof emissivityfor bulk
emittingmediaisgivenbyZwally(1977),alongwith
a specificapplicationto polar firn. Briefly, the
radiativetransferthroughamediumis affectedby
theemission,absorption,andscatteringof eachele-
mentof themedium.A radiativetransferfunction,
describingthe transferof radiation from a given
point within themediumto the surface,isusedas
aweightingfunctionto obtainaneffectivephysical
temperature,(T>, which is a weightedaverage
overdepthof the physicaltemperaturewithin the
medium.The weightingrepresentshow well the
mediumtransfersemittedradiationfrom eachdepth
to the surface.The emissivityin this caseequals
TB/(T_>, which is analogousto the isothermal
caseby replacingT by <T > in equation3-1.The
bulk emissivityasdefinedherevariesfrom 0 to 1,
but theuseof surfacetemperatureinplaceof <T>
canat timesleadto meaninglessvaluesof emissivi-
ty exceeding1.

When radiometricmeasurementsof brightness
temperaturearemadeat morethanonemicrowave
wavelengthand/or polarization,it becomespossi-
ble to deduceadditional information about the
medium.Thispotential,aconsequenceof thevaria-
tion of the emissivityof a mediumwith thewave-

lengthand polarizationof theradiation,provides
therationalefor multifrequency(anddualpolariza-
tion)brightnesstemperaturemeasurementsandfor
the developmentof inversiontechniquesthat cal-
culate the desiredphysicalparametersfrom the
brightnesstemperaturesmeasuredatmultiplewave-
lengthsand polarizations(Gloersenand Barath,
1977).This methodhasbeenespeciallyusefulfor
determiningseaiceconcentrationsandmultiyearice
fractionsfrom the dataof the Nimbus7 SMMR
(Svendsenet al., 1983;Cavalieriet al., 1984;Hol-
lingeretal., 1984;Swiftetal., 1985;Comiso,1986).
ThemultichannelSMMRdataalsoprovideinforma-
tion onthephysicaltemperatureof theemittingice
layer.By contrast,in the caseof thesingle-wave-
length,single-polarizationESMRdata,anindepen-
dentestimateor measurementof physicaltempera-
ture is required.

3.3 SEA ICE EMISSIVITY

The microwave emissivity of sea ice has been the

subject of several experimental and theoretical in-

vestigations in recent years (Wilheit et al., 1972;
Gloersen et al., 1978; Vant et al., 1974; Gloersen

and Larabee, 1981; Troy et al., 1981; Carsey, 1982;

Grenfell and Lohanick, 1985). Three principal ice

types have been identified on the basis of their

radiometric signatures: (1) new ice, (2) first-year ice,

and (3) multiyear ice. The new-ice category includes

the standard (WMO, 1970; Armstrong et al., 1973)

newly formed ice types (frazil ice, grease ice, slush

ice, and shuga) and nilas. The first-year ice category

includes the standard first-year ice (30 centimeters

to 2 meters in thickness) as well as young ice (10 to

30 centimeters in thickness). The multiyear ice

category defined here includes all ice that has sur-
vived at least one summer melt. [As mentioned in

Chapter 1, this definition of multiyear ice differs

somewhat from WMO terminology, which

designates a separate category for second-year ice

and defines multiyear ice as ice that has survived two

summer melt periods.] A fourth category, referred
to as summer ice, includes a mixture of standard ice

types with a variety of possible surface features, in-

cluding wet snow, which increases the emissivity, and

extensive meltponding, which decreases the emissivi-

ty. Approximate values of the emissivities of sea
water and the aforementioned ice types, at the

ESMR wavelength of 1.55 centimeters and a nadir

viewing angle, are as follows:
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Ice Type e

Open water 0.44

New ice 0.45 to 0.92

First-year ice 0.92

Multiyear ice 0.84

Summer ice 0.45 to 0.95

The basic differences between the various ice types

are shown in Figure 3-1. The differences in emissivity

are caused primarily by the following: (1) variations

in the dielectric properties of the ice, these having

been established experimentally to depend largely on

salinity, temperature, and surface wetness (Ramseier
et al., 1974; Vant et al., 1974, 1978); (2) differences

in volume scattering, which depend on the internal

ice structure (Gloersen et al., 1974); and (3) for very

thin ice, differences in ice thickness (Gloersen et al.,

1975b; Gloersen and Larabee, 1981).

As discussed in Chapter 1, the principal physical

property distinguishing new and first-year ice from

multiyear ice is the salinity in the freeboard layer

(the portion of the ice above sea level). Since salinity

has a major impact on the volume fraction of liquid

within the ice and on ice density, and these in turn
have a major impact on the ice emissivity, under-

standing the salinity differences among the various

ice types is crucial. Generally, new ice has higher

salinity near the surface than first-year ice, and first-

year ice has higher salinity than multiyear ice (Cox

and Weeks, 1974; Campbell et al., 1976). The op-

tical depth for typical saline ice is estimated to be

less than one wavelength, so that the relevant micro-

wave emission derives predominantly from the ice

which is less than one wavelength below the upper
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Figure 3-1. Schematic diagrams of the radiometric and physical properties of the principal sea ice types. [Modified

from Zwally et al. (1983a).]
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ice surface. This remains true even with a snow

cover, as long as the snow is dry, fine, nonsaline,
and no thicker than about 15 centimeters. Such a

snow cover is optically thin and therefore has little
effect on the transmission of radiation from the

underlying ice. Consequently, even with a thin snow

cover, for first-year ice the microwave radiation

recorded by the ESMR instrument predominantly

emanates from a thin top layer of the ice. Because

this layer is approximately isothermal, equation 3-1

can be used to calculate the emissivity. For multiyear

ice, with its much lower salinity content in the

freeboard layer, the microwave radiation originates

from deeper in the ice, where the salinity is higher.

Furthermore, for multiyear ice this radiation is

modified by scattering in the freeboard layer, and

particularly in the air pockets that remain follow-

ing brine drainage from the earlier brine pockets.

As a result, the bulk emissivity of the media is
reduced.

which for first-year ice is essentially the layer within

several wavelengths of the surface, changes with the

thickness of the snow cover because of the strong
insulating properties of snow. Furthermore, the

snow serves as a scatterer and suppresses the amount

of emitted radiation, with the amount of suppression

increasing with snow thickness and grain size. In
spring, when the snow surface acquires a significant

liquid content due to melt conditions, the imaginary

part of the index of refraction of the snow increases

and the snow becomes very emissive. The main

source of the microwave radiation reaching the
satellite from the snow-covered sea ice is then no

longer the ice but the snow, and the effective emis-

sivity of first-year and multiyear ice both increase

to about 0.95. (See Grenfell and Lohanick (1985)

for results at a frequency of 18 GHz.) Consequently,

first-year ice and multiyear ice become indistinguish-

able in the microwave imagery during periods of

snow surface melting.

New ice generally has somewhat lower emissivities

than first-year ice (Gloersen et al., 1975b; Tooma
et al., 1975; Ramseier et al., 1975; Ketchum and

Lohanick, 1980). For extremely thin ice (on the order

of one optical depth), contributions from the water

underneath the ice also affect the observed brightness
temperature. Radiometer measurements of sea ice

grown in a tank confirm the rapid increase of emis-

sivity with thickness, up to a thickness of about 3

centimeters (Grenfell and Comiso, 1986). Another

factor affecting the brightness temperature from new

ice is the surface temperature, which often exceeds

that of first-year ice because of greater heat conduc-

tion from the underlying ocean (Vant et al., 1974;

see also Maykut (1978, 1982) for estimates of sur-

face temperatures of the ice and for indications of

the considerable impact of ice thickness on the con-

ductive heat flux through the ice).

As referred to earlier, because dry, fine snow is

relatively transparent at 19.35 GHz, the usual fairly

thin, dry snow cover over Arctic sea ice floes in

winter has no significant effect on the emissivity of

the ice on spatial scales corresponding to low-

resolution radiometers (Lohanick and Grenfell,
1986), such as the Nimbus 5 ESMR. However, in

the event of a wet snow cover or a snow cover thicker

than 40 centimeters, the snow layer can affect the

microwave radiation in various ways. For example,

the physical temperature of the emitting ice layer,

In spring and summer, repeated diurnal freezing

and thawing cause the microwave properties of the
ice to fluctuate markedly. During daytime, at loca-

tions where the surface temperature is slightly above

freezing, the emissivity is high and the radiation

emanates basically from the wet snow cover. At

night, when the temperature is below freezing, the

refrozen melted snow cover becomes so granular that
the scattering effect from the snow becomes substan-

tially greater than that of a normal winter snow

cover. The scattering suppresses the net emitted

radiation and consequently reduces the emissivity.

Furthermore, during spring some areas in the cen-
tral Arctic still have winter conditions at the same

time that other areas have melt conditions. This dif-

ference results in substantial spatial variability of the

emissivity of the ice in spring, with values ranging

from approximately 0.84 to approximately 0.95. In

summer, melting is more persistent (Barry, 1983),

and the open water in the melt ponds, with an emis-

sivity of about 0.44, reduces the average emissivity
of the ice floes. The seasonal variation in sea ice

emissivity is shown schematically in Figure 3-2 as

the ice progresses through its growth and decay

stages.

Data averaged over 3-day periods have been used

to examine the time variability of the Nimbus 5

ESMR brightness temperatures at two locations: one

in a seasonal sea ice region, typifying first-year ice,
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Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram of the seasonal dependence of sea ice emissivity during its first year and subse-

quent years.

and the other in the central Arctic near Ellesmere

Island, typifying multiyear ice. Each location is ap-

proximately 300 by 300 kilometers in area, cover-

ing 100 ESMR data elements. Figure 3-3a presents

for each of the two locations and for each year 1973

through 1976 the time sequences of the maximum

brightness temperature, the average brightness tem-

perature, the minimum brightness temperature, and
the standard deviation of the brightness temperatures

within the 100 data elements. Figure 3-3b presents

a subset of these data, showing the maximum bright-

ness temperatures in the first-year ice pack and the

minimum brightness temperatures in the multiyear
ice pack. In the first-year ice case, the maximum

brightness temperatures are assumed to represent
consolidated first-year ice (100-percent concentra-

tion) for most of the year, with the lower brightness
temperatures having an open-water contribution. As

expected, during winter these maximum brightness

temperatures for first-year ice are relatively high, be-
ing approximately 240 K. In the case of multiyear

ice, the minimum brightness temperatures, approx-

imately 200 to 210 K, in winter are assumed to repre-

sent consolidated multiyear ice, with the higher

brightness temperatures likely having a first-year ice

contribution. [The brightness temperatures for

second-year ice have been observed to be intermedi-

ate to those of first-year ice and older multiyear ice

(Tooma et al., 1975; Gray et al., 1982), so that the

brightness temperatures above 210 K in the multiyear
ice case could also be the result of the inclusion of

second-year ice in the multiyear ice pack.]

The overlay of the 4 years of data results in well-

defined curves for the first-year ice and multiyear

ice regions (Figure 3-3b). Short-term variations may
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Figure 3-3a. Seasonal variations of microwave radiance of first-year and multiyear sea ice as observed by the Nim-

bus 5 ESMR, using 3-day-averaged data for 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976. Maximum, minimum, and average

brightness temperatures are plotted, along with the standard deviation.
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Figure 3-3b. Seasonal variations of microwave radiance for the minimum brightness temperature in a multiyear ice

pack in the central Arctic and the maximum brightness temperature in a first-year ice pack in a seasonal sea ice

zone, from a subset of the data plotted in Figure 3-3a.

be associated with changes in the physical tempera-

ture of the ice or with the opening of leads and

polynyas. In spring and early summer, the brightness
temperature increases slowly as the physical tempera-

ture of the ice increases, then continues to increase

due to moisture in the snow cover produced by the

onset of snow melt. During late spring, the effect

of snow moisture is dominant (Stiles and Ulaby,

1980; Kunzi et al., 1982; Comiso, 1983). In midsum-

mer, decreases in brightness temperature are caused

mainly by ice breakup in the seasonal ice region and

by meltponding or reduction of ice concentration

in the central Arctic, although moisture levels of
more than 1 percent in the snow also result in lower

radiances (Kunzi et al., 1982). Overall, the observ-
ed microwave emissions are consistent with the

preceding description of the seasonal radiative
characteristics of the ice cover.

3.4 AIRCRAFT AND SURFACE

OBSERVATIONS

Surface ice measurements and aircraft observa-

tions made during the period of Nimbus 5 ESMR

coverage provide information for interpreting the

satellite data. In particular, during the main Arctic

Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX) in the
Beaufort Sea in 1975 and 1976, surface and aircraft

observations were acquired during all seasons of the

year specifically to aid in the interpretation of the

ESMR data. Gloersen et al. (1978) compare the
spacecraft and aircraft data acquired during this ex-

periment, and Campbell et al. (1978) compare the

aircraft and surface data. From aircraft altitudes,

in contrast to satellite altitudes, individual areas of

open water or uniform ice types are resolvable in

the passive microwave imagery, enabling explicit
identifications of microwave emission character-

istics. The aircraft and surface data can be averaged

spatially to compare with spacecraft data.

Figure 3-4 is a color-coded 3-day-averaged satellite

ESMR image of the Arctic for April 11-13, 1975,
with the paths of two aircraft underflights superim-

posed in white. The reader is cautioned that in this

and the subsequent ESMR images some of the 5 K

changes have stronger visual effect than others, even

though no particular color change is intrinsically

more important than any other. For example, be-
cause of the color scale chosen, the changes from
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Figure 3-4. Three-day-averaged satellite ESMR image of the Arctic for April 1 1-1 3, 1975. The transects on the 
image indicate the flight paths of the NASA Convair 990 airborne laboratory on April 16 and 19. [Modified from 
Gloersen et al. (19781.1 

190 to 195 K are more obvious than the changes from 
185 to 190 K .  

The two aircraft flights whose tracks are indicated 
in Figure 3-4 were carried out with the NASA Con- 
vair 990 aircraft on April 16 and 19, within days of 
the April 11-13 satellite ESMR image, and the ice 
conditions are assumed to be similar for the full 
April 1 1-19 period. [Unfortunately satellite ESMR 
data are not available for April 14-19, 1975.1 Visual 
observation established the ice to be fully consoli- 
dated along the flight tracks. Furthermore, since on  
both April 16 and 19 the atmospheric conditions 
were nearly cloud free, surface temperatures could 

be determined using a thermal infrared radiometer 
on board the aircraft. These temperatures were ex- 
trapolated to other areas of the pack and used in 
conjunction with the knowledge of fully consolidated 
conditions to convert the ESMR brightness temper- 
atures to approximate values of multiyear ice frac- 
tion (Fb,,) by assuming unique brightness 
temperature signatures of first-year and multiyear 
ice and linearly interpolating between them. The 
resulting vzlues of F,, are indicated by the scale 
on the right-hand side of Figure 3-4. More elaborate 
scales, or nomograms, indicating the three-way rela- 
tionship between brightness temperature, ice con- 
centration, and multiyear ice fraction are presented 
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in subsequentfiguresinwhichtheiceconcentration
isnotapriori believed to be 100 percent in all regions
under discussion.

The crosstrack airborne ESMR data collected dur-

ing the aircraft flights over the paths marked in

Figure 3-4 were averaged into the along-track line

profiles shown in Figure 3-5. Comparison of Figures

3-4 and 3-5 reveals that, although the absolute
calibrations of the aircraft and satellite ESMR in-

struments differ, along the aircraft tracks major

features of the relative changes in brightness

temperature (and hence the derived first-

year/multiyear ice mixture) appear in the data from

both instruments. For example, along the flight of

April 16 the aircraft data show a decrease in

brightness temperature on the order of 10 K from
the coast of Alaska to Ellesmere Island. On the

ESMR figure the color change corresponds to a 10
K decrease from 220 to 210 K. This 10 K decrease
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Figure 3-5. Aircraft ESMR brightness temperature profiles along the Convair 990 flight paths shown in Figure

3-4. [Modified from Gloersen et al. (1978).]
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is interpreted as being a result of the variability of

the sea ice signature from regions of first-year ice

and mixed first-year/multiyear ice to a region of

highly consolidated multiyear ice.

The transects marked on Figure 3-4 also passed

through the main AIDJEX manned drifting station

array, allowing comparisons of the data along the
aircraft flight paths with surface data and with more
detailed aircraft data of the AIDJEX area. The

nature of the mixing of multiyear and first-year ice
can be seen in a mesoscale airborne microwave im-

age acquired 5 days after the April 19 transect data

(Figure 3-6). The image reflects the existence of large
multiyear floes (green) separated by areas of first-

year ice (brown), with an overall multiyear ice frac-

tion of approximately 0.6. The microwave radiances

for first-year and multiyear ice were shown to be
consistent with in-situ measurements of sea ice

physical properties during a pilot AIDJEX program
(Gloersen et al., 1973) and during the main AID-

JEX (Campbell et al., 1978).

JEX surface observations, the moisture in the snow

surface layer increased steadily during the period of

the aircraft flights. The corresponding microwave

images (Figures 3-9 and 3-10) show decreasing
brightness temperatures of the ice floes, with the

average brightness temperature of the floes being ap-

proximately 240 K on August 22 and approximate-

ly 230 K on August 27, 5 days later. The decrease

in microwave brightness temperature is also apparent

on the 3-day images of the Nimbus 5 ESMR (Figure

3-11). These results confirm earlier microwave

measurements of an alpine snow pack (Edgerton et

al., 1971; Stiles and Ulaby, 1980; and Kunzi et al.,

1982) and snowpack model computations (Chang

and Gloersen, 1975) establishing that the emissivity

of snow, after increasing rapidly at the onset of

melting, slowly decreases as the free-water content
of the snow increases. Because of moisture in the

freeboard layer of the ice, the first-year/multiyear

ice distinction apparent on the aircraft ESMR im-

ages in April (Figure 3-6) is no longer apparent in

August (Figures 3-9 and 3-10).

Turning from spring to summer, the most exten-
sive summer surface measurements of sea ice dur-

ing the 4 primary ESMR years were made as part

of AIDJEX in 1975. During August 1975, a series

of microwave mapping missions over the AIDJEX

manned drifting station array and a series of
transects over extensive areas of the Arctic Basin

were made from the NASA Convair 990 aircraft.

The AIDJEX triangle of drifting stations at the time
of these observations was in the southern Beaufort

Sea to the north of the Mackenzie Delta (Figure 3-7).

The physical conditions of the ice surface at the AID-

JEX stations from August 10 to September 4, 1975,

are indicated in Figure 3-8 along with 2-meter air

temperature readings at each of the camps. The
observation periods of the Convair 990 aircraft and

the Nimbus 5 ESMR are also noted in the figure.

Surface conditions show that during the Convair 990

overflights the melt ponds were ice covered. The con-

junction of the biggest seasonal melt increment with

a 2 °C decrease in air temperatures (Figure 3-8) is

consistent with the dominant cause of the melt being
back radiation from clouds.

Two of the aircraft ESMR microwave images of
the AIDJEX area and three of the Nimbus 5 ESMR

images of the Arctic for this period are presented
in Figures 3-9 through 3-11. According to the AID-

The Nimbus 5 ESMR images of Figures 3-11

reveal several areas of low brightness temperatures

(T B< 195 K) in the central Arctic. The two primary
surface conditions expected to yield brightness

temperatures considerably below 210 K in the cen-

tral Arctic are significant amounts of open water and

extensive areas of ice-free melt ponds. In the absence

of surface observations it would be impossible to

determine definitively the relative contributions of

melt ponds and open water to the low microwave

radiances (Crane et al., 1982). Campbell et al. (1984),

with the benefit of surface observations, argue that

the large areas of low brightness temperature are due

primarily to low ice concentrations caused by ice
divergence and secondarily to ice-free melt ponds.

This interpretation is supported for one of the

smaller of these areas (the dark green area on Figure

3-11 adjacent to the northeast, Blue Fox corner of

the AIDJEX triangle) by visual and radiometric

observations from the aircraft. In particular, the

microwave aircraft data for August 22 and August

27 show low radiances in the vicinity of Blue Fox

(BF) (Figures 3-9 and 3-10), and visual observations

made during an aircraft flight north of the Blue Fox

station on August 27 established that the region of

relatively low ice concentrations extended to at least
25 kilometers north of the station. These low

radiances are also apparent from the Nimbus 5
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Figure 3-6. Aircraft ESMR image of the AIDJEX area on April 24, 1975.  BF, SB, BB, and C denote the AIDJEX camps 
Blue Fox, Snow Bird, Big Bear, and Caribou, respectively, and "A" identifies an individual floe tracked through Figures 
3-6, 3-9, and 3-10. [Modified from Campbell et al. (19781.1 

ESMR 3-day-averaged data for August 30 to the Nimbus 5 ESMR brightness temperature for this 
September 1 (Figure 3-11). area averaged over August 27 to 29 was 210 K, which 

converts to an ice concentration of 80 percent, ir- 
respective of multiyear ice fraction, using the nomo- 
gram provided at the right of Figure 3-1 1. The 
ESMR image for August 30 to September 1 indicates 
that the ice concentration in the area of Blue Fox 

The visual and radiometric observations from air- 
craft indicate that the average ice concentration from 
Blue Fox northward for 25 kilometers was approx- 
imately 75 percent on August 27. By comparison, 
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Figure 3-7. Map of the AIDJEX area showing the location

of four drifting stations on each of four dates during the

period April 21, 1975 to April 16, 1976, including the

August 22, 1975 date of one of the NASA aircraft remote

sensing flights.

continued to decrease after August 27 (Figure 3-11).
The nomogram indicates an ice concentration of 60

percent, consistent with the aircraft observations.

A NOAA 4 visible image shows that on August 30

the entire ice pack from the AIDJEX triangle to the

pole was covered by a thick stratus cloud layer.

Since, according to coincident weather charts, the
entire Beaufort Sea had a common surface meteoro-

logical environment, with negligible or very low sur-

face wind speeds, it is presumed that all the ice ponds

in this larger area were ice covered, as in the AID-

JEX area. Therefore, the large low-radiance zones
existing as close as 250 kilometers north of the AID-

JEX triangle are presumed to have resulted from
reduced ice concentrations. These comparisons sup-

port the interpretation that the low microwave ra-

diances measured by the ESMR in the AIDJEX area

and beyond in August 1975 were due to leads and

polynyas.

Further arguments for ascribing to meltponding

only a minor role in causing the low microwave ra-

diances observed in the late summer are provided

by Campbell et al. (1984). Briefly, if meltponding

were the primary factor, this would require

unreasonably large areal coverage by ponds in some

areas (40 to 60 percent, compared to the 30 percent

4, .

or less that have been observed), very restricted loca-

tions of ponding on the large-scale, and unusual

movements in weather systems. Indeed, an examina-
tion of the low-radiance areas at the time of max-

imum ponding in late summer shows that they oc-
cur in patterns associated with ice drift, consistent

with the expected patterns of leads and polynyas but

not with the expected patterns of melt ponds.

For an indication of the interannual variability in

the location of low-brightness areas, Figure 3-12

shows envelopes of the low-radiance areas (T B <
197.5 K) that occurred within the Arctic Basin dur-

ing August and September in each of the four sum-

mers of ESMR, 1973 through 1976. The short-term
variation of the low-radiance areas within the 1974

envelope is shown in Figure 3-13. In 1975 the

distribution of the low-radiance envelope is quite

dissimilar to the distributions in the other 3 years,

appearing as a ring at approximately 83 °N, whereas

the envelopes in the other years lie largely along the

Transpolar Drift Stream (Figures 3-12 compared to
Figures 2-3 and 4-42). Analysis by Yakovlev (1977)

of long-term Soviet drift station and aircraft obser-

vations suggests that the circulations in 1973, 1974,

and 1976 are similar to the average long-term cir-

culation and furthermore supports the conclusion

that the low-radiance zones are primarily due to
reduced ice concentrations. Yakovlev shows a long-

term "zone of occasional polynyas" that covers a
triangularly shaped area with corners at (85°N,

150°E), (72°N, 180°E), and (72°N, 160°W). This

polynya zone lies close to the low-radiance zones for

1973, 1974, and 1976 in the Chukchi and East

Siberian Seas and extends, as they do, along the

beginning of the long-term Transpolar Drift Stream

(cf. Figure 4-42).

Finally, winter ESMR data also support the in-

terpretation of the low-radiance areas in summer as

being due primarily to reduced ice concentrations.

When salt water freezes, even with salinities as low

as 2 parts per thousand, it has the signature of first-

year ice for thicknesses greater than 1 centimeter

(Meeks et al., 1974). Campbell et al. (1978) and

Gloersen et al. (1978) confirm that during AIDJEX

refrozen melt ponds had microwave signatures of

first-year ice. If a large area of ice has sufficient melt-

pond coverage to give a combined summertime ice/

melt pond signature as low as those in the observed

low-radiance areas, say at least 50 percent ponded,
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ing point of salt water. The physical conditions of the ice at the sites as recorded by Hanson (personal communica-

tion} are indicated in the upper portion of the diagram, and the dates of the aircraft flights and satellite passes

are indicated in the lower portion of the diagram. [Modified from Campbell et al. (1978).]

then when this area refreezes the ESMR signature

should be the signature for ice that is at least 50 per-

cent first-year ice. Figure 3-14 shows ESMR 3-day

images for mid-December in 1973, 1974, and 1975.

By December, the melt ponds of the previous sum-

mer would have completely frozen. The region of
the summer low-radiance zone within the Beaufort

Gyre in 1975 (Figure 3-12) has a range of brightness

temperatures from 200 to 215 K on December 19-21,

1975, corresponding to multiyear ice fractions in the

65 to 100 percent range, assuming a highly compact

ice cover (Figure 3-14). Normal ice drift velocities

would have advected only a minor part of the ice

out of the summer low-radiance envelope in that

time. Examination of similar images earlier in

December established this time period to be free of

variations in ice concentration in this area, and so

interpretation of the low radiances as areas consisting

predominantly of multiyear ice is reasonable. Thus,

meltponding is excluded as the mechanism for most

of the area in question, because melt pond refreez-

ing would have resulted in higher December ra-

diances. A comparison of the 1973 and 1974 low-

radiance areas in summer with the December ra-

diances leads to the same conclusions.

3.5 MONTHLY BRIGHTNESS

TEMPERATURE IMAGES

In this section monthly averaged Nimbus 5 ESMR

brightness temperature images of the north polar
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Figure 3-9. Aircraft ESMW image of the AIDJEX area on  August 22. 79975. Symbols are explained in the caption for 
Figure 3-6 .  [Modified from Campbell et a!. (1978).1 

region and surroundings are presented for each 
month with usable ESMR data. This includes all 
rnorliiis of !iic 4-year period 1973 through 1976 ex- 
cepl March, April, May, and August of 1973, June,  
Ju ly ,  and August of 1975, and November and De- 
cerriber of 1976. Although the focus of this volume 
is sea ice, the brightness temperature maps provide 

useful information about microwave emission char- 
acteristics of other surfaces as well, such as oceans, 
lakes, arid iand areas, and hence [he data are mapped 
over the entire region and not just the polar oceans. 

'I'he monthly averaged images were generated 
somewhat differently than the corresponding ones 
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Figure 3-10. Aircraft ESMR image of the AIDJEX area on August 27, 1975.  Symbols are explained in the caption for 
Figure 3-6. [Modified from Campbell et al. (1978.1 

for the Antarctic in Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976. 
In particular, because data gaps were more frequent 
and more extensive in the Arctic, especially near 
Alaska, temporal and spatial interpolation were used 
more intensively, as discussed in Appendix A. As 
a consequence, more areas on the maps have data 

elements that do not represent true monthly averaged 
data than was the case in the Antarctic volume; 
however, almost all the problem areas are located 
either over the ice-free ocean or over land, and the 
impact of this problem on the analysis of the sea 
ice conditions is minimal. As in Antarctic Sea Ice, 
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Figure 3-1 1. Satellite ESMR 3-day-average images for August 24-26, August 27-29, and August 30- 
September 1, 1975. The position of the AIDJEX triangle is shown in white on the images for August 24-26 
and August 30-September 1. [Modified from Gloersen et al. (19781, where the white line on the image 
for August 27-29 was used to identify a transect for which brightness temperature profiles were created.] 
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Figure 3-12. Near maximum and near minimum sea ice extents for the Arctic and envelopes of August-September

areas of low microwave radiances (less than 197.5 K) derived from satellite ESMR images from each year 1973

through 1976. [Modified from Campbell et al, (1984).]

1973-1976, the data for each month have been nor-
malized to account for biases in instrument calibra-

tion, by uniformly adjusting the data over the en-

tire grid to force the average ocean temperature in

selected open-ocean regions to equal the 4-year

average. In the Northern Hemisphere case this

average is 138.3 K, whereas in the Southern

Hemisphere case it was 135.0 K. The 3.3 K difference
is attributed to atmospheric and surface effects. The

magnitude of the adjustment for each month is

tabulated in Appendix A, where a detailed account

is given of the data compilation and manipulation.

In addition to the interpolations and normalization

done for each month throughout the 4-year period,
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Figure 3-1 3. Sequential satellite ESMR 3-day-average images of the central Arctic from August 14-1 6 through 
September 4-6, 1974. [Modified from Campbell et al. (19841.1 

a calibration adjustment is made beginning in May 
1976, to account for the apparent degradation of the 
sensor. 

The monthly averaged brightness temperature im- 
ages are presented in Figures 3-15 through 3-26. The 
images are arranged by month, so that for each 
month data from the 4 years are shown together on 
two adjacent pages, facilitating examination of in- 
terannual differences. As in Antarctic Sea Ice, 
1973-1976, each color-coded image has been en- 
hanced to an 879- by 879-element matrix from the 
original 293- by 293-element grids. Since the annual 
cycle of sea ice conditions and their interannual 
variations are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, with 
ice-concentration images that do not include land 
data, this sea ice cycle is not described here from 
the brightness temperature images. Instead, the dis- 
cussion in this section centers more broadly on issues 

of consistency and the general interpretation of land, 
ocean, and ice features. 

Overall, the monthly averaged brightness tempera- 
ture images show considerable consistency in the 
signatures of the various surfaces over the whole 
mapped region from 1 year to  the next, especially 
over land. Consistency of the signature for a particu- 
lar surface over several years is a good test of the 
time stability of the ESMR data. An excellent area 
to  illustrate this is Greenland, which is largely cov- 
ered by a very thick, slowly varying ice sheet. A com- 
parison of the monthly images, especially for the 
November to April period when the ice sheet surface 
is predominantly dry, shows highly consistent bright- 
ness temperatures for all 4 years despite spatial and 
temporal variations in physical temperatures. The 
consistency of the ice sheet brightness temperatures 
provides a favorable check on the normalization and 
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DECEMBER 20-22, 1973 

DECEMBER 21 -23, 1974 

FMY 

WINTER 

DECEMBER 19-21, 1975 

Figure 3-14. Satellite ESMR 3-day-average images of the Arctic for December 20-22, 1973, December 
21-23, 1974, and December 19-21, 1975. [Modified from Campbell et al. (19841.1 
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calibration adjustments made on the data. Further-

more, the resolution of well-defined features like the

Great Lakes along the United States/Canada border

and Lake Baikal in the Soviet Union (at 53 °N,
109 °E) is a good indication of the accuracy of the

mapping of the orbital data.

Among the large-scale features evident on the
monthly averaged maps is the encroachment of rela-

tively high brightness temperatures into higher lati-

tudes during the onset of spring. These high bright-

ness temperatures are first apparent over continental

areas and eventually move into the sea ice region.

The major causes of these high brightness tempera-
tures are believed to be snow melt and high surface

temperatures, in line with the discussion in Section
3.3.

areas (T B > 260 K) over the continents beginning
in April. These areas grow dramatically in May and

June of each year, reflecting both increases in emis-

sivity due to melt and higher surface temperatures.

In May, increases in brightness temperatures over

sea ice are also evident, and by June and July the

winter signature of multiyear ice has essentially
disappeared, as the effects of snow cover and melt

remove the distinction between the microwave signa-

tures of first-year ice and multiyear ice (Section 3.3).
Brightness temperatures over sea ice have started to

decrease in July, although the land regions still show
very high brightness temperatures. These reductions

over sea ice are caused by meltponding, reduced ice
concentrations, greater granularity in the snow

cover, and other changes in surface characteristics

(Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

The microwave properties of firn on continental

ice sheets and ice shelves differ substantially from

the microwave properties of sea ice. Qualitatively,
the microwave variations over the ice sheets are

mainly attributed to spatial variations in grain size,

as the spatial variations in emissivity due to varia-

tions in grain size are more significant to the bright-

ness temperatures than the typical spatial variations

of surface physical temperature (Zwally and Gloer-

sen, 1977). Because the grain size in the dry firn

regions, such as central and northern Greenland, is

determined in part by the accumulation rate (larger
grains for lower accumulation rates), the observed

spatial variations in brightness temperature are re-
lated to variations in the accumulation rate over the

ice sheet (Zwally, 1977). For example, in Greenland

the lowest brightness temperatures (on a large scale)

are in the low-accumulation region in the northeast,

with increasing brightness temperatures southward

toward the higher accumulation central dome (Fig-

ures 3-15 through 3-26). In the percolation zone of

southern Greenland, very low brightness tempera-

tures are observed during winter due to radiative

scattering by large grains formed during periods of

summer melt. In early summer, the brightness tem-

perature rises markedly over much of southern

Greenland because of surface melting (Figures 3-19

through 3-21).

The onset of spring in snow-covered regions can

be determined quite effectively from Figures 3-15

through 3-26 by examining the temporal variability

of the brightness temperatures, especially the purple

Evidence of multiyear ice signatures, with bright-

ness temperatures of approximately 200 to 210 K,

exists in the central Arctic during fall, but there are

places where it is difficult to discriminate multiyear

ice from first-year ice with lower concentrations. The

Arctic ice cover becomes more compact in Novem-
ber, when regions of consolidated first-year ice can

be easily identified. There is substantial interannual

variability in the position and shape of the ice edge,

which is readily identified on these images by the

blues and greens marking the sharp gradient between

brightness temperatures of approximately 150 K and

brightness temperatures of approximately 190 K. In

spite of the variability in the edge location, however,

the overall areal extent of sea ice in winter is approxi-

mately the same for each of the 4 years. Character-
istics of the sea ice distributions are discussed in

detail in Chapter 4, where ice concentration maps
based in large part on the brightness temperature

maps of Figures 3-15 through 3-26 are presented.

To indicate the average seasonal cycle over the

length of the data record, Figures 3-27 through 3-32

show several-year monthly averages over 4, 3, or 2

years, depending on data availability. Even though

the averaging is only over a few years, these maps

should better represent long-term averages than the

individual monthly maps of Figures 3-15 through

3-26. The several-year-averaged maps show marked-

ly smoother patterns for the ice, especially the multi-
year ice in the central Arctic, than do the individual

monthly maps. Also included are maps of the yearly

averaged conditions in each year (Figure 3-33).
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Figure 3-15b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures far 
January 1975 and 1996. 
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Figure 3-1 6b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for 
February 4975 and 1976. 
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Figure 3-17a. Mean rnontt 
brightness temperatures 1 
March 1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-18a.  Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for April 
'I 973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-19a.  Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for May 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-20b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for June 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 3-21a. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for July 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-21a. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for July 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-21b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for July 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 3-22a. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for Au- 
gust 1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 3-22b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for Acr- 
gust 1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 3-2%. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for No- 
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Figure 3-26b. Mean monthly 
brightness temperatures for De- 
cember 1975 and 1976. 
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3.6 DETERMINATION OF ICE
CONCENTRATION AND MULTIYEAR

ICE FRACTION

Variations in the brightness temperature observed
over the surface of the Earth are caused by variations

in the emissivity of the surface material and varia-

tions in physical temperature, according to equation

3-1 (T B = eT). Generally, the emissivity variations
are more significant than the temperature variations.

For example, in the case of the polar oceans the

physical temperatures of the ice and water can be

comparable while the brightness temperatures are

markedly different, because the emissivity of sea
water at the 1.55-centimeter wavelength of the

ESMR instrument is approximately 0.44 whereas the

emissivities of first-year and multiyear sea ice are

approximately 0.92 and 0.84, respectively.

If the field of view of the sensor includes a mixture

of two materials, for example, sea water and sea ice

with respective emissivities E and eI and physicalw

temperatures T w and T I, then the brightness

temperature Ta is approximately a linear combina-
tion of the two individual brightness temperatures.

Letting C denote the fractional area of the ocean

covered by sea ice, termed the "sea ice concentra-

tion," then (1 - C) is the fractional area covered

by sea water, and the equation for the brightness

temperature due to the ice/water combination (ig-

noring atmospheric effects) becomes:

T B = (1 - C)ew Tw + C el TI (3-4)

If the emissivities and physical temperatures are
known or estimated, equation 3-4 can be used to cal-
culate sea ice concentration as a function of

brightness temperature:

TB - ew Tw
C = (3-5)

e I T I - e w T w

Equation 3-5 is plotted in Figure 3-34 for e T =
w w

138.3 K, two values of e_, and three values of T r
The secondary effects of the atmosphere and various
nonlinear radiative terms are accounted for later by

reinterpretation of some of the terms in equations

3-4 and 3-5. Large uncertainties in T_ or eI contrib-
ute to uncertainties in the calculated ice concentra-

tions even when all the sea ice is the same type. The

problem is compounded when the field of view con-

tains an unknown mixture of first-year ice, multiyear

ice, and open water.

If the sea ice pack contains only first-year and

multiyear ice, with no open water, then the

brightness temperature, ignoring atmospheric ef-

fects, is

T B = FMy eIMTIM + (l--FMy ) 61FTIF , (3-6)

where FMv is the fraction of the ice cover that is

multiyear ice, 6IM and _IF are the emissivities of
multiyear ice and first-year ice respectively, and

TIM and TIE are the temperatures of multiyear ice
and first-year ice. Solving equation 3-6 for FMy

yields:

T 8 - 61FTIF
FMy = (3-7)

_IMTIM -- elFTIF

I I - _7 I

FIRST YEAR ICE 6 = 0.92

-- -- -- MULTIYEAR ICE 6 = 0.84

T I = 271 K (-2°C) /
258 K (-15°C) _ /

/
243 K (-30°C)% /

J
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Figure 3-34. Brightness temperature at a wavelength of

1.55 centimeters versus sea ice concentration for three

different radiating temperatures T I, plotted both for first-

year and for multiyear sea ice. [This figure is modified from

Zwally et al. (1983a) to take account of the difference be-

tween the average ocean brightness temperatures in the

north and south polar regions.]
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If open water is also present, the brightness tempera-
ture is

T B = (1- C) ew T w + C [FMy elM TIM

+ (1 - FMy ) elFTIF ] ,

(3 -8)

in which case C cannot be unambiguously deter-

mined without an estimate of FMy as well as of the
ice temperatures and emissivities. This inherent limi-

tation of the single-channel ESMR instrument is ac-

counted for in Chapter 4 by presenting ice concen-

tration maps with a nomogram representation of

equation 3-8, adjusted for atmospheric contribu-

tions, in which both C and FMV appear as
variables. In Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976, a single

scale representing equation 3-5, with no multiyear

ice dependence, suffices because the ice in the Ant-

arctic is predominantly first-year ice.

The nomogram for the Arctic sea ice concentra-

tion maps requires adjustments for atmospheric con-

tributions and appropriate values for sea ice emis-
sivities and temperatures. To describe the approxi-

mations involved in determining these values, we pre-

sent the full radiative transfer equation applicable

to nadir passive microwave observations at a given

wavelength over a surface with a single surface type:

= eTse-¢ + I0 IT(z) E(z)e -_ + _'(Z)]dzT B
(3-9)o

+ (l-e) _ e -_ I_ IT(z) E(z)e-_'(Z)]dz .

T a is the observed brightness temperature, c is the
emissivity of the surface at the relevant wavelength,

T s is the physical temperature of the surface, T(z)
is the temperature at height z in the atmosphere,

r '(z) and r are the atmospheric opacities from the

surface to height z and from the surface to the

satellite height, g, respectively, _ is an estimate of

:he diffusiveness of the surface reflection, and E(z)

is the atmospheric emittance at z. The reflected con-

tribution of free-space radiance, which is a very small

additive constant, is neglected. In equation 3-9, the

first term on the right-hand side represents the con-

tribution to the observed brightness temperature of

the surface as seen through the atmosphere, the sec-

ond is the upwelling radiation from the atmosphere

(directed towards the satellite sensor), and the third

is the downwelling atmospheric radiation as observed
after reflection at the surface and transmission back

through the atmosphere. Using typical atmospheric

conditions over the subpolar oceans, radiative trans-
fer studies have shown that the contribution of the

second term is typically 8 K, whereas that of the third

term is about 5 K. Over sea ice in polar regions, these

contributions are expected to be substantially less
because of the lower water vapor content of the

atmosphere.

The use of equation 3-9 instead of 3-1 to obtain

the equations for ice concentration and multiyear

ice fraction can be simplified by defining the atmo-

spheric contributions (the sum of the second and

third terms in equation 3-9) to be TAw over water

and Tgl over ice, so that equation 3-9 is reduced to:

TBI F = elFTIF e-r + TAl , (3-10)

and
TBIM = eIMTIMe-_ 4- TAI , (3-11)

TBw = ewTwe-_ + TAw , (3-12)

for the brightness temperatures TBIF, TB_M, TBw of
first-year ice, multiyear ice, and open water respec-

tively, as observed by the satellite, including atmo-
spheric effects. The inclusion of atmospheric terms

in equations 3-4 through 3-8 is realized approxi-

mately by making the following substitutions:

T I = TIF = TIF e -_ + TAI/eIF , (3-13)

TIM _ TIF , (3-14)

T w = T w e -_ + TAw/% (3-15)

In this formulation, a linear relationship between

ice concentration, multiyear ice fraction, and bright-

ness temperature is maintained, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3-34.

For the calculations of ice concentrations and

multiyear ice fractions, the variations of TBw over
time and space are ignored. Within the ice pack,

variations in Taw are small because the physical
temperature is approximately uniform at the freezing

point and the conditions are relatively calm. The as-

sumed value of Taw used throughout the ice con-
centration calculations is obtained from the observed

data over ice-free ocean, in different areas of the

ocean and different time-averaging periods. The

variability of TBw over ice-free ocean is caused by
various effects, including surface roughness, foam,
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andatmosphericwatervaporcontent,acombination
of whichtendsto increasethebrightnesstemperature
of theoceanbyasmuchas40K (Wilheitetal., 1972;
Swift, 1980;Wentz,1983)..Figure3-35showsplots
of brightnesstemperaturedistributionsduringwinter
overselectedareasin bothhemisphereswhereboth
iceandopenoceanappear.FortheNorthernHemi-
sphere,thegriddedESMRbrightnesstemperature
datain theBeringSeafrom50°Nto 65°Narebinned
at 1K intervalsfor monthly,3-day,anddailyaver-
ages,andfor theSouthernHemisphere,theareain
theWeddellSeafrom 55°Sto 65°Sisanalyzedsimi-
larly. [Plotsgeneratedfor theNorthAtlantic show
resultssimilar to thosefor the BeringSea.]The
widthsat the half maximum(wh)of the distribu-
tionsare3.0K, 5.7 K, and8.0K in theNorthern
Hemisphereand 2.0 K, 4.0 K, and 5.5 K in the
SouthernHemispherefor themonthly,3-day,and
daily time periods,respectively.Thereductionin
width from daily to monthlytimeperiodsiscaused
by timeaveragingof thevariableatmosphericand
surfaceconditions.Thesmallerwidthsin theSouth-
ernHemispherethan in the NorthernHemisphere
suggestthat thenetatmosphericandsurfaceeffects
over theoceanarelargerin the north than in the
south;becauseit isunlikelythat surfaceroughness
is largerin the north, othereffects,suchasatmo-
sphericwatervaporandprecipitation,probablypre-
dominate.Also interestingis thevalueof thelowest
brightnesstemperaturesin thedifferentplots,being
about130K for themonthlydataand125K for both
dailyand3-daydata.Thelowestbrightnesstempera-
turerepresentsthesignatureof ice-freeoceanleast
affectedby atmosphericand surfaceeffects.The
brightnesstemperatureoveramotionlessoceanwith-
out anatmospherewouldbeabout120K, whichis
consistentwith thesevaluesoverthe actualocean
observedfrom space.Thedifferencebetweenthe
lowest oceansignaturesfor 3-day data and for
monthlydata,like thedifferencesin thewidthsof
the oceandistribution,resultsfrom the effectsof
the averaging.

In Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976, TBw was taken
to be 135 K, the 4-year-average brightness tempera-

ture over ice-free regions of the southern ocean. In

the north polar region, the corresponding value
calculated from the ESMR observations is 138.3 K.

The 3.3 K difference is felt to be significant and,

as mentioned briefly at the start of Section 3.5, is

believed to be caused predominantly by actual dif-

ferences in the average signature of ice-free ocean
in the two hemispheres. It could also be caused in

part by variations in the sensitivity of the instrument

with temperature. The satellite is exposed to solar

heating as it approaches the north polar region but
is not exposed to solar heating as it approaches the

south polar region. Irrespective of the cause of the

discrepancy, the TBw used for ice concentration
retrieval in the Arctic region is 138.3 K, so that the

term ewTw is replaced by 138.3 K at each of its oc-
currences in equations 3-5 and 3-8. Of the 138.3 K,

approximately 120 K derives from the water and the

remainder derives from the atmosphere.

Because real-time data for T_ are not available,
interpolated monthly climatological air temperature

data are used as in Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976. The

ice temperature, which is usually higher than the air

temperature but lower than the water temperature
underneath the ice, is estimated from the following

empirical formula:

T I = T w = TIM = Tai r + f (T F - Tair) , (3-16)

where Tai r is the mean monthly climatological air
temperature (mapped earlier in Figure 2-6 from data

of Crutcher and Meserve, 1970), T F is the freezing
point of sea water (271.2 K), and f is a parameter

determined from the observed brightness tempera-

ture data by adjusting f until the maximum values

of C from equation 3-5 are consistently about 100

percent during winter. A value of f = 0.25 was deter-
mined for use in Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976

through examination of the July 1974 data over the
southern ocean. Later examination of the Northern

Hemisphere data showed that f = 0.25 is also ap-

propriate for the Arctic. This value of 0.25 agrees

with the overall average of surface measurements

made at Pond Inlet in the Canadian Archipelago

(Ramseier, personal communication). A comparison
of the Pond Inlet results with the formulation used

here is shown in Figure 3-36. Over the interval 240

to 270 K, the maximum deviation is 6 K. To sum-

marize, T I, TIF, and TIM, needed for the calculation
of ice concentrations through equations 3-5 and 3-8,

are assumed equal and are calculated from equation

3-16 with mean monthly climatological air tempera-
tures used for T. and values of 271.2 K and 0.25

air

used for T F and f, respectively.
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Figure 3-35. Histograms of wintertime distributions of brightness temperatures in the Weddell Sea (for July 1974)

and in the Bering Sea (for February 1974), for monthly, 3-day, and daily time periods. IC refers to ice concentration.

[Revised from Comiso and Zwally (1984).]
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Figure 3-36. Relationship of estimated snow/ice interface

physical temperature, T=, to air temperature, Tai r, from:

(1) the interpolation procedure used in the retrieval of ice

concentration, and (2) a least squares fit to

measurements at Pond Inlet provided by Ramseier (per-

sonal communication, 1982). [Modified from Zwally et

al. (1983a).]

The various elements required for obtaining sea

ice concentration maps and associated nomograms
have now been described. The ice concentration/

multiyear ice fraction maps presented in Chapter 4

are generated from the brightness temperature maps

of this chapter by applying equation 3-5 to each map

data element, with 138.3 K replacing %T w and

values of T_ determined from equation 3-16 using

f = 0.25, T F = 271.2 K, and spatially varying
mean monthly climatological air temperatures for

Ta_r. The emissivity used for first-year sea ice is
0.92, and the maps are generated and color-coded
with the color scale used in Antarctic Sea Ice,

1973-1976, where only first-year ice is considered.

However, as previously emphasized, because the

Arctic contains significant amounts of multiyear ice,

the first-year-ice scale alone is insufficient for Arctic

conditions. Hence the first-year-ice scale is expanded

into a nomogram in which both ice concentration,

C, and multiyear ice fraction, FMy, are represented
as variables (Figure 3-39). The crucial element in the

generation of the nomogram is the proper determina-

tion of the placement of the concentration values

on the right-hand scale, corresponding to exclusively

multiyear ice and open water. The right-hand scale

on the nomogram was constructed by recognizing

that the concentrations C_ calculated with a first-
year ice emissivity were determined by

T B - T O

C l = (3-17)
0.92 T 1 - T O

To compare the climatological temperatures us-

ed for Tai r in equation 3-16 with other temperature
data, Figure 3-37 shows monthly temperatures for

February, March, and April of 1979 derived from

the Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer

(THIR) on board the Nimbus 7 satellite (Comiso,

1986) and the differences of the THIR temperature
fields from the climatological data for February,

March, and April. Most of the differences over the

sea ice region are within _+5 K. The standard devia-

tion over the central Arctic is 5.5 K in February and
3.5 K in March and April (Figure 3-38). Overall,

despite the uncertainties associated with the use of

climatological data, it is believed that the use of these

temperatures in equation 3-16 increases the accuracy
of the retrieval of sea ice concentrations over the use

of strict linear interpolation from the ESMR bright-

ness temperatures.

with T = 138.3 K, whereas for multiyear ice the
o

calculation would have been

CMy

T B - T O

0.84 T l - T O

0.92 T I - T
C, ( o ) (3-18)

0.84 T I - T O

Inserting 248 K as an appropriate overall value for

T[, equation 3-18 reduces to CMy = 1.283 C 1,
which is the conversion used in creating the nomo-

gram. Thus, for instance, the boundary between light

pink and deep brown, marking 78 percent concentra-
tion for first-year ice, corresponds to 100 percent

(= 1.283 × 0.78) concentration for multiyear ice,
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Figure 3-37. February. March, and April physical surface air temperatures inferred from 1979 Nimbus 7 THlR data and 
the difference between these and the mean monthly climatological data of Figure 2-6a. 
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Figure 3-39. Ice concentrationlice type 
nornogram used for color-coded ice con- 
centration ESMR images in Chapter 4. The 
horizontal scale refers to the ratio FMv of 
multiyear ice area to the total ice area. 

microwave measurements (Section 3 .3),  the appro- 
priate scale for both ice types is the scale on the left. 
Differences between wet and dry first-year ice, which 
are about 3 percent, are neglected in the nomogram. 

In using the nomogram, a given mapped color is 
associated with a unique ice concentration only if 
the multiyear ice fraction F is known. For in- 
stance, in seasonal sea ice regions with only first- 
year ice, F,, = 0 and the appropriate scale is the 
scale on the left of the nomogram. By contrast, in 
locations where the observed ice field is believed to 
be totally multiyear ice (FMy = 1) then the appro- 
priate scale is on the right of the nomogram. If no 
information is known about the multiyear ice frac- 
tion, then the nomogram provides a range of ice con- 
centrations for each mapped color. For instance, the 
second orange level indicates an ice concentration 
anywhere from 52 percent (if there is no multiyear 
ice) to 68 percent (if the ice is all multiyear ice). The 
nomogram can also be used in an inverse manner 
to determine the multiyear ice fraction, if there is 
independent knowledge (or an estimate) of the total 
ice concentration. This will be done in several cases 
in Chapter 4 for locations where the total ice con- 
centration is believed to be very close to 100 percent. 

MY 

o w  ANALYSIS 

Among the sea ice parameters presented in this 
volume are ice concentration, areal ice extent, and 
actual ice area. The errors in the calculations of these 
parameters can be inferred directly from the errors 
in the following quantities: the observed brightness 
temperatures, the brightness temperature selected as 
typical of open water, the physical temperature of 
the ice estimated from climatology, and the emis- 
sivity assumed for consolidated ice. The errors in 
these quantities can be classified as either random 
or systematic, the random errors being those associ- 
ated with statistical fluctuations or uncertainties, 
some of which can be inferred from the data, and 

and the deep green, marking 44 percent concentra- 
tion for first-year ice, corresponds to 56.5 percent 
concentration for multiyear ice, as shown in Figure 

the systematic errors being those associated with 
undetermined biases. 

3-39. !n order io describe the random errors in the deter- 
mination of ice concentrations, it is useful to form 
the differentials of the following modified form of 
equation 3-5, incorporating atmospheric effects: 

During periods of surface melting, when first-year 
and multiyear ice are indistinguishable by passive 
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T B - TBw
C = , (3-19)

elT l - TBw

where

T B is the observed brightness temperature,

TBw is the brightness temperature over open
water, including atmospheric effects, and

TBI = eIT l is the brightness temperature of the
ice.

The partial differentials of C with respect to the four
variables on the right-hand side of equation 3-19 are:

0C 1
- , (3-20)

OT n elT I - TBw

0C - (1 - C)
- , (3-21)

0Taw elT 1 - TBw

OC C(TI)

0e I eITI - Taw

(3-22)

and

0C Ce I

0T x efT I - TBw
(3-23)

Because the four variables T B, TBw, c_, and T I are

assumed independent, their total contribution to the

error in calculating C may be obtained from the root

mean square of their individual fluctuations multi-

plied by the above partials, namely,

2 0C 20--_--BdC = { (dTs)} + {-_Bw (dTsw) }

3

0C 2 0C 2 l 1/2

+ {'-_¢i (dei)} + {"_l (dT,)} J

(3 -24)

where dC, dT B, dTBw, d¢_, and dT I are the errors in

C, T B, TBw, _, and TI, respectively.

Equation 3-24 is used for generating curves of the
uncertainty in ice concentration as a function of ice

concentration based on the uncertainties in the four

variables TBw, T B, T_, and e_. Three such curves are
shown in Figure 3-40. For curve A, the errors se-
lected for each of the four variables were the esti-

mated standard deviations (a). For curve B they were
twice the estimated a's, and for curve C they were

three times the estimated a's, with the exception of

dTaw, for which a value of 9 K was used rather

than 12 K (= 3a) because TBw is not observed dur-
ing the 4-year period 1973 through 1976 to vary from

its mean by more than 9 K. The estimation of the
standard deviations was as follows:

(1) For de_, a Gaussian curve was fitted to the
consolidated-ice portion of the monthly average

histogram of the brightness temperatures for the Ber-
ing Sea region in Figure 3-35. This yielded a value

of 8 K for the standard deviation of the brightness

temperature of consolidated ice, TBI, which
translates to a standard deviation of about 0.03 for

e_, assuming a mean physical temperature of 250 K.
[Coincidentally, the 3a value of 0.09 for de I used in
curve C is approximately the difference in emis-

sivities of first-year and multiyear sea ice.]

(2) For dTBw, a Gaussian curve was fitted to the
open-ocean portion of the monthly average histo-

gram of brightness temperatures (Figure 3-35),

yielding a _ 3 K.

(3) For dT_, a comparison was made between
temperatures derived from THIR data in various
seasons and climatic means for the same area. The

comparison revealed that the difference between the
THIR data and climatology is as large as 15 K (a

combination of temporal and spatial fluctuations),
but the standard deviation of the difference is only

about 5 K. Hence for dT I, a value of 5 K was
selected for a.

(4) For dT B, which reflects variations caused by
instrument noise, the root-mean-square noise is esti-

mated to be 3 K for a single image field of view for

the ESMR. Taking into account the ESMR duty cy-

cle, overlap between scans, and average swath over-

lap in the polar region, approximately 62 observa-
tions are used in each pixel of the monthly average

images shown here. Hence the root-mean-square
noise is reduced to about 0.38 K.
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35

dTB. dT B dT i d( i
Finally, before determining values of the differen-

tials in equations 3-20 through 3-23 for the calcula-

tions for equation 3-24, a value of 100 K was used

to approximate the denominator eiT_ - TBw.

It can be seen from Figure 3-40 that the maximum

errors in calculating sea ice concentrations occur for

high concentrations, due primarily to the uncertain-

ties in T I and e_, which include the complications
arising from the use of climatological temperatures

rather than actual temperatures and the uncertainties

in ice type. Instrument noise is a minor contributor
to the errors for all values of C, and fluctuations

in the weather, which increase the uncertainty in

Taw, are the major contributors near the ice edge
and over the open oceans.

Turning from random to systematic errors, when

the first-year ice emissivity of 0.92 is used, a large

systematic error in c_ is introduced in areas with
considerable multiyear ice, which has an emissivity

of approximately 0.84. Within these areas, particu-

larly in the central Arctic Ocean and much of the

Canadian Archipelago, the value of 0.03 given earlier

as the general overall sigma for the emissivity is ap-

propriate. However, in areas where first-year ice is

known to predominate, such as the Bering, Okhotsk,

and Barents Seas, a sigma of 0.01 would be more

appropriate in the winter months. The reader is re-
ferred to Wilheit et al. (1972) and Carsey (1982) for

further evaluations of first-year and multiyear ice
emissivities in the Arctic.

The use of climatological surface air temperatures

in calculating T_ introduces a possible systematic

error in T I due to interannual variability in the sur-
face air temperature. There is also the error intro-

duced by the uncertainty in the appropriateness of

the linear relationship (equation 3-16) used between

air temperature and the radiating temperature of the

ice, as discussed in the previous section.

If the random errors generated for the winter

months are used in the summer months, a systematic

error arises as a result of changes in the electrical

properties of the ice such as those discussed in Sec-

tions 3.2 and 3.3. The details of these changes are

sufficiently varied to prevent a precise error analysis,

but the results suggest an emissivity of 0.92 _+ 0.04

for both first-year and multiyear ice types during

summer. Measurements made by Grenfell and
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Figure 3-40. Uncertainty in calculated ice concentration

as a function of ice concentration, presented for three

combinations of errors in the brightness temperature of

the water, Tsw, the overall brightness temperature, T s,

the ice interface temperature, T=, and the ice emissivi-

ty, EI.

Lohanick (1985) in the Canadian Arctic are consis-

tent with this range.

Another systematic error is known to occur in the

summer melt period as a result of the formation of

unresolved melt ponds and the interpretation of them

as open water. This interpretation is appropriate for
some purposes, such as climatological and boundary-

layer calculations, but not for other purposes, such

as ship routing and heat balance studies.

A principal consideration for the analysis of ice

coverage is the effect of the uncertainties in the deter-
mination of ice concentration on the calculation of

the areal extents of ice. Plots of ice extent, actual

ice area, and area of ice in various concentration

classes are presented in Chapter 4 for the north polar

region as a whole and for eight subregions. The areas

are determined by using the derived ice concentration

as a basis for binning the gridded data. To evaluate

the sensitivity of these distributions to the previously
discussed errors in ice concentration, a set of three

curves was generated for each of five ice concentra-

tion categories, presenting the seasonal cycle of the

area of ocean containing ice in that category. The
middle curve in each set is based on concentrations

calculated from equation 3-5 with T B set at the

observed brightness temperature, et set at 0.92, T_

determined from equation 3-16, and %Tw replaced
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byTBwandsetat 138.3K. Theother two curves are
based on concentrations calculated similarly,

although with T B, fl, T_, and TBw altered according
to the uncertainties associated with curve A in Figure

3-40. These sample curves are presented in Figure
3-41 for the entire north polar region and in Figures

3-42 and 3-43 for eight subregions. In each of the

plots, the most sensitive distribution is for the highest

ice concentrations (the > 85-percent curve), with the

maximum error occurring in the middle of winter.

Part of the reason for this sensitivity is the smearing

out of the signature of consolidated ice by the pres-

ence of both first-year and multiyear ice, with their

contrasting microwave emissivities. The cutoff in the

> 85-percent distribution could be near the middle
of the multiyear ice spectrum. At the > 65-percent

distribution, the sensitivity is less because most of

the consolidated winter ice, whether first-year or

multiyear, is included. The sensitivity also lessens

as more data are included, so that the ice extent curve

(defined as ice of concentration greater than 15 per-

cent) is the least sensitive of any of the curves.

For the curves of Chapter 4, the areal ice coverages

are calculated using an ice emissivity of 0.92, appro-

priate for first-year ice. In regions with multiyear

ice as well as first-year ice, the vertical axes of these

curves are labeled "pseudo sea ice area" rather than
"sea ice area" because of the considerable error in-

troduced by using the first-year ice emissivity. Tables
3-1 and 3-2 show the effect on the sea ice area cal-

culations, for regions with multiyear ice, of changing
from an emissivity of 0.92 to the multiyear ice emis-

sivity of 0.84. In Table 3-1 late-summer results are

shown for 1974 and 1975, and in Table 3-2 midwinter

results are shown for the subsequent Januarys. The

percent deviations in September in the individual re-

gions and in the full north polar region are similar

in the 2 years, with values of 26 percent in the Arctic

Ocean and 27 percent overall for both years. The

Kara and Barents Seas show a greater percent devia-

tion in 1975, but that is largely accounted for by the

small ice cover in that region in that year.
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Figure 3-41. Sensitivity of sea ice area determinations

to the magnitude of uncertainties in TBw, T 8, T_, and cI

indicated under category A in Figure 3-40. The areas

are calculated for most of the sea ice covered region

in the Northern Hemisphere, explicitly for the sum of

the eight regions identified in Figure 4-2. The solid curve

in each group of three curves represents, for pseudo

ice concentrations calculated with an emissivity of

0.92, the area covered by sea ice with pseudo concen-

trations equal to or greater than 15, 35, 50, 65, and

85 percent, respectively (top to bottom).

In addition to the pseudo ice area calculated with

an emissivity of 0.92, Table 3-2 includes both a cor-

rected ice area incorporating the results of Table 3-1

and an estimated multiyear ice percentage deter-

mined by dividing the ice area for the preceding

September by the corrected January value. The per-
cent errors in January, equal to the difference be-

tween the corrected and pseudo ice areas divided by

the pseudo ice area, range from 2 to 17 percent.
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Figure 3-42. Sensitivity of sea ice area determinations to the magnitude of uncertainties in Tsw, T B, T I, and _1

indicated under category A in Figure 3-40 for the following regions: Arctic Ocean, Kara and Barents Seas, Cana-

dian Archipelago, and Greenland Sea. The boundaries of these regions are identified in Figure 4-2, and the solid

curve for each group of three curves is determined as in Figure 3-41.
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Figure 3-43. Sensitivity of sea ice area determinations to the magnitude of uncertainties in TBw,TB, TI, and _
indicated under category A in Figure 3-40 for the following regions: Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay,
and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait. The boundaries of these regions are identified in Figure 4-2, and the solid curve

for each group of three curves is determined as in Figure 3-41.
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Table 3-1

September Ice Cover Determinations (10 6 km 2) and Percent Deviations (%)

1974 1975

Using Using Using Using

Region _=0.84 E=0.92 AA % A _=0.84 _=0.92 AA % A

Arctic Ocean 4.327 3.433 0.894 26 5.210 4.141 1.069 26

Greenland Sea 0.301 0.237 0.064 27 0.367 0.286 0.081 28

Kara and Barents Seas 0.365 0.278 0.087 31 0.073 0.046 0.027 59

Canadian Archipelago 0.488 0.392 0.096 24 0.482 0.385 0.097 25

Full North Polar Region 5.603 4.406 1.197 27 6.272 4.938 1.334 27

Table 3-2

January Ice Cover Determinations (10 6 km 2) and Percent Deviations (%)

1975 1976

Using Using

Region e=0.92 Corrected* % MY** % Error e=0.92 Corrected* % MY** % Error

Arctic Ocean 6.292 7.186 60.2 14.2 6.301 7.370 70.7 17.0

Greenland Sea 0.644 0.708 42.5 9.9 0.681 0.762 48.2 11.9

Kara and Barents Seas 1.183 1.270 28.7 7.4 1.334 1.361 5.4 2.0

Canadian Archipelago 0.753 0.849 57.5 12.7 0.756 0.853 56.5 12.8

Full North Polar Region 11.943 13.140 42.6 10.0 11.896 13.230 47.4 11.2

* "Corrected" is the sum of the pseudo ice area calculated with (=0.92 and the deviation AA in the previous September.
** "% MY" is the quotient of the ice area in the previous September (using _=0.84) and the corrected ice area in

the current January.
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4

SEASONAL SEA ICE CYCLE AND REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A primary feature of the Arctic Ocean and sur-

rounding seas is the seasonal growth/decay cycle of

sea ice, which is described in this chapter in detail

for the 4 years, 1973 through 1976, of satellite ESMR

coverage. The sea ice growth/decay cycle is driven

both directly and indirectly by the annual cycle of

solar insolation and the resultant cycles of air and
ocean temperatures. Due to the thermal inertia of

the ice and the importance of indirect processes in-

volving the ocean and the atmosphere, on average
maximum sea ice coverage follows minimum solar

insolation by almost 3 months, and minimum sea

ice coverage follows maximum solar insolation by

almost 3 months. The seasonal sea ice cycle, how-

ever, varies significantly from one region to another

and from year to year, as the plots and discussion
of this chapter amply illustrate.

The characteristics of the sea ice growth/decay cy-
cle (Figure 4-1) and its relationship to other atmo-

spheric and oceanic variables provide information

on interactive physical processes such as the relative

influence on ice extent of ocean heat fluxes, ocean

currents, direct solar radiation, winds, and air tem-

peratures. Numerical models of sea ice have success-

fully simulated certain aspects of the growth/decay

cycle by incorporating into the calculations various

thermodynamic and dynamic processes affecting the

sea ice cover (Campbell, 1965; Parkinson and Wash-

ington, 1979; Hibler, 1979; Hibler and Walsh, 1982).
Often the failures as well as the successes of the

models in reproducing the observed sea ice distribu-
tions help to explain elements of the nature of the

interactions of the atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice.

For instance, models ignoring the warm Norwegian

Current consistently fail to produce the observed

wintertime open water distributions in the Barents

PI  D IG PAG[ BLANK NOT rtkl 

Sea, confirming the importance of the Norwegian

Current in maintaining local ice-free conditions.

This chapter describes the general characteristics

of the growth/decay cycle of the Northern Hemi-

sphere sea ice cover on a region-by-region basis. For

the purpose of the analysis, eight regions have been

defined (Figure 4-2) based on their geographic and

sea ice characteristics. The Arctic Ocean is the largest

region and contains the largest area and mass of

perennial sea ice. The Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea,

Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait regions

all have distinct geographic boundaries around much
of their borders and become essentially free of ice

during the summer season. The Kara and Barents

Seas are separated from the Arctic Ocean by a series
of islands on their northern borders. The Greenland

Sea provides the only deep-water connection to the

Arctic Basin and receives a large amount of ice, on

the order of 100,000 cubic meters per second
(Aagaard, 1980), from the Arctic Ocean. The sea

ice regime of the Greenland Sea, however, is quite

distinct from that of the Arctic, because of the lower

latitudes and the impact of the warm North Atlantic

waters. Finally, the Canadian Archipelago region is
unusual because its waters consist of channels and

straits amongst numerous islands rather than form-

ing a more coherent, relatively unbroken sea, bay,

or ocean. The areas of the eight regions are as
follows:

Region Area (km 2)

Arctic Ocean 6,999,617

Sea of Okhotsk 1,206,649

Bering Sea 2,243,490

Hudson Bay 1,160,819
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Figure 4-1. Monthly sea ice extents (concentration exceeding 15 percent) averaged for

1973-1976 during the growth and decay seasons. These extents are obtained from

the ice concentration data mapped in Figures 4-3 through 4-8.
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Figure 4-2. Regions used for analysis of observed sea ice cover 

2,267 ,O 14 

Greenland Sea 2,885,424 

1 Kara and Barents Seas I 2,346,032 I 
Canadian Archipelago 799,068 

1 Total 1 19,908,113 I 

Sections 4.2 through 4.9 deal in turn with each of 
the regions, with each section including a description 
of the basic sea ice cycle as reflected in ESNR daia 
averages over the 4 years 1973 through 1976, fol- 
lowed by a highlighting of various interannual dif- 
ferences amongst the 4 years. 

The sea ice concentrations presented in the maps 
and plots are calculated from the ESMR microwave 
brightness temperatures and climatological surface 
air temperatures as described in Section 3.6. The 
nomograms displayed with each of the ice concentra- 
tion images (and earlier in Figure 3-39) take into ac- 
count the marked contrast in emissivities between 
first-year and multiyear ice. Detailed descriptions of 
the basis of the ice concentration calculations and 
the meaning and use of the nomograms are presented 
in Section 3.6. 

The monthly average sea ice Concentrations for 
the individual years 1973 through 1976 are combined 
to produce 4-year monthly averages (Figure5 4-3 
through 4-8). For mofiths when usable data were not 
obtained for all 4 years, the maps depict either 2- 
or 3-year averages, as identified in each case in the 
map heading. Images of month-to-month differences 
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Figure 4-3. Four-year-average 
mean monthly sea ice concentra- 
tions for January and February, 
1973-1976. 
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Figure 4-4. Three-year-awerage 
mean monthly sea ice concentra- 
tions for March and April. 
1974-1 976. 
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Figure 4-5. Three-year-average 
mean monthly sea ice concentra- 
tions for May 1974-1976 and 
June 1973, 1974, and 1976. 
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Figure 4-6. Three-year-average 
mean monthly sea ice concentra- 
tions for July 1973, 1974, and 
1976 and 2-year-average con- 
centrations for August 1974 and 
1976. 
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Figure 4-7. Four-year-average 
mean monthiy sea ice concentra- 
tions for September and October, 
1973-1 976. 
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that havebeencolorcodedto clearlyindicatethe
growth/decayon a monthly basisare shownin
Figure4-9.Reds,purples,andoranges,signifying
areductionof icecover,predominatefromtheApril-
May map throughthe July-Augustmap,whereas
blues,greens,andgrays,signifyingan increaseof
icecover,predominatefromtheSeptember-October
mapthroughthe January-Februarymap,with the
December-Januaryand January-Februarymaps
both showingsomeregionaldecayin themidstof
the moregeneralgrowthpatterns.The transition
periods,representedbytheAugust-Septembermap
and the February-Marchand March-April maps,
showa mixtureof growthand decayregions.

Toquantifythespatialdistribution of the ice cover

and its seasonal cycle, the data represented in the

ice concentration maps are spatially integrated to
determine the area of ice cover as a function of time,

resulting in the graphs shown in Figures 4-10 through

4-12. The areas of coverage are determined for the
total ice extent, various ice concentration categories,

and the actual ice area over the sum of the eight re-

gions of Figure 4-2 and over each region individually.

For each month, the area of ice-covered ocean (i.e.,

the total ice extent) is calculated by summing the

areas of all map elements having at least 15-percent

ice coverage. Likewise, for the regions with no or

almost no multiyear ice, the areas of ocean covered

by ice of at least 35-, 50-, 65-, and 85-percent con-

centration are determined by summing the areas of
all map elements having at least those respective per-

centages of sea ice coverage. For the regions with

a mixture of first-year and multiyear ice and for the

sum of all regions, the same calculations are made,

with an emissivity of 0.92 as for the first-year ice

regions, but the results are labeled "pseudo sea ice
area" rather than "sea ice area" and the curves are

labeled " z P35", " >-P50", " >-P65", and
" >- P85" rather than " >-35%", " >- 50%",

" ---65%", and " >--85%". Because of the sharp-
ness of the ice edge and its weak sensitivity to the

ice emissivity (Figures 3-41 through 3-43), it was not

felt necessary to attach the adjective "pseudo" in

the case of the 15-percent curves. The plots of Fig-
ures 4-10 through 4-12 also include the areas ob-

tained by summing the products of the pseudo ice

concentration (determined by using e = 0.92) and
the geographic area of each map element. These are

termed "actual ice areas" for regions with predomi-

nantly first-year ice and "pseudo actual ice areas"

for regions where multiyear ice is a complicating fac-

tor. Details of the calculations can be found in Ap-

pendix A. Although the usefulness of the curves is

reduced in regions with multiyear ice, because the

multiyear ice emissivity of 0.84 has not been used
in the calculations, the curves still indicate the basic

seasonal cycle and some of the interannual varia-
tions.

To show more clearly the areal coverage of ice in

each of the various concentration intervals, the data

are plotted in Figures 4-13 through 4-15 for the in-

tervals 15 to 35, 35 to 50, 50 to 65, 65 to 85, and

85 to 100 percent for regions with no or almost no

multiyear ice and for the intervals 15 percent to P35,
P35 to P50, P50 to P65, P65 to P85, and P85 to

P100 for regions with the multiyear ice complication.

In each case the calculations proceed by subtracting

the appropriate curves from Figures 4-10 through
4-12. Also complementing Figures 4-10 through 4-12

and derived from them are plots of the average

monthly change in total ice extent and the average

percentage monthly change in total ice extent (Figure

4-16), plus plots of the average monthly change in

pseudo actual ice area and the average percentage

monthly change in pseudo actual ice area (Figure

4-17).

The same set of curves as plotted in Figures 4-10

through 4-15 for the 4-year averages have been cre-

ated for each of the individual years and are pre-

sented in the following sections grouped according

to region. Because of characteristics of the time

averaging and spatial summation procedures, the

areas derived from the 4-year averages differ slightly

from the averages of the respective areas for the indi-

vidual years, as explained further in Appendix A.

For example, in winter the 4-year average ice extent

is about 4 percent greater than the average of the
4 individual years, and in summer it is about 5.5 per-

cent greater than the average in the individual years.

For the actual ice area, the difference is smaller and

in the opposite direction, with the 4-year average be-

ing about 0.6 percent less in winter and about 2.5

percent less in summer. These differences are caused

by reversing the order of the time averaging and
spatial summations and are about the same magni-

tude as the interannual variations. Consequently, the

best absolute values are given by the data of the in-

dividual years. Nevertheless, the 4-year averages

show the typical ice distributions and seasonal cycles.

These plots, together with the 4-year monthly aver-

age images of sea ice concentrations (Figures 4-3
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Figure 4-9a. Several-year-average sea ice concentration monthly change maps for January-February 
through JuneJuly. Years included in the calculations, indicated in the upper right of each map, are 
those containing data for both months of the pair. 119 
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through 4-8), describe the seasonal cycle in detail and

are referred to often in the following analyses of the

ice covers of the individual regions.

During the seasonal growth/decay cycle, the

Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent nearly doubles

in area from summer to winter (Figure 4-10), com-
pared to a five-fold variation in the southern ocean.

[This hemispheric contrast should not be overinter-

preted, as the magnitude of the summer/winter dif-
ference in the Northern Hemisphere increases when

one considers the snow cover on land as well as the

sea ice.] The extent reaches a minimum of 7.8 x

10 6 square kilometers during September, expands

equatorward at a rate of 1.8 × 10 6 square kilome-

ters per month from September to December, and
continues expanding slowly to its maximum extent

of 14.8 x 10 6 square kilometers in March (Figures

4-10 and 4-16). The ice edge retreats slightly from

March to May, after which an increasingly rapid re-

treat occurs from May to August, with the retreat

rate peaking at 2.3 × 10 6 square kilometers per

month from July to August. A slight further retreat

from August to September brings the ice to its Sep-

tember minimum (Figures 4-10 and 4-16).

An interesting characteristic of the overall growth/
decay cycle is its nearly symmetrical pattern (Figure

4-10). This symmetry contrasts with the marked

asymmetry in the southern ocean, where, at least

over the years 1973 through 1976, the spring/sum-

mer melt is significantly faster than the fall/winter

growth (Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976). Walsh and

Johnson (1979a), in an analysis of Arctic ice condi-

tions over the much longer period 1953 through

1977, find an asymmetry in the average Arctic

growth/decay cycle which is in the opposite direction

to that in the Antarctic, with the Arctic ice growth

period proceeding more rapidly than the decay pe-
riod. Over the 4 years of the ESMR data, this and

other aspects of the seasonal cycle differ from region
to region, as will be seen in the more detailed discus-
sions that follow.

Spatially, during the period of minimum ice extent

in September (Figures 4-1 and 4-7), the ice pack is

mostly confined to the central Arctic Ocean, with

only a small amount of ice coverage in the Greenland

Sea, the Kara and Barents Seas, and the Canadian

Archipelago. Essentially no ice remains in the Bering

Sea, Hudson Bay, the Sea of Okhotsk, and Baffin
Bay/Davis Strait. At the maximum ice extent in
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Figure 4-10. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the

ocean area covered by sea ice with concentration ex-

ceeding 15 percent (ice extent), and 4-year-average

yearly cycles of the P35, P50, P65, and P85 curves (for

pseudo 35, 50, 65, and 85 percent, respectively) and

the pseudo actual ice area, for the sum of the eight

regions in Figure 4-2. The P35, P50, P65, and P85

curves are calculated as the ocean area covered with

ice of concentration equal to or greater than 35, 50,

65, and 85 percent, respectively. The pseudo actual

ice area is the integrated ocean surface area covered

by sea ice, excluding leads and polynyas within the ice

pack. The term pseudo is used for regions containing

multiyear ice because the ice emissivity in the concen-

tration calculations is the 0.92 value appropriate for

first-year ice.

March, the ice covers the Arctic Ocean, Hudson Bay,

the Kara Sea, the Canadian Archipelago, and large
portions of the other peripheral seas and bays (Figure
4-4).

In visual interpretation of the map images, the ef-

fects of time averaging on the ice edge should be kept

in mind. For instance, although the September image
(Figure 4-7) provides a good indication of minimum

ice coverage, the absolute minimum ice extent is

somewhat less than the monthly average. In addi-
tion, the indicated low ice concentrations in the

region of the ice boundary should not be interpreted
as typical; in fact, at any time the transition from

open water to highly concentrated ice is much

sharper than shown. Because the ice edge moves over
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thespanof 1month,theaveragingprocesscombines
timesof zeroicecoverwithtimesof positiveicecover
beyondthetypicaliceboundary,reducingthesharp-
nessof thecalculatededge.Finally,becauseof 4-year
arithmeticaveraging,thepositionof theiceedgeon
the4-year-averagemapswill bebiasedtowardthe
positionof theedgein theyearwith thegreatestice
extent.

Figures4-18through4-29presentthe individual
monthlyaverageiceconcentrationimages,grouped

bymonthto allowreadyidentificationof interannual
differences.These images are followed by a set of

ice concentration difference maps for the individual

years (Figures 4-30 through 4-37). Both sets of maps

reveal that in general each of the 4 years has the same

basic seasonal sea ice cycle as previously described

for the 4-year-average maps (Figures 4-3 through 4-9)
but that each year also has noticeable differences,

many of which are identified in Sections 4.2 through
4.9.
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Figure 4-11. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the ocean area covered by sea ice with concentration exceeding

15 percent (ice extent), and 4-year-average yearly cycles of the P35, P50, P65, and P85 curves and the pseudo

actual ice area, for the following regions: Arctic Ocean, Kara and Barents Seas, Canadian Archipelago, and

Greenland Sea. The curves are determined as in Figure 4-10.
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The following sections provide a detailed discus-
sion of the sea ice cover on a regional basis. The dis-

cussion in each of the sections utilizes the monthly
averaged and 4-year monthly averaged images in

Figures 4-3 through 4-9 and 4-18 through 4-37 and

the 4-year monthly averaged seasonal cycles plotted

in Figures 4-10 through 4-15. Each section also in-

cludes a location map and a set of plots for the indi-

vidual region. These latter plots are: the seasonal cy-
cle of the areas of ice in the various ice concentration

classes (or pseudo ice concentration classes in the

cases of regions with a multiyear ice component) for

each year; the seasonal cycle of the areas of ice in

the various ice concentration intervals (or pseudo

ice concentration intervals) for each year; the year-

to-year changes in sea ice extent, plotted by month;

the year-to-year changes in actual ice area (or pseudo

actual ice area), plotted by month; the year-to-year

changes in open water area (or pseudo open water

area), plotted by month; and the year-to-year
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Figure 4-12. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the ocean area covered by sea ice with concentration exceeding

15 (ice extent), 35, 50, 65, and 85 percent, and 4-year-average yearly cycle of the actual ice area for the

following regions: Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait. The actual ice area

is the integrated ocean surface area covered by sea ice, excluding leads and polynyas within the ice pack.
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Figure 4-13. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the

ocean area covered by sea ice within the intervals 15

percent to P35, P35 to P50, P50 to P65, P65 to P85,

and P85 to PIO0, and 4-year-average yearly cycle of

the pseudo actual ice area, for the sum of the eight

regions in Figure 4-2. The interval curves are calcu-

lated by subtracting the respective curves of Figure

4-10.

changes in mean ice concentration (or pseudo mean

ice concentration), plotted by month. The corre-

sponding set of plots is presented for the sum of all

eight regions in Figures 4-38 through 4-40. Note that

the values in these plots are for the sum of the eight

regions and not for the total Northern Hemisphere

ice cover. Regions south of the image area, in par-

ticular the Sea of Japan and much of the coast of

Newfoundland, are excluded. One region within the

image area which is not included in the region-by-

region analysis or in the area calculations for Figures

4-38 through 4-40, although is included in the color

images, is the Baltic Sea and surroundings. The

reader is referred to SMHI (1982) for an atlas of ice

conditions in this area during the period 1963
through 1979.

4.2 ARCTIC OCEAN

Human perceptions of the high north polar region

(Figure 4-41) have had a varied and colorful history.

The ancient people of the Arctic called it "Ginun-

gagap," a giant precipice in the darkness from which

no traveler returned. The sagas of the Norsemen said
it was a dark hell of ice. From medieval times until

well into the 19th century many people believed from

a map published by Gerardus Mercator in 1578 that

a vast continent circled the pole at about 78 °N con-

taining at its center, from about 86°N to 90°N, an
ice-free ocean. From this ocean flowed four giant

ice-free rivers streaming in the directions of the four

cardinal points. The map of Mercator, and others

derived from it, had a powerful and sometimes tragic

influence on Arctic exploration for hundreds of

years. In 1611, the Dutch East India Company sent

out an expedition with orders to proceed straight

north to the pole and across to Asia. Among their

tasks was to test a theory that the maximum cold
and ice occurred at the Arctic Circle, with tempera-

tures increasing somewhat and the ice cover decreas-

ing somewhat to the north. Although the expedition

failed, in the ensuing years the Dutch and others

made many more attempts to cross the Arctic. As
late as 1818 the British Admiralty sent out two ships

with orders to sail via Svalbard directly across the

North Pole to Siberia (Mirsky, 1948).

During the 19th century it became apparent that

the Arctic is an ice-covered ocean, with a few ran-

dom islands and virtually surrounded by the north-
ern boundaries of the North American and Eurasian

continents (Figure 4-41). Fridtj o f Nansen, during his

1893-1896 drift across the Arctic in the Fram,

established that the high Arctic is a deep ocean, in

contrast to then-current speculations that the Arctic

is a shallow basin with depths of about 150 meters.

Nansen found ocean depths greater than 3,700 me-

ters and suggested that even greater depths exist in

other, unexplored areas of the Arctic. As we now

know, he was right, and depths greater than 4,300

meters have been found (Figure 2-2).

The Eurasian continental shelf extends well out

into the Arctic Ocean, with very shallow depths in

the Laptev, East Siberian, and Chukchi Seas. The

depths in these seas are generally less than 50 meters
and indeed the 50-meter isobath extends as far as

600 kilometers from the shore. The deep part of the

ocean is not a single deep depression, as had been

thought by many in the early 1900s, but consists of

two deep basins separated by a submarine mountain

ridge almost 2,000-kilometers long. The basins are
the Canadian Basin and the Eurasian Basin, and the

ridge is the Lomonosov Ridge, named after the 18th
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centuryRussianscientistMikhail Lomonosov(Fig-
ure2-2).

Thestructureandmovementof theseaicecover
in theArctic Basinis complex.Duringeachyear,
thewholegamutof seaicetypesis found, ranging
from nilasandfrazil to variousstagesof first-year
iceto thickmultiyearice.Thepseudoactualicearea
for the Arctic Oceanat the summerminimumis
about3.8 x 10 6 square kilometers, and it increases

to about 6.3 x 10 6 square kilometers at its winter

maximum (Figure 4-11). This large seasonal area os-

cillation, coupled with the intermittent convergence

and divergence of the ice pack, produces within the

Arctic Basin an ice pack composed of mixtures of

first-year and multiyear ice floes of varying sizes,
with a distribution within the basin that varies sea-

sonally, annually, and interannually. The average
thickness of the ice pack is approximately 3 to 4

meters, although the actual thickness varies marked-

ly from one point to another. For details on the Arc-

tic ice thickness distribution, the reader is referred
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Figure 4-14. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the ocean area covered by sea ice within the intervals 15

percent to P35, P35 to P50, P50 to P65, P65 to P85, and P85 to P100, and 4-year-average yearly cycle

of the pseudo actual ice area, for the following regions: Arctic Ocean, Kara and Barents Seas, Canadian

Archipelago, and Greenland Sea. The interval curves are calculated by subtracting the respective curves

of Figure 4-11.
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to the observationsof Hibler et al. (1972)and
Swithinbank(1972)andto themodelingof thethick-
nessdistributionby Thorndikeet al. (1975).

TheArcticicepackfloatsonanoceanof variable
currentshavingvariablefluxesof heatandmomentum.
Thedynamicsof theiceareinfluencedbymassand
heatexchangeswith the oceanandatmosphereas
wellasthe internalforceswithin the ice.Thefirst
notabledatasetonthe complexicemotion within
thebasincamefrom thenavigationalobservations

madeduringthe1893-1896voyageof theFram. Be-

tween the end of this voyage in 1896 and 1937,
several ships were beset in the ice and their drifts

extended the data set on Arctic ice dynamics. In

1937, the Soviet Union began its North Pole series
of manned drifting research stations. These stations

and their western counterparts over the succeeding

decades have provided sufficient data to define the

general pattern of ice motion. Figure 4-42 shows the

drifts of 33 ships and ice stations from the Fram

through North Pole 20, plus the route of the British
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Figure 4-15. Four-year-average yearly cycle of the ocean area covered by sea ice within ice concentration

intervals 15 to 35, 35 to 50, 50 to 65, 65 to 85, and 85 to 100 percent, and 4-year-average yearly cycle

of the actual ice area, for the following regions: Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin

Bay/Davis Strait.
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Figure 4-16. Growth/decay rates of total ice extent (concentration exceeding 15 percent) shown as: (a) monthly

change in area, and (b) percentage monthly change in area, calculated with respect to the average area in the
2 months.
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Figure 4-17. Growth/decay rates of pseudo actual ice area (or actual ice area for regions without multiyear ice)

shown as: (a) monthly change in area, and (b) percentage monthly change in area, calculated with respect to

the average area in the 2 months.
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Figure 4-18b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations fop January 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 4-19b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for February 
4975 and 7976. 
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Figure 4-20a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for March 
'1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 4-21 b.  Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for April 1975 
and '1976. 
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Figure 4-22a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for May 1973 
and 1974.  
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Figure 4-22b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for May 1975 
and 1976. 
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Figure 4-23a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for June 1973 
and 1974. 
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Figure 4-23b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for June 1975 
and 1976. 
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Figure 4-25a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for August 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 4-25b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for August 
3975 and 1976. 
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ice concentrations for September 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 4-26b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for September 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 4-27a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for October 
1973  and 1974.  
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Figure 4-27b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for October 
1975  and 1976. 
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Figure 4-28a. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for November 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 4-28b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for November 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 42%. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for December 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 42%. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for December 
1973 and 1974. 
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Figure 4-29b. Mean monthly sea 
ice concentrations for December 
1975 and 1976. 
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Figure 4-30. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for January-February 1973 through June- 
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Figure 4-31. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for July-August 1973 through December 
1973-January 1974. 
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Figure 4-33. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for July-August 1974 through December 
1974-January 1975. 
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Figure 4-36. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for January-February 1976 through June- 
July 1976. 
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Figure 4-37. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for July-August 1976 through November- 
December 1976. 
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Figure 4-36. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for January-February 1976 through June-

July 1976.
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Figure 4-37. Sea ice concentration monthly change maps for July-August 1976 through November-
December 1976.
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Trans-Arctic Traverse in 1968. The drift arrows on

the map show evidence of the two main features of

average ice and upper-ocean circulation patterns in

the Arctic: the Transpolar Drift Stream, extending
northward from the East Siberian and Chukchi Seas

toward the pole and continuing southward into and

through the strait between Svalbard and Greenland;

and the Beaufort Sea Gyre, a clockwise circulation
in the Canadian Basin.

Since 1979, information on the ice pack motion

has been greatly expanded by the operation of the

Arctic Ocean Buoy Network of Argos-tracked, air-

dropped drifting buoys. Data from this buoy net-
work reveal that the ice circulation for 1979 (Figure

4-43) resembles the long-term drift by having the two
main circulation features shown in Figure 4-42,

whereas the 1983 circulation (Figure 4-44) does not.

These two sets of buoy drifts illustrate the marked
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interannualvariations in the ice drift of the Arctic

Ocean. The deviations from the mean velocity are

important for all time scales, and Colony and Thorn-

dike (1984), in an analysis of existing ice trajectory
data, have discovered that for the time scale of 1

day the deviation from the mean greatly exceeds the

mean, with the standard deviation being about 7 ki-

lometers per day and the mean only about 2 kilome-
ters per day.

Knowledge of the structure of the Arctic Ocean

ice pack and its variations was greatly enhanced by
the ESMR observations. The combination of com-

plete spatial coverage and the temporal detail pro-

vided by sequential coverage at short time scales has

led to an increased understanding of the Arctic ice

cover (e.g., Campbell et al., 1984; Carleton, 1984;

Carsey, 1982, 1985), even though the interpretation
of the ESMR data for the Arctic Ocean is more
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Figure 4-39. Yearly cycles of the ocean area covered by sea ice within the intervals 15 percent to P35, P35 to
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difficult than for many other Arctic areas. This diffi-

culty arises because variations in ice type and con-

centration occur in the central Arctic during all

seasons. The situation is further complicated during

the seasons of ice/snow warming, melting, and re-

freezing when free water occurs in the surface layer
and melt ponds form that alternately refreeze and

thaw. As discussed in Chapter 3, all of these phe-
nomena cause the microwave emissions to vary.

Thus, although during melt conditions the multiyear

versus first-year ice distinction vanishes, the ESMR

interpretation is more complex because (1) melt

ponds and free water affect the microwave emissions

and (2) in-situ observations of these phenomena are
rare.

Although it is impossible to separate the variables

of ice concentration and multiyear ice fraction on

a single scene exclusively from the single frequency
microwave data, the nomogram described in Chapter

3 and presented on the color-coded ice concentration

images of this chapter can be used to determine ice

concentration ranges, or, in localities where reason-

able ice-type assumptions can be made, to infer ice

concentration more narrowly. Because of the com-

plexity introduced to the ice concentration interpreta-

tion by the existence of an indeterminate combina-

tion of first-year and multiyear ice amounts, both

brightness temperature maps and ice concentration

maps will be used for interpreting the ESMR data
for the Arctic Ocean and the other three regions in
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Figure 4-41. Location map for the Arctic Ocean region.

which significant amounts of both first-year and

multiyear ice exist. These other regions are the
Greenland Sea, the Kara and Barents Seas, and the

Canadian Archipelago.

The Arctic Ocean ice pack experiences an 8-month

"winter" season from November through June

(Figure 4-11). Multiyear ice, with an average thick-

ness of approximately 4 meters, covers most of the
area between the North Pole and the north coasts

of Canada and Greenland and has radiances ranging

from 205 to 220 K. First-year ice, with an average

thickness of approximately 1.5 meters, covers most

of the East Siberian and Laptev Seas and has radi-
ances between 235 and 245 K. In the other areas of

the Arctic Ocean, various mixtures of these two ice

types occur. In view of the significant temporal

changes in the physical temperature distributions in

the ice canopy, caution should be exercised in inter-

preting the details of the radiance distribution varia-

tions. The ice within the minimum ice boundary for

any particular year becomes the multiyear ice for the
following year. Carsey (1982) uses the ESMR data

to analyze the Arctic sea ice cover at the end of sum-

mer for the 1973 through 1976 period. The degree

of mixing of first-year and multiyear ice depends on

how much ice divergence and refreezing takes place

in a given location, and how much compression of
the newly formed ice into hummocks and ridges re-

sults from subsequent ice convergence.

Because the Arctic Ocean region (Figure 4-2) en-

compasses a wide variety of ocean depths and cli-
matic contrasts, it is appropriate to describe the

chronological evolution of various prominent fea-

tures separately. Beginning with January, the least

controversial feature in Figure 4-3 is the purple-

colored area in the western Chukchi and Laptev

Seas, labeled 100 percent total ice concentration on

the FMy = 0 side of the nomogram. Since the ice
is not likely to be wet at this time of year, the data

indicate that the ice is purely first-year ice and fully

consolidated. This finding agrees with surface obser-

vations in this area (Gorshkov, 1983). Also, the area

is usually ice free in late summer, consistent with

the lack of multiyear ice in winter. On average, this
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Figure 4-42. Drifts of ships and manned ice floe stations in the Arctic Ocean from the 1893-1896 
voyage of the Fram through North Pole 20, plus the route of the 9968 British Trans-Arctic Traverse. 
[After Hastings (1971).1 

area appears t o  retain very high ice concentrations 
through April (Figure 4-4). The area of fully con- 
solidated first-year ice decreases in May, disappears 
in June, and reappears in November (Figures 4-5 
through 4-8). Before the ice advance and during the 
ice retreat, it is not clear whether the adjacent areas 
in the various shades of red are lower concentrations 
of first-year ice or  more-consolidated mixtures of 
first-year and multiyear ice, which can change on 
account of drifting ice. On  the basis of these images. 
this ambiguity cannot be resolved with available 
knowledge of basic ice drift patterns such as the 
Beaufurl Gyre arid the 'Transpolar Drifi Stream, be- 
cause these drift patterns vary significantly from year 
to year (Colony and Thorndike, 1984). The ambigu- 

ity is far less regarding the indication that the con- 
centration decreases in the June through August pe- 
riod (Figures 4-5 and 4-6). On average, the open 
water area is at a maximum in the July through Sep- 
tember period (Figures 4-6 and 4-7). 

The year-to-year variations in the seasonal cycle 
are large (Figures 4-18 through 4-29). For instance, 
the maximum extent of the fully consolidated first- 
year ice area occurs in different months for different 
yearq, and the boundary of this area varies markedly 
from year to  year in any given month, testifying to 
the marked variation in ice drift patterns. More 
locally, the interesting band of low concentration 
ice extending northwestward from Wrangel Island 
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Figure 4-43. Drifts of the buoys in the Arctic Ocean Buoy Network for 1979. [After Thorndike

and Colony (1980).]

in the 3-year-average May image (Figure 4-5) is most

prominent in 1974 (Figure 4-22).

Another area where ice concentrations can be in-

terpreted with relatively high confidence during the
winter season is the sector between 45 °W and 125 °W

(the northwestern tip of Banks Island). This region

shows remarkably little change in the monthly ice

concentration maps for November 1973 through

June 1974 (Figures 4-28, 4-29, and 4-18 through

4-23). Analysis of the 3-day-averaged brightness

temperature maps (not shown here) for this period

reveals that brightness temperature changes within

each of these months are also small. Such small

variations seem possible only in a highly consolidated

ice pack, and so it is reasonable to conclude that the

concentration in this sector is nearly 100 percent dur-

ing this time period. Consequently, the nomograms

included on the figures can be used to infer multiyear

ice fractions in this area for the November through

June period; for example, in January just north of

Greenland at (45 °W, 84 °N), the multiyear ice frac-

tion is approximately 100 percent in 1974 but ap-

proximately 70 percent in 1976. During the remain-

der of the annual cycle, the ice concentrations

decrease, indicative of lead openings and meltpond
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Figure 4-44. Drifts of the buoys in the Arctic Ocean Buoy Network for 1983. [From Colony and

MuRoz (1985).]

formation. In the 4 years of data presented here, the
ice concentrations indicated for this sector from

45 °W to 125 °W never fall below 64 percent.

The Beaufort Sea shows as great a variation in

ice concentration and ice type mixtures as any area

in the Arctic Ocean region. This sea, which is of par-
ticular interest to the United States and Canada be-

cause of its natural resources, has been the locale
of numerous field measurement activities. The mini-

mum ice concentrations in the Beaufort Sea for each

of the 4 years appear to occur in September, when

the area near the Mackenzie Delta appears as open

water in each of the four monthly ice concentration

images (Figure 4-26). By contrast, the northern shore
of Alaska from the Canadian border to Point Bar-

row shows a shore lead 300- to 600-kilometers long

occurring in 1973, a lead 50-kilometers long in 1974,
no lead in 1975, and ice reaching the shoreline in

two places in 1976. [The 3-day-average brightness
temperature images show the 1976 shore lead entirely

open during the last part of September and early Oc-
tober.] These large variations in the summertime ice

distributions coupled with the presence of the Beau-

fort Gyre and its variable amount of ice transport
lead to wide variations in the multiyear ice fraction
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from year to year. Using 2-day-averaged ESMR

data, Carleton (1984) relates short term sea ice varia-

tions in the western Arctic in October 1976 to synop-

tic meteorological events, showing strong an-

ticyclonic wind patterns associated with stable ice
conditions and a quasi-stationary cyclonic system

associated with rapidly changing ice conditions.

The basic yearly cycle for the Arctic Ocean region

and many interannual differences are also apparent

in the time sequence plots of Figures 4-45 through
4-47. During the peak winter months of December

through May, the entire region is covered with ice

of a pseudo sea ice concentration of at least 65 per-

cent, with most of the ice having pseudo ice concen-

trations exceeding 85 percent in each of the 4 years

(Figures 4-45 and 4-46). The cumulative decay char-

acteristics for the region are quite similar in the 2

years with full summer ESMR coverage, with decay
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Figure 4-45. Yearly cycle of the ocean area covered by sea ice with concentration exceeding 15 percent, and

yearly cycles of the P35, P50, P65, and P85 curves and the pseudo actual ice area, for the Arctic Ocean region

in 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1976. The P35, P50, P65, P85, andpseudo actual ice area curves are defined in the

caption for Figure 4-10.
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occurring from June through September and show-

ing maximum ice-extent decay rates from July to

August, although the decay is somewhat greater in
each of the pseudo ice concentration categories in

1974 than in 1976 (Figure 4-45). The pseudo mean

ice concentration remains above 60 percent even in

September (Figure 4-47d). Because the ice extent is

so great throughout the year, covering almost the

entire Arctic Ocean region, a strong inverse corre-

lation exists between the pseudo open water and the

pseudo actual ice area (Figures 4-47b and 4-47c).

Similar inverse correlations certainly do not exist in

some of the regions with a much greater seasonal
cycle in sea ice extent.

As an example of the wintertime variations in the

multiyear/first-year ice distribution, microwave

images of a localized region poleward from the

shoreline of Harrison Bay obtained at much higher
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spatial resolutionby the aircraft ESMR on the
NASAConvair990airbornelaboratoryareshown
in Figure4-48. At these higher spatial and temporal

resolutions, two distinct ice types are readily
separable in the case of larger floes, first-year ice

appearing red, with radiances near 248 K, and
multiyear ice appearing blue and green, with ra-

diances near 230 K. Surface observations during
AIDJEX have indicated that intermediate radiances

generally result from floes that consist of small

chunks of multiyear ice cemented together by first-

year ice. Note that the color scale on these images
is not the same scale as that used on the monthly

averaged images from the Nimbus 5 ESMR. The

100-kilometer band of ice (in red) along the shoreline

is entirely first-year ice, although it contains evidence

(in yellow and green lead patterns) of open leads that

appear and disappear. Further north, another

100-kilometer band of medium-size multiyear floes

(with radiances near 230 K) and refrozen polynyas

(with radiances near 248 K) can be seen drifting

generally from east to west and with variable rates

during the 20-day time period shown. A third

100-kilometer band with less multiyear ice lies north
of the second band. This third band of ice extends

northward to 76.5°N, from which point the

multiyear fraction gradually increases to near unity

at 80 °N (Figure 4-49).
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Figure 4-47. Month-by-month year-to-year changes in (a) sea ice extent, (b) pseudo actual ice area, (c) pseudo open

water area within the ice pack, and (d) pseudo mean sea ice concentration, for the Arctic Ocean region. The pseudo

quantities are calculated with an ice emissivity of 0.92, appropriate for first-year ice.
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Figure 4-48. Successive microwave mosaic images of the sea ice of the western Beaufort Sea from Harrison Bay to

74 °N in April 1972. The images show color-coded brightness temperatures at the 1.55-centimeter wavelength taken

by an instrument on board the NASA Convair 990 aircraft. [From Campbell et al. (1976).]

In summer, when the pack ice in the central Arctic

is no longer bounded by land on most of its perime-

ter, large areas of low ice concentrations within the

ice pack have been observed in all 4 years, as dis-

cussed in Section 3.4. Despite the long-term averag-

ing in producing the images in this chapter, this

phenomenon is shown clearly in Figure 4-25, for

August 1974. The four dark green areas extending

poleward from the Chukchi Sea are also clearly iden-

tifiable in the brightness temperature image for

August 1974 (Figure 3-22). As revealed in 3-day-

average brightness temperature images (not shown),

rapid changes in brightness temperature occur in

August 1974, but the evidence of the low ice con-

centrations in Figure 4-25 results from their general

persistence throughout the monthly period. By con-

trast, similar large areas of low ice concentrations

were observed also in 1976 on shorter time scales

(see Section 3.4) but are obscured in the time-

averaged images shown in Figure 4-25.
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4.3 SEA OF OKHOTSK

The Sea of Okhotsk is a fairly shallow body of

water, with depths less than 400 meters over much

of its 1,207,000 square kilometer area, and is

bounded by the Kamchatka Peninsula, Siberia,

Sakhalin Island, and the Pacific Ocean (Figure 4-50).

The sea is separated from the Pacific by the Kuril

Island chain and an accompanying sill, with its only

remaining outlets being two narrow and very shallow
straits to the west and south of Sakhalin Island, lead-

ing to the Sea of Japan. The protected nature of the
sea facilitates the formation of sea ice, so that the

Sea of Okhotsk tends to form ice earlier and retain

it later than other regions of similar latitude. Not

much is known about the early explorations of the

sea, but likely the first non-natives to sail through
the Sea of Okhotsk in modern times were those tak-

ing part in the early 18th century Russian expedition

led by Vitus Bering, the principal goal of which was

the exploration of the Bering Sea region to the east
and the determination of whether Eurasia and North

America are connected.

The Sea of Okhotsk is one of several regions for

which the multiyear ice problem does not exist, be-

cause the ice cover disappears entirely during the

summer. Free of ice for 4 months of the year, the

sea begins to freeze over in a few coastal locations

in November, attains its maximum ice coverage usu-

•_9u ". "'::i:::' ' '_ii_
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Figure 4-50. Location map for the Sea of Okhotsk region.

ally in March, and by June retains ice in only a few

coastal locations (Figures 4-3 through 4-8 and 4-12).

On a 4-year-average basis, the ice extent at the March
maximum is about 900,000 square kilometers (Figure

4-12).

The ESMR data show that coastal ice generally

forms first in the Penzhinskaya Guba in November,

then in the Udskaya Guba in the northwest corner

of the sea and along the Sakhalin Island coastline

in December, then along the remainder of the north-

ern and western boundaries in January, and finally

along the Kamchatka Peninsula in February (Figures

4-3 through 4-8). The ice advances inward toward
the center of the sea from all coastlines so that by

mid-February most of the sea is covered with ice of

at least 20-percent concentration (Figure 4-3). The
retreat of the ice after the March maximum follows

basically the reverse sequence from the ice growth,
with the ice cover vanishing first in the center of the

basin, then along the east coast, and then the north

coast, with only small amounts of ice remaining in

the Udskaya Guba by June. An exception to the tem-

poral symmetry of the growth and retreat sequences

finds the Penzhinskaya Guba largely free of ice well

before some of the other coastal regions. Another

asymmetry, not visible in the monthly averaged im-

ages but visible in the ESMR 3-day averages, is that

while the ice retreat proceeds almost monotonically,

the growth season is punctuated by temporary rever-

sals, which gives a pulsation effect both for the ice

edge and for the opening and closing of temporary

polynyas. The reader is referred to Parkinson and

Gratz (1983) and to Campbell et al. (1981) for further

discussion of the 3-day images for the Sea of
Okhotsk.

Significant interannual differences from the

4-year-average annual cycle of Figures 4-3 through
4-8 and 4-12 are apparent from the monthly averaged

results for the individual years (Figures 4-18 through

4-29 plus 4-51 through 4-53). By far the heaviest ice

cover of the 1973 through 1976 period occurred in

February of 1973 (Figures 4-19, 4-51, and 4-53). Be-

cause of missing data in March through May of

1973, it is impossible to know from this data set
whether the March 1973 ice coverage was even

greater than the coverage in February 1973, or
whether 1973 was also anomalous in not having

March as the month of maximum ice coverage. In

any event, the February 1973 ice coverage exceeds

by 50 percent the average February ice coverage in
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theother3years(Figure4-53a),andeventheJanu-
ary 1973icecoverageexceedstheMarchmaximum
in both 1974and 1976.

In eachof the 3 years (1974 through 1976) with

full winter satellite coverage by ESMR, March is the

month of maximum ice coverage both in terms of

ice extent and in terms of actual ice area (Figure

4-51). Of the 3 years, 1975 has the most ice and 1976

has slightly more ice than 1974 (Figures 4-53a and

4-53b). The fact of greater ice coverage in 1975 than

in 1974 or 1976 is consistent throughout the period

from January through May, and indeed is foreshad-

owed in the previous Decembers, for which the ice
cover in 1974 exceeds the ice covers in 1973 and 1975.

In all 4 years, the amount of ice is near zero in July

through October (Figures 4-53a and 4-53b).
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Meaniceconcentrationsin the Seaof Okhotsk
arenot ashighasin severalof the otherregions,
approaching80percentonlyin February1973,the
monthof the heaviestseaice coverin the Seaof
Okhotskregion,andnotexceeding70percentin any
othermonthexceptFebruaryandMarch1975(Fig-
ure4-53d).Therelativelylow wintertimemeanice
concentrationsarecausedin part by the different
geographiesof theicecovers,withafar greaterpro-

portionof theicebeingneartheiceedgein theSea
of Okhotskthan in manyof the otherregions.

Bycontrast,thehigh,nonzerovaluesof meanice
concentrationindicatedfor the Seaof Okhotskin
JulythroughOctober(Figure4-53d)resultfromthe
contaminationof boundaryoceanpixelsby land
values.Thelandmask,with a 30-kilometerresolu-
tion, cannoteffecta completeseparationof land
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from ocean,sothat someice is indicatedfor all
monthsasa result of the muchhigherbrightness
temperaturesof land than of open water. This is true

also for each of the other regions.

On a spatial basis, the ice in the Sea of Okhotsk

undergoes in each of the 4 years a growth/decay cy-

cle similar to the one previously described for the

4-year average, although with a much more rapid

growth period in 1973 (Figures 4-18 through 4-29).
The ice concentration monthly difference maps show

even more definitively the uniformity of the growth

and decay when averaged on a monthly basis (Fig-

ures 4-9 and 4-30 through 4-37). With only small ex-

ceptions, the month-to-month changes show growth

or constancy throughout the sea from October

through February and decay or constancy through-

out the sea from March through July. The transition
from growth to decay occurs from February to

March, when the monthly difference images show

a portion of the sea still undergoing growth and a
portion undergoing decay.

Comparison of the general features of the cycle
of sea ice distribution in the Sea of Okhotsk with

the basic oceanographic features of water tempera-

ture, salinity, and bathymetry presented in Chapter

2 reveals that ice forms first in cold, shallow, low-

salinity waters away from the warm Pacific inflow

and sheltered from strong currents. The delay in ice
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formation alongtheKamchatkaPeninsulaandin
thecentralportion of theseais presumablycaused
bythewarm,salinePacificinflowin theWestKam-
chatkaCurrent(seeFigure2-3).ParkinsonandGratz
(1983)haveidentifiedtwobasicpatternsof iceedge
positioningthatoccurfrequentlyin theESMRdata
for the Seaof Okhotsk.Theseare a rectangular
structureanda wedgestructure,eachof which is
stronglycorrelatedwiththebathymetryof theregion
andwith theknowncurrentsystem(Parkinsonand
Gratz,1983).Thecorrelationsillustratetheimpor-
tant roleplayedbyconvectivedepthandoceancur-
rentsindeterminingtheregionalandspatialgrowth
anddecaypatternsobservedin theseasonalseaice
cycle.

4.4 BERING SEA

Exceeded in area only by the Mediterranean and

South China Seas, the Bering Sea is the third largest
semi-enclosed sea in the world, with a surface area

of 2.3 × 10 6 square kilometers. Its boundaries

define a sector of approximately 1500 kilometers in

radius with the Bering Strait at its vertex and
bounded to the south by the Aleutian Island arc, to

the east by the Alaskan coast, and to the west by

Kamchatka Peninsula (Figure 4-54). The northeast-

ern Bering Sea overlies a continental shelf of depths

less than 200 meters, and the southwestern portion

overlies an abyssal plain with depths exceeding 3500

meters (Figure 2-2). The continental shelf break,
which runs in a northwest-southeast direction across

the central portion of the sea, influences the regional

oceanography and serves as a constraint on the maxi-

mum extent of sea ice during the winter months

(Kinder, 1981; Overland and Pease, 1982; Muench

and Schumacher, 1985).

The first known explorations of the Bering Sea

and the Bering Strait were done during a Russian

expedition to the region in 1648 under the leadership

of Semyon Dezhnev. However, the sea and strait are

named after the Dane Vitus Bering, who led another,

more extensive Russian expedition in the early 18th

century, encouraged by Peter the Great. Bering ex-
plored the coast of Kamchatka Peninsula and sailed

into the strait, discovering the St. Lawrence and

Diomede Islands in 1728, but he did not see the
Alaskan coast at that time. Mikhail Gvozdev and

Ivan Fyodorov first charted the strait in 1730, after

which Bering led another expedition, in 1733, sailing

along tile northern coast of Siberia and reaching the

Pacific Ocean

Figure 4-54. Location map for the Bering Sea region.

Gulf of Alaska in 1741. Suffering from scurvy, he

landed on Bering Island in November of 1741, and

died of hunger and cold on December 19, 1741.

Later, in 1778, the Englishman James Cook passed

through the Bering Sea and to the southern borders
of the Arctic Ocean ice in an unsuccessful search for

a Northwest Passage between the Orient and Europe.

As with many of the peripheral seas of the Arctic,

the Bering Sea is a seasonal sea ice zone, with the

ice cover disappearing during summer. Although ice

free 4 months of the year, the Bering Sea is ice laden

over approximately one third of its area during the
winter months. In-situ ice formation begins in the

northern coastal regions of the Bering Sea as early

as November. The ice cover grows rapidly during

December and January, reaching its maximum ex-

tent in March and April (Figures 4-3 through 4-8 and

4-12), then decreases rapidly after April. By June

traces remain only in the northern coastal regions.

The process of ice forming in the northern Bering

Sea, being advected southward by atmospheric forc-

ing, and dissipating at the ice edge has been described
as a conveyor belt mechanism of ice production and

has been studied extensively (Campbell et al., 1975;
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Gloersenetal., 1975a,1975b; Pease, 1980; Overland

and Pease, 1982; Martin et al., 1983). Indeed, a ma-

jor international experiment was conducted in this

area during the lifetime of ESMR--the joint

USSR/USA Bering Sea Experiment (BESEX) from

February 15 to March 7, 1973, in which detailed

studies of atmosphere/ice/ocean coupling were

made. The results were reported in 20 papers of the

Proceedings of the BESEX Symposium (Kondratyev

et al., 1975).

The 4-year-averaged monthly ESMR data (Figures

4-3 through 4-8) show the onset of ice formation

along the northern and eastern coastal regions of the

Bering Sea in November. By December, an ice cover

of at least 80 percent concentration extends from the

Bering Strait to St. Lawrence Island, covers Norton
Sound, and runs along the Alaskan coast. The ice

edge extends from just south of Nunivak Island

northwestward to Siberia with approximately 50 per-
cent of the Gulf of Anadyr ice covered. The most

rapid ice growth occurs from November to Decem-
ber (Figure 4-12) followed by more gradual growth

until April. During this period, the ice cover extends

farther southward in the eastern Bering, covering

much of Bristol Bay and reaching the eastern Aleu-
tian Islands. The ice cover does not extend as far

south in the western portion of the sea; however,

it is more consolidated there, with peak concentra-

tions reaching 98 percent in March. Areas of persis-

tent ice divergence are apparent in the mean monthly

maps as areas of lower ice concentration. These areas

are found typically south and southwestward of St.

Lawrence, St. Matthew, and Nunivak Islands and

along the Alaskan coast. Although the low ice con-

centrations in these areas are caused by northeasterly

winds characteristic of the wintertime synoptic pat-
tern, the area of low ice concentration between St.

Lawrence Island and the Siberian coast may also re-

sult from weak currents moving the ice northward

in this region.

Much of the variability in the Bering Sea ice cover

during the winter months results from the influence

of cyclones that generally track along the Aleutian

chain, but frequently move into the Bering Sea bring-

ing warm moist air from the Pacific Ocean and driv-

ing the ice cover northward. During spring, it is

typically just this change in the cyclone tracks asso-

ciated with a change in the large-scale atmospheric

circulation that initiates the breakup of the ice cover

(Overland and Pease, 1982). In contrast to the

growth of the ice cover, its breakup is rapid, taking

place largely from April to June (Figure 4-12). The
breakup, apparent in the monthly averaged ESMR

data (Figures 4-4 through 4-6), begins as a retreat

of the ice edge principally in the southeastern portion

of the Bering Sea, but areas of low ice concentration

and open water also appear early in the breakup

season in the central Bering Sea south and west of

St. Lawrence Island, a region of persistent ice

divergence during winter. By June, the ice cover is

almost totally gone, except for traces of ice in Norton
Sound.

Significant year-to-year variability in the Bering

Sea ice cover is evident from Figures 4-18 through

4-29 and Figures 4-55 through 4-57. Of the 4 years

of data presented (noting, however, the missing data

for March, April, and May of 1973), the month with

the heaviest ice cover is April 1976, with the actual

ice area exceeding 0.8 x 10 6 square kilometers. An
increase in the total ice extent occurs from 1973 to

1976 for February and from 1974 to 1976 for March

and May (data for 1973 is missing for these months).

For both 1974 and 1976, the April ice extent exceeds
that of March, while for 1975 the month of maxi-

mum ice cover is March (Figures 4-55 and 4-57a).
The trend of the actual ice area for these months

follows that of the ice extent, with the exception that

the April 1974 actual ice area is below the actual ice

areas for February and March (Figure 4-57b).

As with the 4-year averages, the seasonal decay

of the Bering Sea ice cover in the individual years

is consistently more rapid than its growth (Figure

4-55). There is, however, considerable interannual

variability in the retreat of the ice extent. Interest-

ingly, a more rapid retreat in the ice extent occurs

from April to May in 1974 than in either 1975 or

1976 when the total ice extent is greater. In 1976,

the retreat is greater from May to June, which is pre-

sumably also the case in 1975, although June data

are missing for that year. By contrast, the decrease

in actual ice area is greatest from April to May for

both 1974 and 1976, although the April to May de-

crease in 1975 may have been exceeded by the May
to June decrease.

Interannual differences in the spatial patterns of

growth and decay are apparent in all seasons. The
ice cover in November 1975 exceeds that in either

of the preceding 2 years, covering the region north

of St. Lawrence Island, covering Norton Sound, and
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extendingalongtheAlaskancoastto NunivakIsland
(Figure4-28).By December,the icecoverhasin-
creasedrapidlyin all 3years,with 1973havingthe
leastamountof iceand1974themost(Figures4-29,
4-57a,and 4-57b).FromJanuarythroughApril,
thereareconsiderableinterannualdifferencesin the
spatialdistributionoficeconcentration(Figures4-18
through4-21),aswellasdifferencesin thecumula-

tive iceamounts(Figures4-57a,4-57b,and4-57d).
In January1975and1976,theiceextentisnoticeably
greaterin theeasternBeringregionthanit is ineither
1973or 1974(Figure4-18),andthe meanicecon-
centrationfor theentireBeringSeaisgreatestin 1975
(Figure4-57d).FromFebruarythroughMay,there
isaclearinterannualtrendwith bothiceextentand
actualiceareagenerallyincreasingfrom 1974to
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1976.It shouldbenotedthatthemeaniceconcen-
tration, the iceextent,andthe actualareaof ice
coverdonot necessarilyfollow thesamesequence
(Figures4-57athrough4-57d).

Thespatialpatternof icedecayisapproximately
thereverseof thepatternof icegrowth,with rapid
retreatoccurringfirst in theeasternBeringSea.An

examinationof Figure4-32showsthedecayof the
icecoverfrom Marchto April 1974to begreatest
inBristolBay.ByMay,the1974BeringSeaicecover
hasretreateddramatically.Exceptfor isolatedre-
gionsof icein thecentralBeringSeaandalongthe
Siberiancoast,theiceinMayisconfinedto thearea
northof St.LawrenceIsland(Figure4-22).Icedecay
in both 1975and 1976lagsthat in 1974,with the
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April to May transitionin 1975showinga general
retreatof theiceedgeacrosstheBeringSeaaswell
asabreakupsouthof St.LawrenceIslandandalong
theSiberiancoast(Figure4-34).Bycontrast,in 1976
theApril to Maydecayoccursthroughouttheentire
ice-coveredportion of the sea(Figure4-36),with
openwaterin May apparentin BristolBayand,to
a lesserextent,in thevicinityof St.LawrenceIsland
(Figure4-22).ByJune,theBeringSeaisessentially
freeof icein the3yearsshowninFigure4-23,except
for traceamountsin Norton Soundandthe Gulf
of Anadyrin 1973and1976,the latterbeingayear
of markedbelownormalair and seasurfacetem-
peratures(Niebauer,1981).

4.5 HUDSON BAY

Located in northeastern Canada, Hudson Bay is

a roughly oval-shaped area of about 819,000 square

kilometers with very limited connections to the

world's oceans (Figures 4-58 through 4-61). Hud-

son Strait provides a passage to the Atlantic, and
Foxe Basin and the narrow straits of the Canadian

Archipelago are the only links with the Arctic Basin

to the north. The Hudson Bay region defined for
the analysis in this volume (Figure 4-2) includes Foxe

Basin and Hudson Strait. The bay is relatively

shallow and fiat, with an average depth of 100 meters

and a greatest depth of only about 300 meters. The
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Figure4-58. Location map for the Hudson Bay region.

salinity profile of the water column shows marked

depth dependence, with the salinity averaging 31

parts per thousand below 25 meters and 23 parts per

thousand above 25 meters. In the upper 1.8 meters,

the salinity can be as low as 2 parts per thousand

when the current is strong and ice is melting. Water

temperature has a minimum of about - 1.8 °C in

winter and may reach 11.5 °C in September.

The bay is filled by inflow from numerous pe-

ripheral rivers and by currents from Foxe Basin to

the north, contributing to a clockwise general cir-

culation. Outflow occurs through Hudson Strait,

rounding Cape Chidley, and passing into the Labra-

dor Current. The magnitude of the outflow is highest

in July. Tides are important considerations in the

circulation because currents in the bay are sensitive

to the tidal flows, especially those off the Labrador
coast. The current movements associated with the

tides also cause significant mixing of waters in the

region.

Historically, Henry Hudson in 1610, seeking a

Northwest Passage to the Orient, sailed through the

ice-free strait later named for him and sighted the

body of water later called Hudson Bay. He reached

and named Digges Island at the entrance to the bay,

but his explorations were cut short soon afterwards,

as he was seized by a mutinous crew and left with

nine others to die. The 10 abandoned explorers were

never heard from again. In 1612, Thomas Button

became the first European to cross the bay to its

western coast, which he and others explored in the

next two decades while seeking a Northwest Passage.
In 1631 Luke Foxe explored the waters west and east

of Southampton Island and sailed part way up Foxe

Channel. Further exploration of the channel awaited

the efforts of Captain Middleton over a century
later, in 1741 (Mirsky, 1948).

Hudson Bay is almost completely ice covered dur-

ing the winter period and is completely ice free in

summer (Figures 4-3 through 4-8). With the excep-

tion of some influx from Foxe Basin, the ice is local

and essentially confined. Foxe Basin and Hudson

Strait are also mostly covered by ice in winter, but

there are slight differences in the freezeup time and

the rate of growth in the two areas. Because Hudson

Bay is ice free in summer, the ice cover during the

rest of the year has a first-year ice signature, making

the interpretation of the color scale, as in the cases

of the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea, generally

straightforward because of no contamination by

multiyear ice. Ice begins forming in November at

about the same place each year in the northwest por-

tion of the bay and has almost completely covered
the bay in December (Figures 4-28 and 4-29). The

bay remains almost completely ice covered at least

until May, when the first hints of ice breakup appear.

Some of these early hints may be temporary events

initiated by wind forcings. The patterns of ice decay

show that basically the decay is from the north, with

the ice retreating from the northeastern and north-

western coastlines in June (Figure 4-23) and remain-

ing predominantly in the southwestern portion in

July (Figure 4-24) before disappearing altogether by

August (Figure 4-25).

The exact time of freezeup is impossible to infer

directly from the monthly maps because of the aver-

aging over monthly periods. Using 3-day-average

maps from the same ESMR data set used to create

the monthly maps, it is found that in 1975 the ice

advance begins in mid-October in Foxe Basin, 2

weeks later in Hudson Bay, and 2 weeks after that
in Hudson Strait. It takes about a month and a half

until maximum ice cover is reached in Foxe Basin,

about 2 months in Hudson Bay, and about a month

and a half in Hudson Strait. By contrast, ice decay

occurs almost simultaneously in the three areas,
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startingat aboutthethirdweekof April andending
at aboutthe lastweekof July.

Monthly differencemapsof the 4-year-average

data show more distinctly the growth and decay pat-

terns over a seasonal cycle (Figure 4-9). No signifi-

cant growth or decay occurs for the period from

January to April. The large-scale spring decay begins

from April to May, including significant decreases

in ice concentration in each of Hudson Strait, Hud-

son Bay, and Foxe Basin. Monotonic decay con-

tinues until August, with the strongest activity oc-

curring from June to July in all three areas. By

August no ice remains except in Foxe Basin, where

ice decay continues from August to September and

ice growth begins in the September to October pe-

riod. The growth expands to northwestern Hudson

Bay and Hudson Strait from October to November
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and throughout the region by November to Decem-
ber. Significant growth continues from December

to January, by which time the whole region is fully
ice covered (Figure 4-9).

The monthly difference maps for the individual

years (Figures 4-30 to 4-37) show that basically the

interannual variation in the growth and decay pat-

tern in the Hudson Bay region is not very large, al-

though year-to-year differences exist in the timing

of freezeup and the length of the melt period.

The seasonal cycles of ice growth and decay in the

Hudson Bay region are depicted quantitatively in
Figures 4-59 through 4-61. For the 2 years with com-

plete data coverage in winter and spring, 1974 and
1976, the decay characteristics are very similar (Fig-

ures 4-59 and 4-60). For each ice concentration class
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of Figure 4-59, the ice cover takes about 2 months

to break up completely. The growth sequences are

also similar for the 3 years with autumn data, except

that freezeup probably occurred about a week earlier
in 1974 than in 1973 or 1975, accounting for the high

average October and November areal ice coverages
in 1974.

For the growth period, the interannual variations

previously mentioned for the ice concentration

classes are naturally also apparent in the interval

plots (Figure 4-60), with 1974 freezeup occurring

earliest, and 1975 freezeup somewhat preceding that
in 1973. Data are not available for the 1976 freezeup.

The interannual variability of the ice extent, the

actual ice cover, and the amount of open water is

greatest during the fall freezeup and least during

winter (Figure 4-61). For the 7 months December

through June, the bay, strait, and basin are almost

entirely covered with ice, with the areal ice extent

approximating the geographical area, at about
1.16 × 10 6 square kilometers (Figure 4-61), and the

actual ice area being less than 0.3 × 10 6 square ki-
lometers below that level for the middle 5 of those

7 months (Figure 4-61b). The closeness of the ac-

tual ice area to the ice extent reflects the very high

sea ice concentrations, evident also in Figure 4-61d,
which shows the mean ice concentrations to exceed

95 percent from January through April.
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In July, markedinterannualvariabilityin seaice
extentandlesserinterannualvariabilityin actualice
areaareobserved,with icedecayhavingproceeded
furthestin 1976andleastin 1973.Therearenodata
for July 1975.In the latesummer,in Augustand
September,the regionis nearlyice freein eachof
the 4 years.Substantialinterannualvariability is
againevidentin fall, especiallyin Novemberwhen
the 1974dataclearlyshowearlierfreezeupthan in
the other years,as previouslyindicated(Figures
4-61aand4-61b).Theopenwaterdistributionhas
two peaks,in latespring/earlysummerandin fall,
surroundingtheessentiallyzerovaluesin summer.
Slightlymoreopenwateroccurswithin theicepack
in springthan in fall (Figure4-61c).

4.6 BAFFIN BAY/DAVIS STRAIT

Few parts of the Arctic figure as prominently in

the history of polar exploration as do Baffin Bay

and Davis Strait, two adjacent, relatively shallow

bodies of polar waters located between Greenland
and Baffin Island (Figures 4-62 through 4-65).

Western man's efforts in this region are in part a

long story of disappointment and tragedy. They
started in 985 when Eric the Red and his fellow

Norsemen explored and founded colonies in south-

west Greenland, suggestively named "Greenland"

by Eric to entice colonists to join him. Initially the

colonies prospered, extending as far north as Davis

Strait, but all of them mysteriously disappeared in

the late Middle Ages. In the meantime, Eric's son

Leif Ericsson reached Baffin Island at the begin-

ning of the 1 lth century.

As with so much of the rest of the early explora-

tion of the Arctic regions, the early more-extensive

explorations of the Baffin Bay/Davis Strait region

were guided in large part by the hope of finding a

Northwest Passage to the Orient. Martin Frobisher

set out in 1576 with that goal in mind, sailing as far

as Frobisher Bay and making three voyages to Baffin
Island between 1576 and 1578. John Davis lead three

expeditions between 1585 and 1587, rounding the

southern tip of Greenland, arriving as far north as

72 °N, and then heading westward across the widest

part of Baffin Bay. His detailed descriptions of the
Davis Strait area helped lead the way for the further

explorations of Henry Hudson in Hudson Strait and

William Baffin in Baffin Bay. In 1616 Baffin sailed

north past Davis's furthest point of Sanderson's

#

Figure 4-62. Location map for the Baffin Bay/Davis

Strait region.

Hope, still seeking a Northwest Passage. He reached

and named Smith Sound, Jones Sound, and Lancas-

ter Sound, but was then encouraged to head home

by a heavy ice cover and a severe outbreak of scur-

vy debilitating the crew. The northernmost locations

reached by Baffin were not reached again by those

not native to the region for over two centuries (Mir-

sky, 1948).
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The next major expeditionsin the regionwere
madeafter theNapoleonicWars,whentheBritish
Admiralty, temporarilywithasurplusof shipsand
sailorsbut no military encounters,renewedthe

search for a Northwest Passage. In 1818 an expedi-

tion under Captain John Ross and Lieutenant Ed-

ward Parry confirmed Baffin's earlier descriptions

and penetrated about 50 miles into Lancaster Sound.

In 1819 Parry returned through Baffin Bay into Lan-

caster Sound and beyond, exploring much of the
Canadian Archipelago, and in 1845 an expedition

led by Sir John Franklin also explored much of the

same area, only to disappear entirely. (The Parry

and Franklin expeditions are discussed further in

Section 4.9.)

As in most parts of the Arctic, satellite observa-

tions of the Baffin Bay region have resulted in a
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greatlyenhancedknowledgeof thecomplexbehavior
of its seaicecover.Ramseieretal. (1975)analyzed
Landsatimageryfor theperiodMarchthroughNo-
vember1973to obtaindetailedicedynamicsinfor-
mation,suchastheflux of iceeastwardoutof Lan-
casterSoundinto Baffin Bay. Dey (1980b)used
NASAimageryto studyseasonalandannualvaria-
tionsof theicecoverduringtheperiod1968through

1979.Deyet al. (1979)usedacombinationof Land-
satandNOAA imageryto studythebreakupand
freezingpatternsin Baffin Bay, andDey (1981a)
usedNOAA imageryto estimateicefluxesintoBaf-
fin Bayduringtheperiod1974through1978.Craw-
ford andParkinson(1981)usedESMRimageryto
examinethe wintertimeNorth Waterpolynyabe-
tweenGreenlandandEllesmereIsland,andSteffen
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(1985)didthesamewithacombinationof Landsat,
NOAA, and Nimbussatellitedataplus measure-
mentsfrom aircraft. Ito (1982)createdan atlasof
seaiceconditionsin northernBaffinBayusingvisual
observationsfrom groundandaircraft aswell as
Landsatimages.HisatlascoverstheperiodMarch
throughOctoberfor theyears1973through 1976
and 1980through1981.Conveniently,muchof the
analysisof thehighresolutionvisibleandinfrared
satelliteimageryprovidedin thesestudiesconcerned
data from theESMRtimeperiod.

The averagebehaviorof the Baffin Bay/Davis
Strait seaicecoversin the mid-1970scanbeseen

from the3-and4-yearmeanmonthlyiceconcentra-
tion mapsof Figures4-3through4-8andfrom the
monthlydifferencemapsof Figure4-9.Freezeupbe-
ginsin Octoberin northernBaffin Bay(Figure4-7)
andproceedsrapidly southwardsin Novemberand
December(Figure4-8).By Decemberall of Baffin
Bayis icecovered,andthesouthernedgeof theice
packhasreachedits approximatewinterlimit, run-
ning from just southof the entranceto Hudson
Straitnortheastwardsto theGreenlandcoastin the
area of Holsteinsborg.This southwest-northeast
orientationof the edgeis maintainedthroughout
winterandspring(Figures4-3through4-5)by the
combinationof thewarmWestGreenlandCurrent,
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Figure 4-65. Month-by-month year-to-year changes in (a) sea ice extent, (b) actual ice area, (c) open water area within

the ice pack, and (d) mean sea ice concentration for the Baffin Bay/Davis Strait region.
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thecounterclockwisewatercirculationin BaffinBay,
the coldLabradorCurrent, andthewinter/spring
cyclonepassages.

Almost all of the ice formed in the Baffin
Bay/DavisStrait regionis first-yearice,although
significantamountsof iceareadvectedinto thebay
throughLancasterSound,SmithSound,and,to a
lesserextent,JonesSound,andsomeof thisadvected
icehasa multiyearicesignature.Dey(1981a)esti-
matestheaverageflux into the baythroughthese
threechannelsas654cubickilometersperyear,dur-
ing theperiod1974through1978.Thegreaterpart
of thisadvectediceis first-yearice,andthewinter
icecoverof the entirebay isover90percentfirst-
yearice,justifyingtheuseof thefirst-yeariceemis-
sivityof 0.92in thecalculationof iceconcentration.
Fasticeformsalongthecoastsaroundmuchof the
bay,inparticularin theMelvilleBayregioninnorth-
easternBaffin Bay, whereit extendsabout50ki-
lometersoffshore,andat HomeBayalongtheBaf-
fin Islandcoast,whereit normallyextendsto about
70 kilometersoffshore(Dey, 1980b).

Themaximumiceextentin theBaffinBay/Davis
Straitregionoccursin February(Figure4-12),when
theicereachessouthwardalongtheCanadiancoast
beyondthe50°N limit of themapspresentedhere
(Figure4-3).Still, in spiteof thesouthwardextent
of the iceto the west,mostof theeasternportion
of DavisStraitremainsicefree,onceagainbecause
of thepowerfuleffectof thewarmWestGreenland
Current.

FromDecemberthroughApril, anareaof reduced
iceconcentrationexistsinnorthernBaffin Bayand
SmithSound(Figures4-8,4-3,and4-4).Fromthe
3-day-averageESMRimages,it isobviousthatare-
curringpolynyaopensandclosesthroughoutthe
winterseason(CrawfordandParkinson,1981).This
NorthWaterpolynyawasfirst recordedbyWilliam
Baffin in July 1616andnoticedbymembersof nu-
merousexpeditionsoverthenextseveralcenturies
(DunbarandDunbar,1972).In recentyears,many
studiesof it havebeenmade,suchasthosebyDun-
bar and Greenaway(1956),Dunbar (1969,1972,
1973),Aberand Vowinckel(1972),Muller (1975),
Ito andMuller (1977),Dey(1980a),Crawfordand
Parkinson(1981),and Steffen(1985).TheNorth
Water is producedby winds and oceanographic
forces,andits behaviorcanvarysignificantlyfrom
yearto year,aswill beseenin thediscussionof the

monthlyESMRmapsfor the individualyears.The
North Waterwassufficientlypersistentduringthe
ESMRperiodto appearin the3- and4-yearmean
monthlyiceconcentrationandbrightnesstempera-
ture maps.

Thespringbreakupin theBaffinBay/DavisStrait
regionis complex.Themarginalicezonesouthof
DavisStraitbeginsto migratenorthwardin April
(Figure4-4).ByMay thismigrationextendsasfar
northasDiskoIslandin easternBaffinBay,andlow
iceconcentrationsappearin theregionof theNorth
Water(Figure4-5).By Junealargepolynyacovers
theNorthWaterareaandrapidlyopensto coverall
of northernBaffinBayin July(Figure4-6).During
thesameperiod,the southernedgeof thepackra-
pidly migratesnorthward,sothat the icebreakup
in thebayproceedsfrom thesoutheastandnorth-
westsimultaneously.Thelastpart of the icecover
to remainin July is in the centralwesternpart of
thebay,adjacentto Baffin Island.Lingeringicecan
remainin thisareaonoccasionthroughoutthesum-
mer(Markham,1962;Dunbar,1972),butduringthe
ESMRtimeperiodtheBaffin Bay/DavisStraitre-
gionisessentiallyfreeof iceduringbothAugustand
September(Figures4-6and 4-7).

Thepreviousdiscussionindicatestheaveragebe-
haviorof theBaffinBay/DavisStraiticecoverdur-
ing the4-yearperiod1973through1976.Observa-
tionsmadeoverthecenturiessinceBaffin first tra-
versedthe bayhaveshownthat large interannual
variationsoccur,andthemeanmonthlyiceconcen-
trationmapsgivenin Figures4-18through4-29con-
firm thesevariationsfor theESMRperiod.For in-
stance,theOctobericeconcentrationmaps(Figure
4-27)indicatethat during the early freezeupthe
amountof icein northernBaffinBayis leastin 1973,
slightlymore in 1974,more in 1975,andmostin
1976.Theiceedgein 1976extendsabout500kilome-
tersfarthersouththanin 1973.ESMRdataaremiss-
inginNovemberandDecemberof 1976,but theOc-
tobertrendtowardgreatericeextentsfrom 1973to
1974andfrom 1974to 1975continuesin bothNo-
vemberandDecember(Figures4-28and4-29).Thus,
during the mid-1970ESMRtime period the fall
freezeupin the Baffin Bay/DavisStrait regionis
morepronouncedeachsuccessiveyear.

In each of the 3 yearswith ESMR coverage
throughoutthewinter,the2monthswiththegreatest
icecoverageareFebruaryandMarch,with March
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having a slightly greater ice extent than February in

1974 but February having a slightly greater ice extent
in 1975 and 1976 (Figure 4-63). The monthly-

difference maps (Figures 4-32, 4-34, and 4-36) clearly

show that in 1975 the February to March transition

has most of the ice edge retreating except for a small

region at 60 °N, in 1974 the February to March tran-
sition has a more elongated region of ice edge ad-

vance between 59 °N and 63 °N and an additional

region of advance near 50°S, and, in sharp contrast,
in 1976 the February to March transition has signifi-

cant ice edge advance at both the southwesternmost
and northeasternmost reaches of the ice edge and

significant ice edge retreat in between. Of these 3
years, the year with the greatest amount of ice in
each of these months, February and March, is 1976,

and the year with the least amount of ice in these

months is 1974, with a near-linear upward trend over

the 3-year period 1974 through 1976 (Figure 4-65a).

The February ice cover in 1973, for which year no

monthly averaged data are available for March,

April, or May, is very close to that in 1976.

The basic patterns of ice concentrations in Febru-

ary and March, at the time of maximum ice extent,
are similar for each year. This includes fully com-

pacted ice in northern Baffin Bay, concentrations
of 90 to 96 percent in central Baffin Bay and in Smith

Sound and Kane Basin to the north of the bay, and

concentrations as high as 80 percent within 200 ki-

lometers of the ice edge in southern Baffin Bay and
Davis Strait. The area of near-total ice compaction

is largest in 1976, the year with the greatest ice extent

(Figures 4-19 and 4-20).

Notable interannual differences occur in the

spring/summer progression of ice breakup and de-

cay, especially in northern Baffin Bay. By May the

southern edge of the ice cover has migrated rapidly

northward along the west coast of Greenland in each

year with ESMR data (1974, 1975, and 1976), with
the most northerly limit occurring in 1974, when the

ice edge extends into Melville Bay instead of stopping

at Disko Island as in 1975 and 1976. However, at
the northern reaches of the Baffin Bay/Davis Strait

region, in the North Water area and Kane Basin,
the decreased ice concentrations, which occur in each

of the 3 years, are actually less in 1974 than in 1975

or 1976 (Figure 4-22), so that May 1974 seems to
be colder in the northern reaches of the region and

warmer in the southern reaches than May 1975 or

May 1976.

The large polynyas in northern Baffin Bay in June

also vary markedly from year to year (Figure 4-23).

In 1973 a narrow open channel extends from Smith

Sound through the western part of the North Water

area, joining a large polynya in Lancaster Sound.
In 1974 a small polynya exists in Smith Sound and

a large polynya extends from Lancaster Sound east-

ward into northern Baffin Bay, but the North Water
area remains ice covered. In 1976 the entire North

Water area is open and low concentration ice fills
eastern Lancaster Sound. These marked interannual

contrasts reflect the highly variable nature of polynya

dynamics in the North Water area at the time of ice

breakup.

In July, with the exception of a small amount of

ice along the coasts, northern and eastern Baffin Bay
and the North Water area are ice free in each of the

3 years with available ESMR data, but significant
interannual differences occur in southern and central

Baffin Bay and Davis Strait (Figure 4-24). In 1973

a large pack covers most of the east coast of Baffin
Island and extends eastward almost to the Greenland

coast. In 1974 Baffin Bay and Davis Strait are almost

entirely ice free, with a narrow band of ice hugging
the east coast of Baffin Island. In 1976 an extensive

pack covers most of the east coast of Baffin Island
and extends eastward to fill about 70 percent of

southern Baffin Bay. The 1976 pack is approxi-

mately equal in extent to that in 1973 (Figure 4-65a),

but its mean ice concentration is decidedly less (Fig-

ures 4-65d and 4-24). In a study of interannual varia-

tions in the growth and decay patterns of the ice ex-
tent in the Davis Strait/Labrador Sea area from 1964

through 1974, Crane (1978) confirms the expected

greater frequency of southerly air flow in years of

early ice retreat, suggesting an atmospheric control
over the rate of sea ice retreat in the region.

In August and September the Baffin Bay/Davis

Strait region is essentially ice free in each year with

ESMR data, although some ice remains in Kane Ba-
sin (Figures 4-25, 4-26, and 4-65a).

4.7 GREENLAND SEA

Located between Greenland on the west and the

much smaller islands of Svalbard, Jan Mayen, and

Iceland on the east (Figures 4-66 through 4-72), the

Greenland Sea was traversed in 982 by Vikings under

Eric the Red when they sailed west from Iceland and
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Figure 4-66. Location map for the Greenland Sea region.

discovered Greenland, and again in 986 when they

repeated the journey, this time bringing approx-

imately 450 immigrants to form the first Viking set-

tlement on the island. During these voyages the Vik-

ings also sailed considerable distances along the
Greenland coast. Much more thorough explorations

were carried out in the 19th century, particularly by

the William Scoresbys in 1822, Captain Cavering in

1823, Karl Koldewey between 1869 and 1871, and

a sequence of Danish expeditions between 1879 and

1908. William Scoresby the father explored Scoresby
Sound while his son mapped 800 miles of the coast-

line between 69 °N and 72 °N; Cavering sailed north

to 75 °N; and Koldewey, although falling far short

of the expedition's original goal of reaching the

North Pole, traveled north to 77 °N. The Danes suc-

ceeded in mapping the entire east coast of Greenland.

Further explorations of much of the Greenland Sea

were made in the early 20th century by Fridtjof

Nansen and B. Helland-Hansen (Mirsky, 1948).

The Greenland Sea is an extremely dynamic region

for all three of its climatic components--atmo-

sphere, sea ice, and ocean. The vast majority of the
ice that exits the Arctic Ocean flows southward

through the Fram Strait and into the Greenland Sea.

Vinje (1976) has estimated that between 2 and 15

cubic kilometers of ice pass through the Strait each

day. To illustrate the rapid drift of ice in the area,

the drifts of the Papanin (1937-1938) and Arlis II

(1965) manned drifting stations are shown in Figure
4-67, and we refer back to the drifts of several

satellite-tracked buoys in the Greenland Sea plotted

along with the Arctic Ocean buoys in Figures 4-43

and 4-44. By comparing these drifts to those of the

Arctic Ocean (Figures 4-42 through 4-44), it can be
seen that the monthly drift speeds in the Greenland

Sea can be an order of magnitude greater than those

in the Arctic Ocean. Not only does the ice move very

rapidly in the Greenland Sea, but very large seasonal
and interannual variations in the amount and extent

of the ice cover occur, as illustrated in Figure 4-68

by summer and winter data from the period 1966

through 1975. The Greenland Sea region is one of

intense meteorological activity during fall and winter

and is one of the areas of strongest cyclogenesis in
the Northern Hemisphere. A review of the ice cover

characteristics in the region, based on extensive ob-

servations, can be found in Wadhams (1981).

The bathymetry of the Greenland Sea (Figure 2-2)

helps to explain why it is the area of greatest water

flux into and out of the Arctic Ocean. For many

years it was believed that a submarine ridge, the so-

called Nansen Sill, joined Svalbard and Greenland.

In the late 1950s it was found not only that such a

ridge does not exist but that instead a deep trough
exists with depths of 3,000 to 4,000 meters. This

trough, called the Lona Trough, is the only deep pas-

sage connecting the Arctic Ocean to the oceans to

the south, helping to explain the fact that the Green-

land Sea is one of the most dynamic ocean areas of

the Arctic and surroundings. The surface currents

in late summer illustrated in Figure 4-67 show the

varied and dynamic nature of the circulation in the

Greenland Sea: a northward-flowing current exists

along the west coast of Svalbard while the rapid

southward-flowing East Greenland Current flows

through the Fram Strait, shedding many eddies. Not
only is the East Greenland Current the strongest
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ocean current in the Arctic and adjacent seas, but

it also has the greatest current shears. This great

shearing, coupled with swell penetration into the sea

ice, causes the Greenland Sea ice cover to be made

up primarily of small floes. These floes have dimen-

sions ranging from several meters to several kilome-

ters, with kilometer-size floes being relatively rare

except for the floes of multiyear ice close to the
Greenland coast. Thus, the gross structure of the

Greenland Sea ice cover is quite different from that
of the Arctic Ocean in terms of floe size and distribu-

tion, but its structure is quite similar in terms of ice

type, because of containing large amounts of both

multiyear ice and first-year ice. In-situ ice production

in the Greenland Sea is exclusively first-year ice, as

rapid ice transport prevents the growth of multiyear
ice, but substantial amounts of multiyear ice are ad-

vected into the region from the Arctic Ocean.

Oceanographic conditions in the Greenland Sea,

which is largely covered by a very active marginal

ice zone, are dominated by the East Greenland Cur-

rent, various frontal systems, eddies, and upwelling

events along the ice edge. Another persistent feature

of the area is the Jan Mayen Gyre, which provides

an important mixing mechanism for the cold waters
of the Greenland Sea and warmer Norwegian Sea

waters. Fronts may be strong and persistent, such

as the East Greenland Polar Front separating the

cold, low-salinity, southward-flowing East Green-
land Current from the more saline water in the

Greenland Sea, or transient, such as ice edge melt-
water fronts north of Svalbard. Meanders observed

along the East Greenland Polar Front typically have

wavelengths of 60 to 100 kilometers, while those of

the meltwater fronts are usually smaller, with wave-

lengths on the order of 20 to 40 kilometers (Johan-

nessen et ah, 1983). The location of the East Green-
land Polar Front correlates closely with the Green-

land continental shelf, especially near the Ob Bank,

suggesting that the front position is determined by

bathymetric steering (Perdue, 1982).

Mesoscale eddies form along the fronts and the

ice edge. In the marginal ice zone north of Svalbard,

the scale of ice/ocean eddies observed during the

Norwegian Remote Sensing Experiments (NORSEX)

in 1978 and 1979 (NORSEX Group, 1983) were
found to have horizontal dimensions on the order

of 10 kilometers, which is approximately the Rossby

internal radius of deformation for the area (Johan-

nessen et al., 1983). Further downstream in the Fram

Strait and the Greenland Sea, much larger eddies on

the order of 50 to 80 kilometers are observed (Vinje,

1977; Wadhams and Squire, 1983). These large ice/

ocean eddies appear to be generated through baro-

clinic instability of the East Greenland Polar Front.

During the Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX)

in the Fram Strait region during June and July of

1984, a series of infrared images of the evolution

and migration of a mesoscale eddy, reproduced in

Figure 4-69, was obtained from the Advanced Very

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on the
NOAA 8 satellite.

Unlike the seasonal sea ice zones in the Sea of

Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay/

Davis Strait regions, the Greenland Sea region re-

tains a significant sea ice cover throughout the sum-

mer months in spite of the marginal ice zone nature

of much of the region. The presence of summer ice
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Figure 4-68. Mean and extreme limits of the sea ice edge in the Greenland and Barents Seas

at the end of February and the end of July over the period 1966 through 1974. The mean

limit of the ice edge as determined by the one-eighth ice cover contour is depicted by the

thick black line, the 1975 limit is depicted by the dashed line, and the range of the ice edge

over the 1966-1974 period is depicted by the dotted region. [From Vinje (1977).]

results largely from the advection of multiyear ice

from the central Arctic through Fram Strait. Averag-

ed over the 1973 through 1976 period, maximum ice

cover in the Greenland Sea occurs during April,

when the ice reaches just beyond the southern tip

of Greenland (Figures 4-11 and 4-4). A sharp

minimum in the ice cover occurs in August, when

the ice reaches southward to a latitude of approxi-
mately 72 °N (Figures 4-11 and 4-6). The ice cover

experiences slow growth from August to October

and more rapid growth from October to December,

after which the total areal coverage of ice remains

approximately 1.05 x 10 6 square kilometers until

the spring decay begins in May (Figure 4-11).

Among the major interannual differences in the

edge position of the Greenland Sea ice cover are

those occurring in the large projection of ice fre-

quently extending from the coast of Greenland

toward Svalbard (Figures 4-18 through 4-29). This
projection has been observed frequently from as

early as 1850, when Norwegian sealers began hunting
in the area (Vinje, 1976). The sealers named the two

major parts of the projection: the 'Odden' to the
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Figure 4-69. Infrared images of the marginal ice zone in the Fram Strait region during MIZEX East 1984  from the 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on the NOAA 8 satellite. [From 0.  M. Johannessen, personal 
communication.] 
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south and the 'Nordbukta' to the north. Based on

analysis of the 3-day imagery from the Nimbus 5

ESMR data set, the sea ice in the 'Odden' appears

to be mostly new ice formed locally. Although some-

times blown away by strong winds, this ice generally

follows the southern portion of the Jan Mayen Gyre.
Warmer water is usually found in the 'Nordbukta,'

presumably advected by the northern portion of the

gyre, and the ice in this area tends to be old ice. The

large projection appears in the 3- and 4-year-average

ice concentration images for December, January,

and February (Figures 4-8 and 4-3), as well as in the

1973 and 1975 images. The 'Odden' appears in the

map for January 1973 (Figure 4-18), with monthly

average concentrations in the range of 60 to 70 per-

cent, assuming predominantly first-year ice. The
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feature is more fully developed in the following

month (February 1973 in Figure 4-19) as an ice prom-

inence with average monthly concentrations of ap-
proximately 50 percent. Lack of data prevents the

monitoring of the development of this feature by the

ESMR from March through May 1973, and by June

1973 the feature is gone. The second occurrence visi-

ble in the ESMR data first appears in November 1973

and develops further in December 1973, when it ap-

pears as a thin projection extending away from the

main pack and toward Svalbard (Figures 4-28 and

4-29). By January 1974, this second occurrence has
disappeared.

A third occurrence of the Greenland Sea ice pro-

jection is visible in April and May of 1974, this time
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withlessprominence,andafourthoccurrenceisvisi-
blein January1975,whenthefeatureappearsasan
icepacklargelyseparatedfromthemainpack,with
concentrationsof approximately30percent.In Feb-
ruary1975,this featurehasdriftedto theeast,fur-
therseparatingfromthemainpackwithslightlyin-
creasedconcentrations.The projection persists
throughMarchandApril withdiminishedconcen-
trationsandextent.A fifth occurrenceappearsdur-
ingDecember1975andJanuary1976(Figures4-29
and4-18).Thegrowthanddecayof this featureare
particularlyevidentin themidwinterdifferencemaps
shownin Figures4-30through4-37.

A time-lapsefilm of the ESMRimagesof the
GreenlandSea(Campbellet al., 1980)revealsthat
theselargeiceprojectionsfrom theicepackto the
eastexpandrapidly, with theedgemovingon the
orderof 500kilometersin about10days,andthat
theydecayrapidlyas well. During all 4 yearsof
ESMRtheyaroseat varyingtimesbetweenNovem-
berandApril, andthe centroidof theprojection
originatedat latitudesrangingfrom 70°Nto 77°N.

Interannual variations in the ice cover of the

Greenland Sea can also be seen in the plots of Figures

4-70 through 4-72. In 1974 April has the greatest ice
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extent,in 1975Marchhasthegreatesticeextent,and
in 1976adoublepeakoccurswithJanuaryandApril
bothhavingiceextentsof about1.06× 106square
kilometers.Dataareinsufficientin 1973to establish
whichmonthhasthegreatesticeextentin thatyear,
but February1973hasagreaterextentof ice,with
over1.2 x 10 6 square kilometers, than any of the

months in the other 3 years (Figure 4-70). This situa-
tion is similar to that for the Sea of Okhotsk (Sec-

tion 4.3).

From April until August the total ice area steadily

and rapidly diminishes (Figure 4-70). At the peak
of the summer season, in August and September,

the pseudo actual ice area in each year is reduced
to 0.2 to 0.4 x 106 square kilometers, which falls

between 25 and 50 percent of its maximum winter

value (Figure 4-72b).

Because the Greenland Sea ice pack, like that of

the Arctic Ocean, is made up of mixtures of ice

types, the same ambiguity between ice type and con-

centration exists when analyzing the ESMR data.

During NORSEX, observations of ice type within

the ice pack in Fram Strait and its surroundings dur-

ing 1978 and 1979 show the pack to have been about

50 percent multiyear ice (NORSEX Group, 1983).

The rapid divergence of the ice after passage through
Fram Strait enhances the production of new ice to

the south under freezing weather conditions, result-

ing in a relatively high fraction of first-year ice. No

in-situ ice type measurements are available for the

ESMR time frame; thus, an exact interpretation can-

not be given. In the 4-year-average mean monthly

ice concentration maps for January and February

(Figure 4-3), the ice pack closest to the Greenland
coast is seen to have concentrations somewhere in

the 84- to 100-percent range, depending on the frac-

tion of multiyear ice. Assuming that this part of the

pack is actually compact ice, the ice concentration

nomogram provides a maximum multiyear ice frac-

tion, FMy, of about 75 percent. The large monthly-
average projections eastward in 1973 and 1975 have
ice concentrations ranging from 30 to 60 percent,

whereas in 1974 and 1976, when there are no such

projections, the pack has higher average ice concen-

trations (Figures 4-18 and 4-19).

The association of reduced ice concentrations with

the large ice projection eastward toward Svalbard

is confirmed in the plots of Figures 4-72a and 4-72c.

For instance, the amount of pseudo open water

within the Greenland Sea ice pack correlates posi-

tively with the total extent of the ice for February
of each year, with 1973 having the greatest amount

of open water, 1975 having the next greatest amount,
then 1976, and finally 1974 with the least amount.
This correlation results because the most extensive

projection of ice has the most open water and the

greatest area of reduced ice concentrations.

Another large zone of reduced ice concentrations,

or a polynya, regularly occurs off the northeast coast

of Greenland in June, July, and August (Figures 4-23

through 4-25). This polynya appears to be created

by the combined action of oceanic upwelling and

drainage winds flowing downslope from Greenland.
Three-day-average data for all 4 years show its evolu-

tion, which progresses uniformly each year. During

June and July 1984, aircraft flights over the region

confirmed that the polynya existed throughout the

summer.

4.8 KARA AND BARENTS SEAS

The Kara and Barents Seas, located north of Scan-

dinavia and the western Soviet Union and separated

by the elongated island Novaya Zemlya (Figures 4-73

through 4-76), provide an interesting contrast, as

these two seas in such close proximity have markedly

different ice covers. The Kara Sea is more typical

for its high northern latitude, with a fairly solid ice

cover for much of the year. The Barents Sea, by con-

trast, is significantly influenced by the warm waters

of the Norwegian Current, resulting in predominant-

ly open water for the majority of the sea even in the
midst of winter.

Scandinavian and Russian sailors, fishermen, and
sealers first crossed the Barents Sea and reached both

Svalbard and Novaya Zemlya in the 13th century.

The relatively open Barents Sea encouraged 16th cen-

tury explorers to seek a Northeast Passage to the

Orient by sailing eastward across the Barents Sea,

but the ice cover and freezing gales encountered by

the Englishman Steven Borough as he faced the Kara

Sea after traversing the Barents Sea and the strait

between Vaygach Island and Novaya Zemlya in 1556
discouraged further attempts until 1580, when un-

successful attempts were made by Arthur Pet and

Charles Jackman. In the 1590s, the Dutch explorer
Willem Barents sailed the sea that was later named

after him and reached Svalbard and northern
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later, on July 20, they arrived in the Bering Strait
and celebrated the completion of the Northeast Pas-

sage (Mirsky, 1948).

The typical yearly sea ice cycle in the mid-1970s

as revealed in Figures 4-3 through 4-8 shows the Kara

Sea to be largely ice free at the end of summer, ice

remaining only in its northern portion, especially im-

mediately to the south of Severnya Zemlya. With

the onset of fall growth, the ice edge moves south-
ward to about 74°N in October and to about 71 °N

in November. The only small surviving area of ice-

free waters in November is in the southwest portion

of the sea. By December the sea is fully covered by
ice of at least 60-percent concentration. The sea re-

mains covered with ice from January through June,

with the ice cover subsequently breaking up from

the south in a fairly steady northward progression
of the ice edge from June through September. The

monthly difference maps (Figure 4-9) show that the

Kara Sea experiences its heaviest ice growth from

September to November, then lesser growth from

November to January, after which the ice cover re-

mains relatively constant until its major decay occurs

in the 3 months from May to August.

Novaya Zemlya. He was blocked by ice when trying

to enter the Kara Sea, as were other Dutch explorers

who were seeking a passage further to the south.

Barents continued to explore north of Novaya

Zemlya, but became stuck in the ice in August 1596

after rounding the northern tip of the island and died
in June 1597 on the return trip (Mirsky, 1948). These

several failed efforts in the 1590s essentially elimi-
nated hopes for a Northeast Passage and led to in-

tensified efforts at a Northwest Passage, contributing

to the explorations mentioned in Sections 4.5 and

4.6 on Hudson Bay and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait and

to the explorations mentioned in Section 4.9 on the

Canadian Archipelago.

The Kara Sea was first penetrated by ship in 1869

by Johannessen and was mapped by Fridtjof Nansen

in 1893 during the initial portion of the 3-year voyage

and drift of the Fram across the Arctic Ocean (Fair-
bridge, 1966). Nils Adolf Erik, Baron Nordenskiold,

led the first successful accomplishment of a North-

east Passage in 1878 and 1879, leaving Tromso, Nor-
way, on July 18, 1878, and arriving in the Chukchi

Sea to within 120 miles of the goal of the Pacific

Ocean by September 28. At that time the expedition

became ice bound until July 18, 1879. Two days

The Barents Sea is largely blocked from receiving
ice from the Kara Sea by Novaya Zemlya and from

the central Arctic Ocean by the several islands along

its northern boundary, and is kept relatively warm
by the inflow of waters from the southwest. This

combination of warm waters from the Norwegian

Current and the geographical boundaries restricting
ice transport from the east and north combine to

keep the Barents Sea relatively free of ice for much

of the year. In September, at the end of summer,

the only ice remaining in the sea is a very small

amount southeast of Franz Josef Land. The ice edge
slowly moves south to about 78 °N in October and
to about 77 °N in November and December. It re-

mains at roughly this location--far north of the ice

edge in other regions--through the winter and early

spring, until ice edge retreat begins in June, with the

northern edge reaching the northern boundary of

the sea, at Franz Josef Land, in August (Figures 4-3

through 4-8). The failure of the northern ice edge

to advance further south is again largely a result of
the warm Norwegian Current, which derives from

the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Current.

In winter and spring, ice also exists along the

eastern and southern boundaries of the Barents Sea,
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formingalongthecoastsof Novaya Zemlya and the

Soviet Union. The ice along the southern boundary

disappears almost entirely by May, and the ice along

the eastern boundary disappears by July (Figures 4-3
through 4-8). The monthly difference maps show

very clearly the growth of the coastal ice in the

southeastern portion of the sea from November

through February and its decay from February

through June (Figure 4-9). The February maximum

ice coverage in the southeast considerably precedes

the maximum coverage in the northern portion of

the sea, where some growth is apparent even as late

as from April to May. This northern portion, how-

ever, does have a retreat episode from January to

February, interrupting its general growth season

from September through April (Figure 4-9).
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Overall,the seaicecoverof the combinedKara
andBarentsSeasshowsagrowthfromaniceextent
of about0.4 x 10 6 square kilometers in September

to about 1.6 x 106 square kilometers in February,

March, and April (Figure 4-11).

As with the other seven regions identified for re-

gional analysis (Figure 4-2), the data for the Kara

and Barents Seas for the individual years reveal pat-

terns similar to the patterns for the 4-year-average

data but with many interannual differences apparent

in the details (Figures 4-18 through 4-29). For in-
stance, the January ice concentration in the Kara Sea

is least in 1973, and the northern ice edge in the
Barents Sea in February shows a prominent inden-
tation into the ice cover in 1975 at about 55 °E which
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doesnot appearin theother3years.TheApril and
May imagesshowsignificantlymoreicealongthe
westcoastof NovayaZemlyain 1974thanin 1975
or 1976,andthetwoAugustimagesshowfar more
ice remainingin thenortheasternBarentsSeaand
northernKaraSeain 1974than in 1976.Thefull
complementof four monthlyaveragedSeptember
imagesconfirm that theearlier2 years(1973and
1974)hadnoticeablymoreicein theKaraSeathan
thelater2years.However,thefall icegrowthinOc-
tobershows1975aloneastheanomalousyear,with
the1976growthalmostasgreat,althoughwith lesser
iceconcentrations,asthat in 1973and 1974.

In 1974an interestingshift occursfrom a pat-
tern of ice growth in the southand eastof the
BarentsSeaanddecayin thenorthernBarentsSea,
occurringfrom Januaryto February,to a pattern
of growthin thenorth and decayalongthe south
andeast,occurringfrom Februaryto May (Figure
4-32).Thesameshift occursin 1976(Figure4-36),
althoughthesecondphaselastsonlyfrom February
to March. Perhapsthe unseasonableice edge
retreats,in thenorth from Januaryto Februaryand
in thesouthandeastfromFebruaryto March,were
causedbyastrongandshiftingNorwegianCurrent,
bringingunusuallywarmwatersto thenorthin late
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Januaryor earlyFebruaryandthento theeastand
south.

ForthecombinedKaraandBarentsSeas,thedata
for themidwintermonthsarefairly consistentover

the 4 years 1973 through 1976 in having a total ice
extent of about 1.6 × 106 square kilometers and a

pseudo actual ice coverage of about 1.3 × 10 6

square kilometers (Figure 4-74). However, the timing

of maximum ice extent varies considerably, with an
April maximum in 1975, but double maxima in 1974

and 1976, these occurring in February and April for

1974 and in January and March for 1976. As in the

case of the Bering Sea, probably part of the reason

for the inconstancy in the timing of maximum ice
extent derives from interannual variations in the at-

mospheric fields, but in this case there is probably

also considerable impact from the Arctic Ocean ice
cover to the north and from the ocean currents

advecting warm water from the southwest. From

Figure 4-75 it is clear that in each year the majority

of the ice-covered area in winter has pseudo sea ice

areas exceeding 85 percent.

The summer months show a stronger interannual
variation in the amount of ice in the Kara and

Barents Seas than do the winter months over the 4

ESMR years, with the August and September ice ex-

tents varying significantly from 1 year to another
(Figure 4-74). Over twice as much ice remains in

August and September in 1974 than in 1976, and in
September the remaining ice in 1975 is even less than

that remaining in 1976 (Figures 4-74 and 4-76a). A

similar situation occurs with the pseudo actual ice

coverage (Figure 4-76b). The pseudo mean ice con-

centrations consequently also show much less year-

to-year consistency in summer than in winter, when

the pseudo mean concentrations range from 75 to

90 percent (Figure 4-76d).

4.9 CANADIAN ARCHIPELAGO

The Canadian Archipelago is a vast labyrinth of
bays, straits, channels, sounds, islands, and penin-

sulas in northern Canada (Figure 4-77) throughout

which sea ice undergoes great variations in morphol-

ogy and dynamics. In the 19th century many ex-

plorers endeavored to find a passage through this

complex region, and in the attempt discovered most

of the islands and thoroughfares of the archipelago.

Many of the discoveries occurred during the expedi-

tions led by Edward Parry in 1819-1820, 1821-1823,

and 1824-1825, the expedition led by John Ross and

James Clark Ross in 1829-1833, during which James

Clark Ross located the magnetic North Pole, the ex-

pedition led by Sir John Franklin in 1845 to 1847,

and the many expeditions sent over the subsequent

30 years to search for the Franklin expedition, which

had disappeared in 1847 (Mirsky, 1948). Although

failing to find the lost expedition or remains thereof,

these latter expeditions succeeded in mapping much

of the central archipelago not already mapped during

the earlier expeditions, and thereby opened the way
for future endeavors. It was not until the 20th cen-

tury that Roald Amundsen made the first transit of

the Northwest Passage in 1903-1906, a transit during

which Amundsen learned the art of dogsledding

from the Eskimos, making possible his successful

dash to the South Pole 5 years later.

Satellite remote sensing using visible, infrared, and

passive microwave sensors has greatly increased the

knowledge of the complex sea ice dynamics and mor-

phology of the archipelago. Ramseier et al. (1975)

analyzed Landsat imagery for the period March to
November 1973, and thereby obtained information

on ice drift velocities, ice concentration, floe size

distribution, fast ice and ice melt patterns, and dates

of breakup and freezeup. Although they found the

ice motion to be complex, they were able to delineate

some general patterns, similar to those observed in

previous years from aircraft and ships, such as the

advection of ice southward through the passages be-

tween the northern islands of the archipelago into
Viscount Melville Sound, eastward out of Lancaster

Sound into Baffin Bay, and westward out of

Amundsen Gulf into the Beaufort Sea. They ob-

served ice velocities as great as 58 kilometers per day
in Lady Ann Strait, while values of 20 to 30 kilome-

ters per day were found common in Amundsen Gulf.

Dey (1981a) analyzed NOAA infrared imagery for
information on winter sea ice dynamics within the

archipelago between 1974 and 1978 and included in
his results calculated ice fluxes and velocities for two

of the winters observed by ESMR, namely the win-

ters of 1974-1975 and 1975-1976. Dey et al. (1979)

used a combination of Landsat and NOAA imagery

to map sea ice breakup and freezeup patterns in the

archipelago for the July to November period in 1975

through 1977. McQuillan and Clough (1973) ex-
amined the economic aspects of the use of satellite
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sea ice observations for aiding ship routing through

the Canadian Arctic, and they convincingly showed

the possibility of substantial economic benefits.

Studies by Dey (1981b, 1981c) and Marko (1977,

1978) further showed how satellite sea ice observa-

tions can be used as an aid for ship routing in the

archipelago on a year-round basis.

Each of the studies mentioned in the previous

paragraph used satellite visible and infrared imagery

with resolutions in the 1- to 3-kilometer range. The

ESMR imagery has a much coarser resolution (ap-

proximately 30 kilometers) but provides an addi-

tional contribution to our knowledge of the behavior

of sea ice within the archipelago because of the com-

pleteness of the ESMR data set, with an image of

the entire region for most 3-day periods from 1973

through 1976, and because of the ESMR data being

unaffected by poor weather or lighting conditions

that can cause visible or infrared imagery to be

unusable. Fortunately, several of the studies previ-

ously mentioned analyzed data acquired during the

ESMR period, and those analyses have helped in the

following interpretation of the ESMR data.

Averaged over the period 1973 through 1976,

freezeup in the archipelago begins in October (Figure

4-11), when all the central and northern channels and

sounds become fully ice covered but most of the

southern ones have considerable amounts of open

water--Amundsen Gulf has an ice concentration of

34 to 44 percent, depending on multiyear fraction,
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Coronation Gulf has 16 to 20 percent, Queen Maud
Gulf has 50 to 64 percent, and Foxe Basin to the

southeast is mostly ice free. Of all the southern

waterways only the Gulf of Boothia is fully ice

covered at this time (Figure 4-7).

In November all the waterways of the archipelago

are fully ice covered (Figure 4-8), although the ice

cover morphology varies greatly from place to place.

In some areas vast amounts of fast ice form, while

in others, the ice moves throughout the winter. Both

multiyear ice and first-year ice are abundant, and

new ice forms within the archipelago during fall and,

in areas where ice divergence occurs, also during

winter. One such area of ice divergence, according

to analyses by Dey (1981a), is Lancaster Sound. Bar-

row Strait normally dams up by December, and cur-
rents and winds advect ice eastward out of Lancaster

Sound into northern Baffin Bay. The new ice that

is formed is continually advected into northern Baf-

fin Bay until Lancaster Sound becomes covered with

landfast ice, usually in April. Multiyear ice is

advected from the Arctic Ocean into and through

the archipelago in significant amounts and some is
formed there. First-year ice forms in all areas not

occupied by multiyear ice. Dunbar (1973) and Dey
(1981a) have made estimates of the amount of ice

that is advected through the archipelago. Dunbar
estimates the total annual export of ice through the

archipelago into northern Baffin Bay as 225 cubic

kilometers per year, and Dey estimates a 4-year

average for 1974 through 1978 as 201 cubic kilome-

ters per year.

In the midwinter months of January and February

the ESMR images (Figure 4-3) suggest that on aver-

age all the waterways of the archipelago are covered

with a mixture of multiyear and first-year ice. As-

suming that these waterways are fully ice covered,

the ESMR images and associated nomogram can be

used to obtain the respective fractions of first-year

ice and multiyear ice. The southern waterways of

Amundsen Gulf, Coronation Gulf, and Queen Maud
Gulf have the greatest amounts of first-year ice, with

multiyear ice fractions ranging from 0 to 20 percent.

The central archipelago waterway of Parry Channel,
composed of M'Clure Strait, Viscount Melville

Sound, Barrow Strait, and Lancaster Sound, has

greater amounts of multiyear ice, with multiyear ice
fractions ranging from 20 percent in the east to 50

percent in the west. The northern waterways, such

as Sverdrup Channel, have the greatest amounts of

multiyear ice, with multiyear ice fractions ranging
predominantly from 60 to 90 percent.

By April the ESMR images reflect the onset of

the warming of the surface layer of the ice, with

brightness temperatures ranging from 240 to 250 K

appearing in all the southern waterways (Figure

3-28). As discussed in Chapter 3, this warming causes

the surface layer to become the dominant determi-

nant of the brightness temperature, and the multi-

year ice/first-year ice distinction vanishes until

freezeup occurs in the fall. By May the surface

warming zone has progressed northward to Parry

Channel, and by June essentially all of the ice in the

archipelago has undergone surface warming. As melt

ponds form and open water appears, the brightness

temperatures and ice concentrations decrease (Fig-

ures 3-29 and 4-5).

The time of ice breakup averaged over the ESMR

timespan varies greatly within the archipelago. By
July the breakup is apparent in the southern water-

ways of Amundsen Gulf, Coronation Gulf, and

Queen Maud Gulf, and in the eastern sector of Parry

Channel, namely in Barrow Strait and Lancaster

Sound (Figure 4-6). By August the breakup has pro-

ceeded into the Gulf of Boothia, Prince Regent Inlet,

Viscount Melville Sound, Jones Sound, Fram

Sound, and Wellington Channel (Figure 4-6), and

by September the breakup has reached its maximum

extent (Figure 4-7). Dey et al. (1979) mapped the
breakup patterns for 1975 and 1976 using NOAA

and Landsat imagery, and their breakup patterns for

these years closely match the corresponding ESMR

patterns.

The previous discussion indicates the average be-

havior of sea ice within the archipelago during the

ESMR period. Observations over the last 80 years

have shown that great interannual variations occur,

and the ice concentration maps of Figures 4-18

through 4-29 and the plots of Figures 4-78 through

4-80 identify many of these interannual differences
for the ESMR time period.

The ice concentration maps for October (Figure

4-27) reveal dramatic differences in freezeup pat-
terns. In 1973 all of the southern waterways are

essentially ice free, including Coronation Gulf,
Amundsen Gulf, Queen Maud Gulf, Victoria Strait,
and the southern end of M'Clintock Channel. The

northern end of M'Clintock Channel, the Gulf of
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Boothia, Prince RegentInlet, LancasterSound,
JonesSound,BarrowStrait,andtheeasternendof
Viscount Melville Sound have ice in low concentra-

tions. In 1974, with the exception of Lancaster

Sound, all of these waterways are ice covered. In

October 1975, Amundsen Gulf, Coronation Gulf,

and Queen Maud Gulf are ice free, while Lancaster
Sound and Jones Sound are mostly ice covered. In

1976, Amundsen Gulf and Coronation Gulf are ice

free, but Queen Maud Gulf as well as Lancaster

Sound and Jones Sound are mostly ice covered.

Thus, 1973 is an exceptional freezeup year, having

a late freezeup with abnormal amounts of open

water occurring throughout the archipelago. This

finding is corroborated in Ramseier et al. (1974),

who find from analysis of Landsat images that 1973
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had an extremely ice-free fall season. Indeed, they

note that in some areas it was almost unprecedented

and was comparable to the most ice-flee year (1962)

that has been documented since AES (Atmospheric
Environment Service) Ice Central has maintained

records on this phenomenon. The ESMR data show

1974 as an exceptional year in the opposite direction,

with a very early freezeup. The situation in 1975 and

1976 more closely approximates the normal freezeup

year. The low ice concentrations in Lancaster Sound,

Jones Sound, Smith Sound, and the Gulf of Boothia

in October 1976 were also found by Dey (1981a),
using imagery from the NOAA Thermal Infrared

Radiometer (NOAA-TIR).

By November, the archipelago has become almost

completely ice covered, a situation which remains

through April, as shown in the seasonal cycles of
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iceextents(Figure 4-78). Spatially, all the waterways

are ice covered in each year during the midwinter

period (Figures 4-18 and 4-19). These contain mix-
tures of multiyear and first-year ice, with none of

the waterways being covered exclusively with one ice

type. New ice is produced in some locations, such

as Lancaster Sound, until April, but because the

brightness temperature of new ice is approximately
that of first-year ice, and because the waterways in

this region at this time of year are essentially fully

ice covered, the ice concentration images in conjunc-

tion with the nomogram can be used to determine

the first-year and multiyear ice fractions. In each of

the 4 ESMR years, the ice covers of the southern

waterways of Amundsen Gulf, Coronation Gulf,

Queen Maud Gulf, and Victoria Strait are predomi-

nantly first-year ice, with multiyear ice fractions
largely under 20 percent.

The central archipelago waterway of Parry Chan-
nel has a varying winter ice cover from year to year

(Figures 4-18 and 4-19). In 1973 western Parry Chan-

nel, namely M'Clure Strait and Viscount Melville

Sound, has approximately equal amounts of multi-

year and first-year ice, as does Lancaster Sound and

M'Clintock Channel. In 1974 the entire Parry Chan-

nel is covered with predominantly first-year ice, with

multiyear ice fractions ranging from 0 to 30 percent.
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In 1975M'Clure Straithasabout80percentmulti-
yearice,whileeasternParryChannelhasmorefirst-
year ice. In 1976Parry Channelhasan ice-type
distributionsimilarto the4-year-averageone,with
multiyearicefractionsvaryingfromabout20percent
in theeastto about50percentin thewest.It is in-
structiveto notethat the winter with thegreatest
amountof first-yearicein ParryChannel,1974,fol-
lowsthefall, 1973,with themostopenwatergoing
into freezeup,lendingsupportto theiceconcentra-
tion algorithmandtheinterpretationof thenomo-
gram,asthelower thannormalamountsof multi-
yeariceat freezeupin 1973arereflectedin thewinter
icecoverageof 1974.In thenorthernarchipelago
also,thewintermultiyearicefractionsarelowerin
1974than in the other3 years(Figures4-18and
4-19).

ByApril thebrightnesstemperatures(Figure3-18)
clearlyshowtheonsetof surfacewarming.In each
of the3yearswithavailableESMRdata(April 1973

"ismissing),thesurfacewarmingbeginsin thesouth-
ernarchipelagowaterways.In 1975thewarminghas
progressedfarthernorththanin 1974and1976,with
M'Clintock ChannelandtheGulf of Boothiacov-
ered.By May_(Figure3-19)thewarmingfront has
progressedto thenorth ineachof the3yearsto in-
cludeParryChannel.ByJune(Figure3-20)thesur-
facewarminghascoveredtheentirearchipelagoin
1974and1976.TheESMRdatashowastrongsimi-
larity in thepatternof surfacewarmingfor the 4
years,alwaysbeginningin April in the southern
waterwaysandproceedingnorthwardin a roughly
linearprogression.Theseresultsarevisiblein part
in the iceconcentrationmapsaswell (Figures4-21
through4-23).

TheJulymaps(Figure4-24)showthatthebreak-
upin 1973,1974,and1976hascommencedin each

yearin thesouthernwaterwaysof AmundsenGulf,
CoronationGulf, andQueenMaudGulf andin the
easternwaterwaysof LancasterSoundandJones
Sound.TheAmundsenGulfshowsthesharpestcon-
trastamongthe3years,with a largeregionof open
waterin 1973,a muchlesserregionof openwater
in 1976,andverylittle openwaterin 1974.Of the
twoAugustmaps(Figure4-25),1974showsamore
advancedmeltingandbreakupthan1976inM'Clin-
tock Channel but a lessadvancedbreakup in
AmundsenGulf. Theprogressionof thebreakupin
bothyearsproceedsbasicallynorthwardfrom the
southernwaterwaysandwestwardfrom theeastern
waterways.

TheSeptembermaps(Figure4-26)showthemaxi-
mumbreakupin termsof total seaiceextent(Figure
4-78).Theyearwhichhasthelargestbreakupin the
archipelago(i.e., themostopenwaterandiceof re-
ducedconcentration)is1973(Figure4-80).Notonly
is thisyearthemostopenof the4ESMRyears,but,
asmentionedearlierfor theOctoberconditions,it
hasthemostextensivebreakupsincethemostice-
freeyeareverrecorded,1962(Ramseieretal., 1974).
All themajorwaterwaysof thesouthernandeastern
archipelagoareopen.ViscountMelvilleSoundisal-
mosticefree,andtheicepresenthaslowconcentra-
tions.Indeed,in September1973theParryChannel
couldeasilyhavebeentraversedby an icebreaker
or ice-strengthenedship, providing a Northwest
Passage.Thenorthernarchipelagoalsohasmany
smallice-freeareasin 1973.

TheESMRSeptemberdataalsoshowadditional
interannualdifferences,suchasthe significantly
lowericeconcentrationsin M'Clure StraitandVis-
countMelvilleSoundin 1975thanin 1974and1976.
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5

THE ARCTIC SEA ICE COVER AS A WHOLE

AND INTERREGIONAL COMPARISONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The monthly averaged sea ice concentrations
mapped in Chapter 4 and described there on a
region-by-region basis are further examined in this
chapter from the perspective of the sea ice cover as
a whole, including various interregional connections.
As detailed in Section 4.1, over the 4-year period
of the Nimbus 5 ESMR data set, 1973 through 1976,
the Northern Hemisphere sea ice cover represented
by the eight regions of Figure 4-2 experienced an
average yearly cycle ranging from a minimum sea
ice extent of 7.8 x 10 6 square kilometers in
September to a maximum sea ice extent of 14.8 x
10 6 square kilometers in March. Many interannual
differences in the regional ice covers are noted, and
some explained, in Sections 4.2 through 4.9. In this
chapter, several of the common features that are
mentioned in Chapter 4 for individual regions, both
regarding the ice cover itself and regarding the ap-
parent oceanographic and atmospheric influences,
will be tied together more closely.

5.2 OCEANOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES

For several of the regions discussed in Chapter 4,
oceanographic influences were seen to be primary
determinants of the ice edge position. Warm currents
from the south either prevent or delay ice formation
at relatively high latitudes, and cold currents from
the north at times transport ice and cold water far
southward of the location of the original ice forma-
tion. Figure 5-1 summarizes some of these influences
by identifying major currents from Figure 2-3 along
with the monthly average ice distributions from the
maps of 4-year-averaged monthly ice concentrations
in Figures 4-3 through 4-8.

Among the important oceanographic influences

suggested by Figure 5-1, the warm West Greenland

Current maintains an asymmetric ice pattern in the

Baffin Bay/Davis Strait region throughout the win-

ter, with ice extending considerably farther south in

the west than in the east of the bay and strait, and
prevents ice formation along the southwestern coast

of Greenland throughout the year. The warm West

Kamchatka Current and associated Okhotsk Gyre

have a similar impact on the ice cover of the Sea of

Okhotsk, resulting in a highly asymmetric pattern,

with most of the winter ice predominantly along the
west and north coasts of the sea. The Norwegian

Current, the other major warm current influencing

the Northern Hemisphere sea ice cover, is the stron-

gest of these three north-flowing currents and the

one with the most pronounced effects. This current

extends along the coast of Norway from the Gulf
Stream and North Atlantic Current to the southwest

(Figure 2-3), and the heat it transports northward

maintains the region north of Scandinavia free of

ice throughout the year in spite of the very high

latitudes involved (70 o to 75 °N).

By contrast, the cold Transpolar Drift Stream and

East Greenland Current together transport ice far
to the south along the east coast of Greenland, so

that in winter the ice reaches the southern tip of
Greenland, at 60 °N, and even at the minimum sum-
mer extent the ice reaches southward to 72°N.

Similarly, the cold Labrador Current contributes to

maintaining a wintertime sea ice cover along the east
coast of Canada far south of the latitude of the ice

edge in the rest of the North Atlantic (Figure 5-1a).

Results from several numerical models help confirm

the impact of these various ocean currents on the

ice edge position. For example, Parkinson and

Washington (1979) and Hibler (1979) show that
omission of the currents in the model formulations

leads to a much more latitudinally uniform ice edge

positioning in the North Atlantic than occurs in real-

ity, and Hibler and Bryan (1984) obtain a much im-

proved simulated ice edge positioning after including

fairly realistic ocean currents.
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Figure 5-1 b. Monthly sea ice distributions, indicated in white for ice concentrations equal to or greater than 15 
percent, and major ocean currents influencing the ice edge position, July through December. The sea ice distribu- 
tions are determined from the 4-year-average monthly maps of Figures 4-3 through 4-8. 
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Another oceanographic impact mentioned in

Chapter 4 for the ice covers in several of the indi-

vidual regions is that of the ocean bathymetry (Fig-
ure 2-2). In the Sea of Okhotsk, as the winter ice

grows, the Tinro and Derugin Basins are not covered
by ice until late in the season, and in the Bering Sea

the outer edge of the continental shelf appears to

serve as a boundary beyond which the ice does not
advance. In these two seas the relatively warm

Pacific Ocean water is the major input to the deep-

water basins, whereas the continental shelf regions

are influenced to a greater extent by cold river in-

flows and, in the case of the Bering Sea, by flow

from the Arctic Ocean through the Bering Strait. As

a result, in the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea,

the ice is preferentially located over the continental
shelves.

Bathymetric controls also appear significant in the
Greenland Sea and the central Arctic Ocean. Along

the coast of Greenland, as in the Sea of Okhotsk

and the Bering Sea, ice is preferentially found in the

continental shelf region, whereas in the Arctic Ocean
the situation is the reverse. In the Arctic Ocean, as

the ice melts in summer its coastal retreat is largest

along the coasts with wide continental shelves (com-

pare Figures 2-2 and 4-26), in part because of water
runoff from the south.

Although, as just indicated, such oceanographic
factors as currents and ocean bathymetry exert major

controls on the basic seasonal cycle of sea ice distri-

butions, the factors having the greatest impact on
interannual variations in sea ice distributions are

probably atmospheric factors rather than oceano-

graphic factors. Interannual variations in ocean cur-
rents influence the ice distributions, but the interan-

nual variations in the atmospheric pressure, wind,

and temperature fields seem to be much more pro-
nounced than those in the oceans and hence tend

to have the greater impact in creating interannual
contrasts in the ice.

5.3 ATMOSPHERIC INFLUENCES AND

OUT-OF-PHASE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE
SEA ICE COVER

Interannual fluctuations of the ice extent about

its mean position, for any given month, are probably
determined largely by interannual differences in the

regional and hemispheric atmospheric circulation

patterns. Associations between the extent of the Arc-

tic sea ice cover and atmospheric variables have been

the subject of numerous investigations which have

identified major interactions and provided many il-
lustrative examples (e.g., Crane, 1978; van Loon and

Rogers, 1978; Rogers and van Loon, 1979; Walsh
and Johnson, 1979a, 1979b; Campbell et al., 1981;

Walsh and Sater, 1981; Crane et al., 1982).

The ESMR monthly mean sea ice distributions

from Figure 5-1 are repeated in Figure 5-2 together

with the surface air temperature freezing contour ob-

tained from the monthly climatological data set

used for Figure 2-6. From shortly after the time of
minimum sea ice extent in September to the time of

maximum sea ice extent in March, the growth of the

ice cover lags the southward movement of the freez-

ing line. Then as the ice decay season begins, the
ice retreats more slowly than the poleward movement

of the temperature contours, with the result that by

May, the freezing line has overtaken the retreating

ice cover in its northward movement everywhere ex-

cept in the northern Greenland and Barents Seas

(Figure 5-2a). The lag in the sea ice response to the

freezing line, during both the growth season and the

decay season, results from the greater thermal iner-
tia of the oceans and ice over that of the atmosphere.

A well-known phenomenon influenced by air/sea/
ice interactions is the so-called "seesaw" effect be-

tween the air temperatures of Greenland and north-

ern Europe, whereby colder than normal winters in
Greenland are associated with warmer than normal

winters in northern Europe and vice versa. This ef-
fect was noted as early as 1765 by Crantz, and more

recently has been the subject of extensive investiga-

tions by van Loon and Rogers (1978), Rogers and

van Loon (1979), and Meehl and van Loon (1979).
Within their broader-based study, Rogers and van

Loon (1979) show that following an anomalously

cold winter in the Greenland region, the Greenland

ice conditions remain severe through the following

August, while the Baltic Sea has lighter than normal

ice conditions during winter and spring. Seesaw

variations observed in the strength of the Aleutian

and Icelandic Lows during the winter months extend

this type of relationship across the Northern

Hemisphere.

The 4 years of ESMR data are insufficient to es-
tablish whether similar seesaw relationships exist on

a long-term basis for the sea ice covers in the various

regions, but several out-of-phase relationships are
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apparent.Forexample,theseaice extents and actual
ice areas of the Sea of Okhotsk and the Kara and

Barents Seas show an out-of-phase behavior, partic-
ularly for January and February (Figures 4-53a and

4-53b versus Figures 4-76a and 4-76b). Comparison
with the corresponding data for the Greenland Sea

(Figures 4-72a and 4-72b) shows the Greenland Sea

to be in phase with the Sea of Okhotsk and out of

phase with the Kara and Barents Seas. Interestingly,
both the Sea of Okhotsk and the Greenland Sea have

their most extensive ice covers of the ESMR period

in February 1973 (there are no March 1973 ESMR

data), even though in general February is not the

month of maximum ice coverage in either of the two
seas.

Other interesting out-of-phase relationships be-

tween regional sea ice covers are occasionally ob-

served in the Bering and Okhotsk Seas. For example,

in 1976 from March to April, the Bering Sea experi-

enced an increase in sea ice extent, actual ice area,

and mean ice concentration, whereas the Sea of

Okhotsk experienced a decrease in each of these

variables (Figures 4-53a, 4-53b, and 4-53d versus

Figures 4-57a, 4-57b, and 4-57d). This out-of-phase

behavior of the two seas, separated from each other

by the narrow but influential Kamchatka Peninsula,

is also observable in the color images of monthly

mean ice concentrations (Figures 4-20, 4-21, and
especially 4-36). The out-of-phase variations have

been noted in an analysis of selected daily ESMR

ice concentration maps for the two regions (Camp-

bell et al., 1981) and have been studied more

thoroughly by Cavalieri and Parkinson (1986). The
latter have shown an association between the out-

of-phase fluctuations in sea ice extent and large-scale

atmospheric circulation patterns.

The observed sea ice decrease from March to April

in the Sea of Okhotsk in 1976 marks the beginning

of the seasonal sea ice decay period, as it also does

in 1974 and 1975. By contrast, the Bering Sea shows

more variability, with the ice growth period extend-

ing to April in 1974 and 1976, but only to March

in 1975 (Figure 4-55). The greater variability in the

Bering Sea, and also in Baffin Bay/Davis Strait, the
Greenland Sea, and the Kara and Barents Seas (Fig-

ures 4-64, 4-70, and 4-74), reflects the greater suscep-

tibility to the passage of atmospheric high and low

pressure systems. In a study of 25 years of sea ice
data, Walsh and Johnson (1979a) also find a high

interannual variability in these same seas and much

lower variability at intervening longitudes, suggesting
that in this regard the 4 years of ESMR data are not
anomalous.

5.4 OVERALL SEA ICE TRENDS AND

INTERREGIONAL COMPARISONS

The ice extent and pseudo actual ice area for the

Northern Hemisphere show an approximately sym-

metrical growth and decay cycle, with maximum

values in March and minimum values in September,

the two equinox months (Figure 5-3). Most of the

ice growth occurs over the 4 months September

through January, and most of the ice decay occurs

over the 4 months April through August, so that the
duration of near maximum ice cover is about twice

as long as near minimum ice cover, the former last-

ing from January through April and the latter only

during August and September. Thus, much of the

seasonal sea ice region has an ice cover for most of
the year.

As with the sum of the eight regions (Figure 5-3),

in each of the individual regions the time series of
pseudo actual ice cover are similar to those of ice

extent (Figures 5-4 and 5-5), although with more in-

terannual variability in the individual regions than
in the total. The Arctic Ocean and Canadian Archi-

pelago both experience very long winters, lasting 8

months with maximum possible ice extent. Hudson

Bay has maximum ice coverage for 6 months, where-

as in the other five regions the ice never fully covers

the region, leading to more variability in the winter
ice distributions. Still, in both the Greenland Sea and

the Kara and Barents Seas, as in Hudson Bay, the
heavy winter ice cover lasts for 6 months. In the Sea

of Okhotsk, the Bering Sea, and Baffin Bay/Davis

Strait, the winter is shorter and has more pronounced

ice extent peaks. The Sea of Okhotsk is basically free

of ice for about 6 months each year and the Bering

Sea for about 5 months (Figures 5-4 and 5-5).

The onset of significant seasonal ice growth occurs

in early October in the Arctic Ocean, the Kara and

Barents Seas, and the Canadian Archipelago, slightly

later in the Greenland Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin

Bay/Davis Strait, later still in the Bering Sea, and

even later in the Sea of Okhotsk, where very little

ice growth occurs before December. In most cases,

the onset of ice growth in a region with little or no

late-summer ice depends on the proximity to the

summer ice edge to the north and on the general
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Figure 5-2a. Monthly sea ice distributions, as in Figure 5-1 a, and the 271.2 K freezing isotherm from climatological 
surface air temperatures, January through June. 
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Figure 5-2b. Monthly sea ice distributions, as in Figure 5-1 b, and the 271.2 K freezing isotherm from climatological 
surface air temperatures, July through December. 
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in Figure 4-2.

cooling patterns in the Northern Hemisphere. Thus,

for example, ice growth occurs earlier in the Barents

Sea than in the Bering Sea, because the former is

adjacent to the summer Arctic ice edge where ice ad-

vance occurs very early in fall. The decay progression

is approximately reversed from the growth progres-

sion, with significant ice breakup and melt initiated

in early April in the Sea of Okhotsk and as late as

July in the Arctic Ocean basin. Despite the differ-

ences in the duration of the ice cover from one region

to another, a near symmetry in the overall growth

and decay cycle exists for the Northern Hemisphere

ice cover as a whole, as mentioned earlier (Figure
5-3). This contrasts with the situation observed in

the Antarctic, where the growth period is consider-

ably longer than the decay period (Cavalieri and

Parkinson, 1981; Zwally et al., 1983a; Comiso and

Zwally, 1984).

The overall seasonal cycle of pseudo open water

area within the ice pack shows an approximately

Gaussian distribution peaking in midsummer (Figure

5-3). However, for the individual regions, an approx-

imate Gaussian distribution for the open water or
pseudo open water area occurs only in the Arctic

Ocean and the Canadian Archipelago, in both of
which substantial amounts of ice survive the sum-

mer. In Hudson Bay, Baffin Bay/Davis Strait, and

the Kara and Barents Seas, the open water curves

contain two peaks, one during spring and the other

during fall (Figures 5-4 and 5-5). This reflects the

near total ice cover in winter in these regions and,
in the former two cases, the near total disappearance

of the ice during summer. By contrast, the Sea of

Okhotsk and the Bering Sea have as much open

water within the ice pack in winter as in spring and

fall and hence do not exhibit double peaks. The open
water distributions in these two seas also partly re-

flect rapid ice retreat in spring, rapid advance in fall,

and the near total disappearance of the ice in sum-

mer. The open water distribution in the Greenland
Sea is fairly level throughout the year, with a slight

decrease in late summer/early fall.

The open water amounts derive from leads and

polynyas within the ice pack. On a monthly average

basis, during the winter the leads and polynyas in
the Arctic are all smaller than the 30-kilometer

ESMR resolution, in contrast to the occasional Wed-

dell polynya in the Antarctic, which can cover

200,000 square kilometers (Antarctic Sea Ice,
1973-1976). Furthermore, in the Antarctic,

numerous coastal polynyas are observed during win-
ter, and many of these are at least partially driven

by katabatic winds from the ice sheet (Zwally et al.,

1983a; Bromwich and Kurtz, 1984; Zwally et al.,

1985; Cavalieri and Martin, 1985). In the Arctic, the

most intensely studied analogous feature is the North

Water polynya in northern Baffin Bay (Dunbar,

1969; Dunbar and Dunbar, 1972; Crawford and

Parkinson, 1981; Steffen, 1985). Located at (77 °N,

73 °W), this polynya exhibits, on a monthly average

basis, ice concentrations of about 90 percent in

January through April (Figures 4-18 through 4-21).

ESMR 3-day-averaged data reveal recurrent open-

ings of the polynya during winter (Crawford and

Parkinson, 1981). Smaller scale polynyas such as the

occasional polynya south of St. Lawrence Island in
the Bering Sea (Martin and Kauffman, 1981) are

generally not visible in the wintertime monthly

average maps, but resolvable polynyas are visible in
the Bering Sea and numerous other locations during

the spring breakup. Of interest is the channel-like

opening in the Laptev Sea, which becomes apparent
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Figure 5-4. Interannual variations of the yearly cycles of sea ice extent (ice concentrations equal to or greater than 15 per-

cent), pseudo actual ice area, and pseudo open water area within the ice pack for the following regions: Arctic Ocean,

Kara and Barents Seas, Canadian Archipelago, and Greenland Sea.
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usually in May and has considerable interannual

variability in its size and shape by June and July

(Figures 4-22 through 4-24). Within the central Arc-

tic Ocean, numerous small polynyas are a well-
known occurrence in summer and contribute to the
reduced concentrations derived from the ESMR. The

low-brightness-temperature regions discussed in Sec-

tion 3.4 may be indications of concentrated areas

of open polynyas or melt ponds, both of which

strongly influence the summer heat balance of the
Arctic (Fletcher, 1969; Maykut, 1978).

Based on and further summarizing the ice concen-

tration data of Chapter 4, Figure 5-6 presents maps

of the yearly average ice concentrations for each of

the 4 years 1973 through 1976, and Figure 5-7 pre-

sents a map of the average ice concentrations over

the entire 4 years. Although eliminating the impor-
tant seasonal cycle shown in the monthly averages

of Chapter 4, the images of Figures 5-6 and 5-7 have

value in showing the statistically averaged conditions

over the year, incorporating both the length of the
sea ice season and the mean ice concentration during

that season. For instance, Hudson Bay, which re-

mains covered with very highly concentrated first-

year ice for 7 months of the year and is nearly ice

free for 3 of the remaining 5 months, is shown in

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 to have, on average, an ice con-

centration between 48 and 64 percent. The lower

average concentrations (20 to 48 percent) in the Sea

of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea reflect the shorter
sea ice seasons in those two seas. The ice covers in

the Greenland Sea, the Kara Sea, the Canadian

Archipelago, and the central Arctic are more dif-

ficult to interpret because of the presence of

multiyear ice.

Year-to-year variations in ice cover in the different

regions are also apparent in Figure 5-6, both in re-

gard to individual features and in regard to overall

ice concentration levels. For instance, the prominent

ice tongue protruding from the Greenland Sea to-

ward the Norwegian Sea in 1973 between 71 ° and

76 °N is not visible in the yearly averaged maps for
the other 3 years. Such year-to-year variations are

highlighted in yearly difference maps (Figure 5-8),
indicating the overall growth and decay of the ice

cover from 1 year to the next, and in maps of the
differences between the ice concentrations in the in-

dividual years and the 4-year-averaged ice concen-

trations (Figure 5-9). The data of Figure 5-6 have

also been integrated regionally and in total to portray

the year-to-year differences in overall sea ice extents

(Figure 5-10).

From 1973 to 1974 the yearly average ice cover
decreases in the Sea of Okhotsk and the Greenland

Sea, while increasing somewhat in the Bering Sea,

Hudson Bay, and the Canadian Archipelago, and

exhibiting both areas of increase and areas of de-
crease in the Arctic Ocean, the Kara and Barents

Seas, and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait. In the Arctic

Ocean region, decreases in the ice cover are apparent
in the East Siberian Sea and the northern Chukchi

Sea, and increases are apparent in the Laptev and

Beaufort Seas (Figure 5-8). Overall there is a slight

decrease in the ice cover from 1973 to 1974 (Figure
5-10).

From 1974 to 1975, the ice covers of the Sea of

Okhotsk, the Bering Sea, and the Greenland Sea

have significant increases, the ice cover of the Kara

Sea has a significant decrease, and the ice cover of

the Barents Sea has a significant increase in the north

and a significant decrease in the east (Figure 5-8).

Lesser increases are apparent in Baffin Bay, as are

decreases in the Canadian Archipelago. The Arctic

Ocean changes are mixed, although the largest

changes from 1974 to 1975 are the increases in the
Chukchi and East Siberian Seas, where decreases had

occurred from 1973 to 1974. Overall, the total ice

cover for the eight regions increases from 1974 to

1975 by a factor several times the slight decrease

from 1973 to 1974 (Figure 5-10). This increase, how-
ever, is followed by a lesser decrease from 1975 to

1976, when slight decreases occur in most areas ex-

cept at the Bering Sea ice edge, where the ice cover

extends farther equatorward in 1976 than in 1975,

and at scattered locations elsewhere within the pack.

The largest ice concentration decrease from 1975 to

1976 occurs in the Greenland Sea (Figure 5-8).

Specific features already mentioned, such as the

unusually heavy ice cover in the Sea of Okhotsk in

1973 and the light ice cover in the Bering Sea in 1973,

are also apparent on the maps of the deviations of

the individual years from the 4-year average (Figure

5-9). Other facts that are not apparent on earlier

maps become apparent with the difference maps. For

instance, at least on an annually averaged basis, 1974

was a more "average" year than 1973, in terms of

having lesser areas of large deviations from the

mean. Of course the standard of comparison here

is only the 4-year period 1973 through 1976.
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Figure 5-6a. Annual mean sea ice 
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accounted for by interpolation. 
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Figure 5-6b. Annual mean sea ice 
concentrations for 1975 and 
1976. Months without data are 
accounted for by interpolation. 
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Figure 5-7. Four-year average of annual mean sea ice concentrations. 
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Figures 5-11 through 5-13 present the annual cy-

cles of the pseudo mean sea ice concentrations for

each region for each of the 4 years and for the sum

of the eight regions for each of the 4 years. These

are the same pseudo mean concentrations that are

arranged to show the interannual differences by

month in Chapter 4, and hence, as there, they repre-
sent the mean concentrations within the sea ice re-

gion. Specifically, the concentrations are averaged

over all pixels with concentrations of at least 15 per-

cent, so that the area over which the averaging is
performed is smaller in the summer than in the win-

ter. For the sum of the eight regions, the pseudo

mean ice concentrations are 82 to 86 percent

throughout the winter and decrease only to 59 to 62

percent in summer (Figure 5-11). In winter, Hudson

Bay shows the highest mean ice concentrations, at

approximately 97 percent, followed by the Canadian

Archipelago and the Arctic Ocean. However, the lat-

ter two regions have their values artificially depressed

by the multiyear ice complication discussed in Chap-

ters 3 and 4. The regions with the lowest mean con-
centrations during winter are the Greenland Sea,

with values consistently between 61 and 73 percent,

and the Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk, both of

which show stronger contrasts from month to month

within the winter and also from year to year. Each

of the eight regions has a pronounced yearly cycle,
with the highest mean concentrations in winter and
the lowest in summer. This situation contrasts with

the corresponding results in Antarctic Sea Ice,

Figure 5-10. Year-to-year changes in annual mean sea ice

extent for each region of Figure 4-2 and for the sum of

the regions.

There is no overall trend of either increasing Arctic

sea ice amounts or decreasing Arctic sea ice amounts

over the 4-year ESMR period (Figure 5-10). In fact,

not one of the eight regions exhibits a consistent

4-year trend of either an increasing or a decreasing

nature. This lack of a trend contrasts markedly with

the Antarctic situation for the same period, in which
both the Weddell Sea and the southern ocean as a

whole exhibit a consistent decrease in the annual

mean sea ice extents (Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976).

Notably, however, the 4-year decrease in the Antarc-

tic was not maintained in the late 1970s or early 1980s

(Chiu, 1983; Zwally et al., 1983b).
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Figure 5-1 1. Pseudo mean sea ice concentrations, show-

ing the yearly cycle and interannual variations, for the sum

of the eight regions in Figure 4-2.
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1973-1976, where the mean sea ice concentrations

do not have as clearly defined an annual cycle in

either the Bellingshausen-Amundsen Seas sector or
the Pacific Ocean sector.

The pseudo mean ice concentrations (Figures 5-11
through 5-13) are an indication of the compactness

of the ice and the amount of open water in leads

and polynyas. The mean concentrations of 75 to 80

percent in the wintertime Antarctic ice pack, which

is largely unconstrained by land boundaries, are ap-

proximately the same as the values found in the simi-

larly unconstrained marginal seas of the Arctic (the

Barents Sea, Greenland Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, Bering

Sea, and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait). In Arctic regions

that are largely constrained by land (the Arctic

Ocean, Hudson Bay, and the Canadian Archipel-
ago), the average open water in winter is only a few

percent, which is smaller than the estimated measure-
ment error of the ESMR. In the Arctic Ocean the

pseudo mean concentration value of about 91 per-

cent translates to an open water percentage between

0 percent (if the multiyear ice fraction exceeds 0.5)

and 9 percent (if the ice is exclusively first-year ice).

The fraction of multiyear ice in the Arctic Ocean can

be roughly estimated by assuming that the observed

pseudo actual ice area at the summer minimum,

3.8 × 10 6 square kilometers (Figure 5-4), is the

area of ice that becomes multiyear ice in winter.
Dividing by the ice area in winter, 6.3-7.0 × 10 6

square kilometers, gives an average multiyear ice
fraction of 54-60 percent. This in conjunction with

the calculated 91 percent pseudo mean ice concen-

tration in winter implies a near total sea ice coverage,

with almost no open water, in winter in the Arctic

Ocean (cf., Figure 3-39). It is important to recall,
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Figure 5-12. Pseudo mean sea ice concentrations, showing the yearly cycle and interannual variations, for the follow-

ing regions: Arctic Ocean, Kara and Barents Seas, Canadian Archipelago, and Greenland Sea.
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Figure 5-13. Mean sea ice concentrations, showing the yearly cycle and interannual variations, for the following

regions: Sea of Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay/Davis Strait.

however, that the error bars are large (Figure 3-40),

so that the open water percentage could be anywhere

within the range of 0 to about 10 percent.

In summary, in this volume the Arctic sea ice cover

for the years 1973 through 1976 is described with

a variety of mapped and plotted results derived from
the microwave data of the Nimbus 5 ESMR. This

4-year period exhibited significant seasonal and in-

terannual variations in each of the eight regions

chosen for analysis (the Arctic Ocean, Sea of

Okhotsk, Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, Baffin Bay/

Davis Strait, Greenland Sea, Kara and Barents Seas,

and Canadian Archipelago), but no consistent trend

toward either increasing or decreasing sea ice cover.

In as much as polar sea ice can be a sensitive in-

dicator of climate change, even though no climate

change is indicated by the data presented in this vol-

ume, still the detailed description of global sea ice
conditions in the mid-1970s here and in the com-

panion volume Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976 should

be valuable in analyzing the existence and extent of

climate change in the future. When future sea ice

data sets are compared with the ice conditions of

the 1970s and analyzed in conjunction with changes
in other climate variables and with the results of

numerical simulations, a better understanding of cli-

mate change should result (Parkinson and Kellogg,
1979; Parkinson and Bindschadler, 1984).
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DATA

APPENDIX A

PROCESSING, COMPILATION, AND STORAGE

A.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides the details of the data pro-

cessing used for converting the Nimbus 5 ESMR data

to the form presented in this volume. The microwave

brightness temperatures are from the same data set
used for Antarctic Sea Ice, 1973-1976, and the han-

dling of the data was identical for the Northern and

Southern Hemispheres through the compilation of

3-day-averaged gridded values. This appendix re-
flects that fact, with much of the basic material on

the data handling through that stage being repeated,
with clarifications, from the earlier volume. Where

the data handling differed from that used for the

Antarctic, as in the interpolations for monthly aver-
aging, these differences are elaborated.

A.2 DATA STREAM

The telemetry data from the Nimbus 5 satellite,

launched in December 1972, were transmitted to two

spaceflight tracking and data network stations lo-

cated near Fairbanks, Alaska, and Rosman, North
Carolina. The data received in Alaska were recorded

as the satellite passed overhead and were then trans-

mitted over a microwave link to the Meteorological

Data Handling System (MDHS) at the Goddard

Space Flight Center (GSFC). The data received in

North Carolina were relayed directly to GSFC over

a wideband data link. At GSFC, the telemetry data

were unpacked, decommutated, supplemented with

flags and end of files, and stored on magnetic tapes

called experimental tapes (ET's). For data processing
convenience, the data from the ESMR instrument
were combined from several ET's to form stacked

experimental tapes (SET's). The 10-bit telemetry
data on the ET's were converted to 32-bit format

on the SET's for use on the GSFC computers.

The SET's were then used with ephemeris tapes

to generate Earth-located calibrated brightness

temperature (CBT) tapes, which are the primary
source of calibrated radiometer data used for the sea

ice analysis in this volume and the earlier Antarctic

Sea Ice, 1973-1976. The CBT tapes contain the time,

the calibration parameters, the measured brightness

temperatures (TB'S), and the corresponding geo-
graphical coordinates (Table A-l). Each CBT tape

was written at 6250 bits per inch and has approxi-
mately 180 files, each of which contains one orbit
of data.

In order to provide a synoptic representation of

the data in the polar regions, a polar stereographic

mapping, described later, was employed. The grid

size is 293 by 293, with each map cell representing
an area varying from about 32 by 32 kilometers near

the poles to about 28 by 28 kilometers near 50-

degrees latitude (Figure A-l).

The Nimbus 5 ESMR recorded radiation from 78

scan positions varying from 50 degrees to the left

to 50 degrees to the right of the satellite track

(Wilheit, 1972). Full coverage of the entire polar area
could be obtained from a sequence of six satellite

orbits, or one-half day of good data, if all 78 beam

positions were utilized. However, because of the

large disparity in the radiometer field of view from

the outer beam position to the middle beam position

(70 by 140 kilometers compared with 25 by 25 kilo-
meters), generally only the middle 52 beam positions

were used, for a swath-angle coverage of _+30.5

degrees and a minimum resolution of 29 by 42 ki-

lometers. This swath angle corresponds to a spatial

coverage of about 1280 kilometers on the Earth's

surface. Because ESMR data from poleward of

85-degrees latitude are obtainable only through use
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Table A-1

CBT Data Record Format for ESMR*

Word No. Quantity Units Scale Description

Year associated with data

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23-41

42

43-46

47-124

125-202

203-280

Year

Day

Hour

Minute

Second

Program ID

Pitch error

Roll error

RMP indicated

rate high

Latitude

Longitude

Height

Hot-load mean

Hot load

Cold-load mean

Cold load

MUX 1

MUX 2

MUX 3

MUX 4

MUX 5

MUX 6

Engineering data

Beam

position 79

MUX 1-MUX 4

Latitude

Longitude

Brightness

temperature

Year

Days

Hours

Minutes

Seconds

Degrees

Degrees

Degrees

Degrees

Kilometers

Degrees

Degrees

Kelvins

xlO

xlO

xlO

xlO

xlO

xlO

x 100

xlO

x 100

xlO

xlO

xlO

Unique program identification

Pitch fine error

Roll fine error

Latitude of subsatellite point

Longitude of subsatellite point

Height of spacecraft

Average antenna temperature

Phase-shift temperature

Ferrite-switch temperature

Ambient-load temperature

Hot-load temperature

Automatic gain control (AGC)

Latitudes of the 78 scan

positions

Longitudes of the 78 scan

positions

Brightness temperatures

of the 78 scan positions

*Source: Wilheit, 1972.
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1200 , t ,of the outer beam positions, these outer positions,
which were otherwise discarded, were used to cover

the region between 85 degrees and the poles. Fur-

thermore, because the ESMR senses horizontally

polarized radiation, a scan-angle dependent correc-
tion was applied to the data, as discussed at the end

of Section A.3.2, to make each observation approx-

imately equivalent to a nadir observation, which is

nonpolarized.

With the above restrictions on beam positions and

with additional rejection of data because of occa-

sional instrumental problems, about 3 days of data

were generally required to provide near-complete

spatial coverage of the polar regions. Three-day-

average maps were therefore generated for all peri-

ods that contained valid data from launch until May

1977. From these secondary products, monthly mean

T B maps were created and used with interpolated
monthly surface temperature maps to calculate

monthly ice concentrations. The monthly T B maps
appear in Chapter 3, and the monthly ice concentra-

tion maps appear in Chapter 4. Yearly and multi-

yearly average maps were also created and appear

in Chapters 3 and 5. Interpolation and weighting

procedures to account for missing data while creating

the monthly and yearly T B maps are described in
Section A.4.2.

A.3 CALIBRATION AND QUALITY
CONTROL

A.3.1 Determination of Latitude and Longitude

Initially, ephemeris data based on several weeks

of predictive calculations were used to compute the

latitude and longitude of the field of view of the

Earth's surface corresponding to each scan angle of
the radiometer as the satellite orbits the Earth. How-

ever, use of these data often caused serious Earth-

location errors up to several hundred kilometers.

These errors were substantially reduced by using

definitive ephemeris data calculated from satellite

tracking parameters. The new procedure was imple-

mented in 1975 for newly acquired data, and all prior
CBT tapes were revised at that time. Results were

checked by comparing Earth locations generated
from these data with continental boundaries. The

calculated positionings appear to be accurate to well

within 30 kilometers, which is the approximate reso-

lution used for mapping the data.

1100

1000
w
X

< 900

_c 800

700

'o ' 'o6000° 8 ° 70 ° 6 ° 50°

LATITUDE

Figure A-1. Area of a map element (pixel) as a function

of latitude.

A.3.2 Initial Calibration Algorithm

Initial calibration of the radiometer was based on

a cold-load reference temperature (Tc) provided by
a sky horn measuring the 3 K cosmic background

and a hot-load reference temperature (TH) deter-
mined by a floating ambient termination in the

spacecraft. Eight scans of data were required to pro-

duce a complete set of calibration parameters (Table

A-2). The calibration temperatures, T c and T H,
were calculated from the various temperatures and

automatic gain control of the multiplex data (MUX 1
through MUX 6 in Table A-l), and the values of

four ambient and four cold calibration voltages

(V H and V c, respectively) were averaged through
the eight scans. For each beam position, the bright-

ness temperature, TIN, corresponding to voltage V
was then calculated by:

Tc - T H

T1N = TH + _CC _H (V - VH) , (A-l)

which provided the basis for calibrating the ESMR
instrument.

Additional corrections to the calibration of the

instrument had to be applied to account for antenna

ohmic loss, which is a function of beam position and

the temperature of the phase shifters. Further correc-

tions were required for the effects of side lobes and

different viewing angles. In particular, a scan-angle-

dependent correction was applied to convert each

observation to make it approximately equivalent to

a nadir observation. The procedure relied on avail-

able ground-truth data, statistical analysis, and
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Table A-2

Framing Format of the ESMR Data in SET Tapes

Word Number

1-78

79

8O

81-128

129

13O

131-208

209

210

211-288

289

290

291-368

369

370

371-448

449

45O

451-528

529

53O

531-608

609

610

Scan Number

Number of

Bits/Word

10

Description

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Hot reference

Average antenna temperature

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Cold reference

Average phase-shifter temperature

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Hot reference

Ferrite-switch temperature

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Cold reference

Ambient-load temperature

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Hot reference

Dicke-load temperature

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Cold reference

AGC count

V1_78 for beam positions 1-78

Hot reference

Multiplex calibration

V__78 for beam positions 1-78

Cold reference

Frame identification number

modeling, with a set of correction parameters A 0

and A_, for each beam position, I, empirically

determined from ocean data and then used to obtain

the final calibrated brightness temperature:

TB(I) = A0(I) + AI(I) × TIN(I) (A-2)

Further details can be found in Wilheit (1973).

To check the correction for conversion to nadir

observations, selected 293 by 293 images were gen-

erated using only the nadir beam positions and these

were compared with images for the same period us-

ing the middle 52 positions. The comparison showed

consistency over the oceans, over sea ice, and over

ice sheets.
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A.3.3 Calibration Adjustments and Data Gaps

When all available calibrated data were initially

processed and mapped to 3-day-average images,
many of the maps were found to be contaminated

by abnormal brightness temperatures. It was deter-

mined that unforeseen problems with the input data

had led to improper calibration of selected orbits and

portions of orbits. For example, parity read errors

in the middle of certain input SET's caused the im-

proper unpacking of some of the calibration

parameters.

The initial procedure used for removing the badly

calibrated data was crude but effective. A polaroid

color image of each map was produced and checked

for abnormal features, features that were usually

easy to detect because at least eight scans would be

affected. Problem orbits and portions of orbits were

then determined by using a graphical overlay on the
images, and problem time intervals were determined

by examining a printout of the data for the entire

orbit. Time intervals containing clearly inaccurate

data were excluded in the final processing of the

maps. In a later version of the mapping software,

most of these inaccurate data were automatically

eliminated by requiring the values of the calibration

parameters to fall within certain acceptable limits.

Both the hot-load and cold-load reference temper-
atures are needed to calibrate the radiometer ade-

quately. Sometimes the hot-load reference was not

recoverable because of hardware or processing prob-

lems. When this occurred, the instrument was said

to be in "glitch mode." The ESMR was in glitch

mode occasionally during the 1973 through 1976 pe-

riod, most seriously in March, April, May, and
August of 1973 and in November and December of

1976. Because of the glitch-mode problems, the

usable data obtained during these months were in-

sufficient for generating monthly averages. Although

the radiometer was in glitch mode for as long as a

few days at other times, there were generally enough
well-calibrated data to form reasonable monthly

averages. The only other months during the 1973

through 1976 period without monthly averaged data

obtainable from the Nimbus 5 ESMR are June, Ju-

ly, and August of 1975. During these 3 months, the
data acquisition instruments for Nimbus 5 were turn-

ed off because the power for the instruments was

needed for the newly launched Nimbus 6 satellite.

In September 1975, data acquisition for the Nimbus

5 ESMR was restored but only on an every-other-
day basis.

Another instrumental problem led to additional

calibration adjustments. This problem was identified

through studies of the temporal variation of T s in
the ice-free areas of the southern ocean. These

studies revealed some unexpected time-dependent

shifts, which were later confirmed as global rather

than hemispheric through studies of T B variations
in the Northern Hemisphere oceans. At the 1.55-

centimeter wavelength of the ESMR, sea water is ex-

pected to have minimal or no seasonal variation in

T a because the emissivity is inversely proportional
to the surface physical temperature (Wilheit, 1972).

Although T s is affected by roughness, foam, water
vapor, and rainfall, none of these has seasonal char-
acteristics consistent with the observed shifts. There-

fore the shifts were assumed to be caused by calibra-

tion or instrumental problems. Consequently, a nor-

malization procedure was applied to the monthly

average T a data. Much of this procedure is describ-
ed in Comiso and Zwally (1980) for the Antarctic.

A summary of the earlier description and a discus-

sion of the adjustments added for the Arctic data

are provided in the following paragraphs.

To investigate the time dependence of TB, vari-
ous subsets of the data in the monthly maps were

binned in intervals of 1 K. An example of a winter
distribution for the latitude zone of 55 °S to 65 °S

is presented in Figure A-2. In the Southern Hemi-

sphere, the contribution from the ocean typically ap-

pears as a narrow peak at approximately 135 K with

a width of about _+4 K. The brightness temperature
at which the ocean peak occurs varies from month

to month, as indicated in Figure A-3. In the 1973

data, a decrease of approximately 8 K occurs from

January to July. In the 1976 data, a much larger
decrease is evident from April to June and is fol-

lowed by a recovery in July with a general decrease

for the remainder of the year. During 1974 and 1975,

T B is much less variable.

A similar time series analysis of the brightness

temperatures of the ocean peaks in the T B distribu-
tions was done for the Northern Hemisphere, and

the results for the North Atlantic are shown in Figure
A-4. The Northern Hemisphere data show overall

consistency with the Southern Hemisphere data, al-
though with some discrepancies, such as the greatly

reduced magnitude of the January-to-July decrease
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in the 1973data. The major discrepancies are per-

haps caused by differences in atmospheric and sur-
face conditions in the two regions. The April-to-June

decrease in the 1976 data is more uniform over the

400 I ' I i I ' I
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i
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120 160 200 240
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Figure A-2. Typical winter distribution of brightness tem-

peratures in map elements (pixels) between 55°S and

65°S. [From Zwally et al. (1983),]

two hemispheres and is apparently caused by fluc-
tuations in instrumental characteristics not ac-

counted for in the calibration of the sensor (Paul

Hwang, personal communication, 1982).

Further analysis of the apparently anomalous

shifts in T B from April to July of 1976 was made
by examining both ocean and highly concentrated

sea ice areas on the 3-day-average maps. Shifts in

brightness temperature in both ocean and ice areas
occurred at about the same time. In the Southern

Hemisphere, the initial downward shift is about 10 K
for the ocean and 8 K for the sea ice, and the re-

covery shift is about 13 K for the ocean and 25 K

for the sea ice. Such recovery shifts, if noninstrumen-

tal, would require changes in physical temperature
of about 27 K on the ice and 30 K in the water, as-

suming ice and water emissivities to be constant dur-

ing the period. Temperature changes that large are

considered so unlikely that the abrupt T B shifts are
concluded to be instrumental in nature. Examination

of the time variations of T B over the Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets revealed similar anomalous
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Figure A-3. Brightness temperatures with the highest fre-

quency of occurrence in the ice-free ocean area (histogram

ocean peak) in the Weddell Sea between 55 °S and 65 °S

for each month of available data from 1973 through 1976,

prior to correction for calibration shifts. [From Zwally et

al. (1983).]
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prior to correction for calibration shifts.
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time-dependentshifts,supportingtheconclusionof
an instrumentalproblem.

Thenormalizationprocedureusedto adjustfor
anomalousshifts assumedthat the oceanTB,in-
cluding atmosphericcontributions,wasconstant
over time for eachhemisphere.The constantas-
sumedwas the averagevalue of the TB'sat the
monthlyoceanpeaks,thisvaluebeing135K in the
Antarcticand 138.3K in theArctic. Thestandard
deviationof theoceanTB'sin theArctic is slightly
largerthanthestandarddeviationin theAntarctic,
with the result that in both hemispheresthe TB
valuefive standarddeviationsbelowthe peakis
about120K, whichistheestimatedbrightnesstem-
peratureof calm ice-freeocean. In all months
throughoutthe4-yearperiod,eachmonthlyaveraged
mapwasnormalizedby a constantoffset to force
theoceanpeakto occurat 135K in theAntarctic
and at 138.3 K in the Arctic. The offsets in the Arc-

tic, determined from data in the North Atlantic and

Bering and Okhotsk Seas, are listed in Table A-3.

Table A-3

Adjustments to Monthly Averaged

Brightness Temperatures

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1973

-3.7

-2.6

-3.7

-4.6

-1.8

-0.9

-1.9

-1.5

Year

1974 1975 1976

- 1,8 1,9 1,6

- 1.5 2.3 1,5

0.5 2.2 3.6

1.0 3.3 3.6

0.1 2.4 1.9

-1.6 ---- -1.1

-4.6 --- -2.4

- 4.7 -- -- - 1.4

-1.5 2.1 2.6

0.7 2.6 0.6

1.0 2.2 -- -

0.6 2.9 -- -

Because the anomalous shifts were more pro-

nounced from May 18, 1976 through the remainder
of 1976 than in earlier months, more-extensive data

adjustments were done on all 3-day images follow-
ing May 15, 1976. These adjustments were of the
form

!

Ta = a + bT B , (A-3)

where T B ' is the uncorrected brightness tempera-

ture, and T B is the corrected brightness tempera-
ture. The coefficients a and b were determined from

the distribution of T a ' in selected ocean and high
concentration ice areas. Because the variations were

short-term, a separate a and b pair was determined

for each 3-day map.

Partial confirmation of the validity of this normal-

ization is provided by the consistency of the cor-

rected brightness temperatures over the Antarctic

and Greenland ice sheets, which undergo a seasonal
variation but little interannual variation. The effect

of the normalization on the Greenland ice sheet is

shown in Figure A-5. Clearly the normalization pro-
cedure reduces the interannual variations. The ab-

solute calibration of the brightness temperature is
unimportant in this procedure, because the method

sets a value of 0-percent ice concentration in known

areas of open water and 100-percent ice concentra-

tion in sea ice regions where T B has its highest
values.

A.4 DATA MAPPING AND AVERAGING

The 3-day-average brightness temperature data are

mapped from the orbital format given on the CBT

tapes to a 293 by 293 grid of cells uniformly subdi-

viding a polar stereographic map. The data are

placed into cells according to the geographic coordi-
nates of the center of the radiometer field of view.

Overlapping data in a cell from separate orbits in

the same 3-day period are averaged to give a single

brightness temperature assumed to be located at the
center of the cell.

A.4.1 Polar Stereographic Map

The mapping of the ESMR data is consistently

done onto polar stereographic maps. Such maps are

constructed by projecting points on the Earth's sur-

face onto a plane tangent to the surface at either the
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Figure A-5. Brightness temperatures with the highest fre-

quency of occurrence in the central region of the Greenland

ice sheet for each month of available data from 1973

through 1976, prior to and subsequent to normalization

to correct for calibration shifts.

North or the South Pole, with the vertex of the pro-

jection being the opposite pole. This concept is il-

lustrated in Figure A-6a, where a point B on the

Earth's surface is projected to the polar plane at C.

The coordinates of each element on the projected

map are determined as follows: The distance r from

the pole to the projected point is calculated as

r = dtana , (A-4)

where d is the diameter of the Earth, and a is the

angular projection at the opposite pole expressed in
terms of latitude, 4_, as

3' 90 - 0
a = -- = (A-5)

2 2

Using the axes and orientation of Figure A-6b for

the Northern Hemisphere maps in this volume, the
x and y components of the data element with latitude

and east longitude k are given by:

x =dtan (90°2- q_) cos(X - 45°) , (A-6)

y =dtan (90° 2 _) sin (k - 45 °) (A-7)

The standard map used for the images in this volume

is a 293- by 293-square grid enclosing the 50°N

latitude circle. For the coordinate system selected

and a scaled value of d equal to 401.78, each point

on the map can be expressed by a set of integer coor-

dinates (J,I) defined by:

J = 147 + x + 0.5 , (A-8)

I = 147 - y + 0.5 (A-9)

The standard format used on the computer tapes

for the 293- by 293-gridded data is shown in Table

A-4. On the tapes, each map is followed by an end-

of-file mark, and data are preceded by a header

record containing information about the data and

the recording format (Table A-5).

A.4.2 Interpolation Procedures and
Determination of Monthly Averages

Because of processing and calibration problems

mentioned previously, some 3-day-average maps had

as many as 20 percent of the data cells empty. The

20-percent data loss occurred much more frequently
after the Nimbus 6 satellite launch in June 1975,

when data became available only every other day.

Fortunately, most of the empty cells are located out-

side the sea ice region. Nonetheless, for proper

weighting of data in the monthly averaged maps,
various interpolations were made to fill some of the

empty cells in the 3-day-averaged maps. Because the

Arctic data have considerably more data gaps than

the Antarctic data, a more complete interpolation

procedure was necessary than was used for Antarc-
tic Sea Ice, 1973-1976.

To create the monthly averaged brightness temper-

ature maps in the Arctic case, an initial spatial in-

terpolation was carried out on all 3-day images. In
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Figure A-6. Schematic diagram for polar stereographic

mapping in the Northern Hemisphere.

brightness temperature data were color coded and

mapped into the images presented in Chapter 3. The
brightness temperature data were then used in con-

junction with climatological atmospheric tempera-
tures to obtain monthly average sea ice concentra-

tions by the method described in Section 3.6. The

ice concentration maps are presented in Chapter 4.

A.4.3 Time Averaging and Spatial Summations
of lee Areas

The data shown in the monthly average ice con-

centration maps of Chapter 4 were further combined

into 4-year-average monthly maps by averaging the

data for individual years element by element:

1 6

u _ CMN , (A-lO)
4 N=3

where cM..N is the monthly average ice concentra-
U

tion in element ij for month M of year 1970 + N,

and U2Mis the 4-year-average ice concentration for
U

month M. In cases with missing months due to data

gaps, the 4-year-average monthly maps become

3-year or 2-year averages instead, with the appro-

priate changes in equation A-10.

Chapter 4 also includes time series plots of sea ice
extents and pseudo actual ice areas. The monthly

average ice extent, E MN, for month M of year

1970 + N is determined from the 293 by 293 grid

of monthly average ice concentrations, C_ N, as

this initial interpolation, all missing data points that

were within two pixels of good data on two opposite

sides (in the x direction, y direction, or diagonally)
were filled in with interpolated values. Next, tem-

poral interpolation was performed, with missing data

filled in by time interpolation whenever there were

good data both in either of the two previous 3-day

periods and in either of the two subsequent 3-day

periods. Following these two sets of interpolations,
the 1976 calibration shift described in Section A.3.3

was made for each 3-day period from May 18

through October 30 of 1976. It was at this point that

the initial weighted monthly averaging was per-

formed, followed by the normalization to force

ocean temperatures to peak at 138.3 K, described

in Section A.3.3. The resulting monthly average

E MN = _ aij

i,j (A-11)
C MN > 15%

ij

where a.. is the geographic area of element ij
U

(calculated as a function of latitude and longitude),

and the summation is taken over all map elements

with monthly average pseudo ice concentration

(calculated with _ = 0.92) of at least 15 percent.
Similar summations are performed for determining

the areal ice coverage in the other ice concentration

categories of the form cM. N >-- C, simply
U

by replacing 15 percent in equation A-11 by the ap-

propriate value of c.
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Table A-4

Standard Format* for Polar Stereographic Maps

Record Number

686

587

Length (bytes)

1465

1465

1465

1465

1465

Format

(See below) t

29315

29315

29315

29315

Number

of Words

293

293

293

293

293

Description

Heading (only the

first 20 words are

meaningful)

Row 1 data (x 50)

Observation

population of
row 1

Row 2 data (x 50)

Observation

population

of row 2

1465

1465

29315

29315

293

293

Row 293 data (x 50)

Observation

population

of row 293

*Data format 2 indicates standard format. (See Table A-5.)
t(9[5, 2A5, 815, A5, 255[5, 1815)

The monthly average pseudo actual ice area is

A MN = ' . cMN a
ij ij

i,j (A-12)
CMN _ 15%

U

The error introduced in equation A-12 by the trun-

cation of pseudo concentrations less than 15 percent

is small because of the general sharpness of the ice

boundary and the weighting by concentration in the

summation. In most months this error is significantly

less than the opposing error, generally leading to

calculated ice areas which are too high, that would

be introduced in the absence of any truncation. This

opposing error would result from the variability of

the brightness temperature over ice-free ocean, false-

ly indicating small ice concentrations far from the

ice edge. The sea ice extents and pseudo actual ice

areas for the sea ice covers in the individual analysis

regions of Figure 4-2 are also calculated by equa-

tions A-11 and A-12, although with i,j pairs rang-

ing only over points in the individual region.

The equations to calculate average ice extents _M

and average pseudo actual ice areas _M from the

maps for the 4-year-average monthly conditions are

similar to equations A-11 and A-12:

E M = aij

i,j (A-13)
cM >-- 15%

U

and

= ij aij

i,j (A-14)
C..M >__15%

U
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Table A-5

Header Record for Polar Stereographic Maps

Word Type

1 |5

2 15 4

3 15 4

4 15 4

5 15 4

6 ]5 4

7 15 4

8 15 4

9 15 4

10-11 A5 4

12 15 4

13 15 4

14 15 4

15 15 4

16 15 4

17 15 4

18 15 4

19 15 4

20 A5 4

21-293 [5 4

Number of

Bytes/Word Description

4 Projection type

(1 for polar stereographic)

Number of columns (293)

Number of rows (293)

Scale (2.5 × 106 )

Latitude enclosed (50.0 ° )

Greenwich orientation (45 ° )

Radius of the Earth

J-coordinate of the pole (147)

I-coordinate of the pole (147)

Data type* (TB, ICE CON,

SURF TEMP, or CLIM PRES)

Start time (day)

Start time (hour)

Start time (minutes)

Stop time (day)

Stop time (hour)

Stop time (minutes)

Year data was collected

Data format (2 for standard

format)

Data identification

Meaningless

"The abbreviations used in words 10 and 11 for the data variables are as follows: TB is

brightness temperature, ICE CON is ice concentration, SURF TEMP is mean monthly
climatological surface air temperature, and CLIM PRES is mean monthly climatological sea
level pressure.

<AM>='_- E E C_aij

N=3 i,j

CM.TM ; 15% (A-16)
tj

The differences derive from the truncation to exclude

data elements with calculated pseudo ice concentra-

tions below 15 percent. Near the ice edge, _M may
ij

be less than 15 percent even though some years have

ice concentrations exceeding 15 percent. This would

contribute toward making_EM_greater than _M

and _AM_greater than _M. By contrast, at other
locations near the ice edge, _ may be equal to or

U

greater than 15 percent although some years have

cM TM less than 15 percent, contributing toward
U

making GE M_less than _M and dA M_less than
,._M. Because of these differences, averages of the

areas for the individual years (e.g., _EM_ and

_AM_) have better absolute accuracy than the

areas from the 4-year-average maps (e.g., E M and
AM).
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ICE

APPENDIX B

EDGE CONTOUR MAPS

This appendix presents contour maps of the ice

edge on a monthly averaged basis for each month

with available ESMR data over the 4-year period
1973 through 1976 (Figures B-1 through B-4). The

ice edge is defined as the 14-percent ice concentration

contour, visible on the color-coded monthly aver-

aged ice concentration images of Chapter 4 as the

color break between the two lightest shades of blue

on the color scale. The ice edges not only are among

the most important variables for climate studies but

are believed to be depicted very well by the ESMR

data, having much smaller error bars than the error
bars for contours of higher ice concentration

amounts. The ice edges are contoured here in black-

and-white format for easy reproducibility.

In addition to the ice edges for the individual

months, the monthly ice edges for the 4-year-aver-

aged data are also presented (Figure B-5). As with

the corresponding color-coded images in Figures 4-3
through 4-8, these monthly multiyear averages are

generally 4-year averages, but sometimes 3- or even

2-year averages, depending on data availability. In

each case, the years involved in the averaging are

indicated on the ice-edge map.
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Figure B-la. Mean monthly ice extents for January through June 1973.
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Figure B-lb. Mean monthly ice extents for July through December 1973.
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Figure B-2a. Mean monthly ice extents for January through June 1974.
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Figure B-2b. Mean monthly ice extents for July through December 1974.
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Figure B-3a. Mean monthly ice extents for January through June 1975.
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Figure B-3b. Mean monthly ice extents for July through December 1975.
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Figure B-4a. Mean monthly ice extents for January through June 1976.
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Figure B-4b. Mean monthly ice extents for July through December 1976.
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AREAL

APPENDIX C

DISTRIBUTIONS OF ICE CONCENTRATIONS

This appendix presents 156 selected areal distribu-

tions of the calculated pseudo sea ice concentrations

of Chapter 4. In addition to showing seasonal, re-

gional, and interannual variations in these distribu-

tions, the plots help to confirm the overall effective-
ness of the ice concentration calculations and the

consistency in the normalization of the data as de-

scribed in Appendix A.

Figures C-la and C-lb show the areal distributions

over the sum of the eight regions of Figure 4-2 for

the complete yearly cycle obtained from the 4-year-

average monthly maps. The large ocean area not

covered by ice is reflected in the peak occurring near

0-percent pseudo ice concentration in every month.
In each month, the distributions are approximately

level from 20- to 60-percent pseudo ice concentration

and are substantially higher within the 60- to

100-percent concentration range. In this latter range,

the seasonal variation of the ice is clearly evident,

with minimum ice cover in August and September

and maximum ice cover in February and March. The

occurrence of double ice peaks in December, Janu-

ary, and February reflects the existence of two dis-

tinct ice types: multiyear ice with a lower emissivity

and first-year ice with a higher emissivity. In most

months the distributions also show maximum pseudo

ice concentrations somewhat greater than 100 per-

cent. These unrealistically high values reflect in part

the uncertainties associated with spatial and temporal

fluctuations in ice emissivity and physical tempera-

ture. Only from July through September are the

maximum pseudo ice concentrations less than 100

percent, which is consistent with reductions in both

ice concentration and emissivity during the summer

period.

Figures C-2a and C-2b show the March, June,

September, and December distributions for each year

for the sum of the eight analysis regions of Chapter

4 (Figure 4-2), and Figures C-3 through C-10 show

the corresponding sets of plots for each individual

region. Significant year-to-year and seasonal varia-

tions are clearly evident in the distributions, espe-

cially above 60-percent ice concentration. These

variations depict in a different form some of the
seasonal and interannual variations described in

detail in Chapter 4.

In the Arctic Ocean, open water areas are expected
to be minimal in winter and have been estimated to

cover no more than 11 percent of the region during

winter. The March and December plots in Figures
C-3a and C-3b indeed show that all the Arctic Ocean

data in these months have high pseudo ice concen-

trations. Furthermore, the plots generally have dou-

ble peaks, believed to correspond to the first-year

and multiyear ice types. The data representing 70-

to 85-percent pseudo ice concentrations are generally
observations from the central Arctic, where multi-

year ice is prevalent, with emissivities of approxi-
mately 0.84 rather than the 0.92 value used in the

pseudo ice concentration calculations. Thus, as dis-

cussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the real ice concentra-

tions are considerably higher than the 70- to 85-

percent pseudo ice concentrations shown in the plots.

In June, the width of the consolidated ice peak is
narrower than the widths in March and December

because of surface melt, which tends to reduce the

contrast in emissivity between multiyear ice and first-

year ice (Chapter 3). In September, most of the ice

has pseudo ice concentrations between 60 and 80 per-

cent. Although this is consistent with the expected

lower ice concentrations during the summer breakup,

the lower pseudo ice concentrations are also in part

due to meltponded surfaces.

As expected, for the four seasonal sea ice regions

with essentially no multiyear ice (the Sea of Okhotsk,
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Figure C-la. Areal distributions of pseudo ice concentrations for the Northern Hemisphere for the 4-year-average

(1973-1976) monthly values from January to June. The Northern Hemisphere is represented by the sum of the eight
regions of Figure 4-2.
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Figure C-3b. Year-to-year comparison of areal distributions of pseudo ice concentrations
for the Arctic Ocean for September and December.
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Figure C-8b. Year-to-year comparison of areal distributions of pseudo ice concentrations
for the Greenland Sea for September and December.
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Figure C-9a. Year-to-year comparison of areal distributions of pseudo ice concentrations
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Figure C-9b. Year-to-year comparison of areal distributions of pseudo ice concentrations
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Bering Sea, Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay/Davis

Strait), the areal distributions for September are

practically level at 0 for all ice concentrations ex-

ceeding 15 percent. The slight rightward shifting of

the ocean peak from March to June in both the Sea
of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea (Figures C-4a and

C-5a) reflects a slight seasonal dependence of the

brightness temperature of the ice-free ocean. The
uniform and near solid ice cover of Hudson Bay in

winter, as well as its exclusively first-year ice

character, are reflected in the March distributions

by the total absence of an ice-free ocean peak and
the fairly narrow ice peak near 100-percent ice con-

centration (Figure C-6a).

The Greenland Sea curves differ from the curves

of the other regions in that they reveal almost no

ice with pseudo concentrations exceeding 90 percent

(Figures C-8a and C-8b). This suggests, for the
Greenland Sea, that where first-year ice exists, it is

not heavily concentrated. The extremely high pseudo
ice concentrations in the Kara and Barents Seas in

March 1976 (Figure C-9a) confirm the almost total

absence of multiyear ice there in that year, a point

also mentioned in Chapter 4 and further confirmed

in the areal distribution plots by the absence of any

ice during the previous September (Figure C-9b).

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, key approxima-

tions used in determining pseudo ice concentrations

from the microwave data are the assumptions of con-
stant values of 0.92 and 138.3 K for the sea ice

emissivity and the ocean brightness temperature,

respectively, and the calculation of ice temperatures

from mean monthly climatological air temperatures.

The areal distribution curves in this appendix help

to confirm the legitimacy of these approximations.

In particular, the narrowness of the ice-free ocean

peaks in most of the curves and the approximate con-

sistency in their horizontal placement help to justify

the use of a constant value for the ocean brightness

temperature; and the fact that in winter the ice peaks

in the first-year ice regions occur near 95 to 100 per-

cent shows the appropriateness of the 0.92 value for

the emissivity of first-year ice. At the same time, the

distributions do naturally reflect the various errors

introduced by these approximations, as discussed in

Chapter 3 and Appendix A. Nonetheless, the areal

distributions show overall consistency with our in-

terpretations of the multiyear and first-year ice dif-

ferences, and the variations at the high ice concen-

tration levels are within the estimated error.
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APPENDIX D

ACRONYMS

AES

AGC

AIDJEX

AVHRR

BESEX

CBT

DOD

ESMR

ET

GSFC

MDHS

MIZEX

NASA

Atmospheric Environment Service

Automatic Gain Control

Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment

Advanced Very High Resolution Ra-
diometer

Bering Sea Experiment

Calibrated Brightness Temperature

Department of Defense

Electrically Scanning Microwave Ra-
diometer

Experimental Tape

Goddard Space Flight Center

Meteorological Data Handling System

Marginal Ice Zone Experiment

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration

NESDIS

NOAA

NORSEX

NSF

SET

SMMR

SSMI

THIR

TIR

USGS

WMO

National Environmental Satellite, Data
and Information Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration

Norwegian Remote Sensing Experiment

National Science Foundation

Stacked Experimental Tape

Scanning Multichannel Microwave Ra-
diometer

Special Sensor Microwave Instrument

Temperature-Humidity Infrared Ra-
diometer

Thermal Infrared Radiometer

United States Geological Survey

World Meteorological Organization
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